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FOREWORD. 

The authors hav• pleasure in submitting the Report on the Outline of the Master Plan for 
Gre<>ter Bombay. It is not sugge<!ted that the proposds made therein are the los~ wnrd in ToNI! 
Plar.ning. but it can definitely be stated that they are logicol and practical proposals h>ed on the inform a• 
tion collected by the nucleus staff made available to them for the purpose. As is well known, the last 
word in Town Planning will never be written. 

The Report presents a dear and true picture of th~ City and its Suburb•. without any attempt 
to overemphasize its good features or pass over its shortcomings. It attempts in the first instance to 
analyse the defects and their causes and then proceeds to make concrete suggestions to overcome them. 
It looks ahead into the future and by an analysis of growth, trends and inRuences, visualises probable 
changes and suggests me,.sures to ensure that these changes will be effected with minimum dislocation 
to the City. 

The actions suggested include proposals to relieve traffic congestion, insanitary housing conditions 
and cramped industrial development in the City. The solutions to our physical problems are, as far as 
possible, adapted to existing conditions, to avoid economic wastt.. At the same time short term solu
tions are meiiculously avoided as ultimately they lead to more intricate problems in years to com~. 
The correction of p!l3t mistakes is very difficult-in some caoes almo•t imp<mible-and an eamest 
attempt is made to avoid the repetition of such mistakes. 

Bombay City and the Suburbs have some basic advantages, such as a fa,·ourable gevgraphical 
position, an excellent harbour, good rail and air communications, a reasonably good road system, a 
Rourishing textile industr;,, etc. On the other hand, Bombay and its Region suffer from certain topo
graphical shortcomings-relatively small perc~ntage of useable land because of the mountainous and 
~wampy areas in large proportion to the whole regional area-a rather elongated shape that hampers 
good planning, a very high residential density and ab•ee~ce of zoning. Bold planning i> indicated to 
ov£rcome these disadvantages. The Master Plan presented herein takes into account all these 
disadvantages anC: in the light of the anticip>ted development, sugge:;ts a fe1>ible solution. 

The Report makes various recommendations of which some are very urgent and require to be 
undertaken f, r execut; .. n at the earliest oppcrtunity, to afford relieffrom conditions hampering busines.• 
and industry. 

Among the foremost of these may be men:ioned the improvement to the m•in approaches to 
the City, the proposals to relieve the serious overcrowdin;>; of populatior>, the decentralisation of 
indu,try, etc. Such improvement" when carried out will be of inestimable benefit to the City, 
especially if executed without delay. 

Land being the basic commodity in which a town planner deals, the Report attaches much 
imoortance as to how it should be used in the interest of the whole community. This only means that 
legislation controlling land use is urgently needed-in fact, it cannot come a day too soon. 

The purpose of tho Report is to draw a correct picture of the City and th~ region and suggest 
remedies for its defects and also to plan for the development of new communities (neighbourhoods) in 
the region with the attendant service:; and facilities, $0 as to enable everyone concerned, irrespe:tive 
of his state in life, to enjoy a full measure of civiclife. It is presumed thlt the co-operation not only of 
the Municipalities and tha Government, but also cf the citizens at large would be forthcoming 
without which this Plan cannot be re>!ioed. If the citizens take up the opportunity that is offered 
in this Master Plan and cackl• the prohlrms with broadness of vision and holdne:;s of execu;ion, thea 
only we will have done oar duty to the community, children and grandchildren. 

N. V. M. 
A.M. 
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REPORT ON THE OUTLINES OF A MASTER PLAN FOR 
GREATER BOMBAY AND SATELUTE TOWNS 

INTRODUCTION. 

1. This is a joint Report by Mr. N. V. Modak, Special Engineer and by Mr. Albert Mayer, 
Town Planning Consultant, and on Roads and Traffic by Mr. W. J. Cox, Traffic and Road 
Consultant as well, except where otherwise noted. 

(a) Technical questions of water-supply and of sewerage and sewage disposal are not 
covered in this Report, as the Consultant has accepted Mr. Modak' s assurance that schemes 
to be undertaken will amply cover the requirements. 

(b) This presentation of the outlines of a Master Plan for Greater Bombay consists of 
two parts: 

(I) The Report proper, and 

(2) Maps as indicated below : 
(i) Drawing No. G.B.1/11-11-1947 showing allocation of functional areas, roads, 

airfields etc. 
(ii) Drawing No. G.B.Z/11-11-1947 showing certain satellite and outlying towns. 
(iii) Drawing !No. G.B. 3/11-11-1947 of the Bombay Island showing the proposed 

stages of development. 
(iv) Drawing No. G.BA/11-11-1947 showing the proposed grade separated express 

highway intersection; and 
(v) Drawing No. G.B.S/11-11-1947 showing the proposed cross-section of Sion 

Road, indicating relocation of tram tracks and introduction of service lanes 
on an existing road. 

(c) The Report is composed of XIII Sections as detailed below. The first two Sections 
are summaries and they are followed by short Sections III to XIII, discussing further the 
items included in the first two sections. 

SECTION I.-The General Picture. 
Do. H.-Targets for population, Industry, Docks, Business, Open spaces etc. 
Do. III.-Areas and populations allotted-Greater Bombay and beyond. 
Do. IV.-Four proposed typical localities or Districts in Bombay Island. 
Do. V.-Progress stages or periods in development of the Plan. 
Do. VI.-Housing. 
Do. VII.-Traffic and Transportation: Road system, Parking, Underground tubes, 

Railways, Aerodromes. 
Do. VI H.-Business and Shopping, Markets. 
Do. IX.-Parks and Playgrounds. 
Do. X.-Required Legislation. 
Do. XI.-Surveys and Staff required. 
Do. XII.-Public Relations. 
Do. XII I.-Costs and availability of Materials and Equipment. 
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2. The aim of this Report is to present the salient factors in the Plan and its execution in as 
stripped-down and compact a form as possible so that it will be read and absorbed, criticised and 
supported by many of Bombay's citizens. A great deal of the general background and purposes of 
planning as well as of factual material about Bombay is omitted, because these are well known and 
amply covered by the three Preliminary Reports issued in 1945 and 1946 on the Greater Bombay 
Scheme, on ' Town Planning,' ' Housing ' and ' Communications '. It is urged that these reports 
be re-read in this connection. 
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SECTION I 

THE GENERAL PICTURE 

3. The purpose of this Plan and Report is-( I) to carry one step further the sound general 
attack made in the preliminary reports of the three panels, with such changes as have been found 
desirable in accordance with modern experience, or as close study of terrain, trends and actual condi~ 
tions have indicated ; (2) to show as clearly and concretely as possible in a brief but intensive study 
what the actual areas and lines of development should be; (3) to furnish as it were the envelopes 
within which development of various types should take place ; ( 4) to state in some detail the reasons for 
the particular decisions reached and (5) to state for the guidance of the planning staff how to fill in 
the envelopes, i.e., how to design articulated localities and neighbourhoods within them. 

{a) The next step, if this Plan is adopted, is for a much strengthened staff to study more 
exactly the locations and boundaries ofthe envelopes so that action may be taken as to controlling 
land use in accord with the adjusted pattern and to start filling in the envelopes, selecting~them 
in order of priority so that actual building may take place in the areas where there is urgent 
pressure for development, without delay, but in accordance with detailed zoning requirements. 

PLAN AND ACTION 

4. The Plan here presented covers the proposed development of Bombay City, Greater 
Bombay and Satellite Towns beyond. 

(a) Bombay is desperately overcrowded, the overcrowding appears to be constantly 
worsening, and Bombay is daily expanding in a way to add to the confusion of its suburbs. 
Unless a plan such as this is adopted and speedily implemented by legislation and by actual 
action and development, Bombay will grow just as an industrial enterprise used to grow, adding 
a building here and a shed there and a godown somewhere else-the result-inefficient and 
obsolete development competitively at a handicap with modern well-planned industries. It 
is not altogether too late, though almost too late and in some respects actually too late, to create 
or recreate a great City, and a City that will be able to meet any competition. 

(b) But bold and prompt action is required. This cannot wait. Numerous instances 
can be cited where adequate planning and execution are now impossible except at enormous 
expense and dislocation of people, where even a few years ago it would have been simple and 
inexpensive. There are other instances also where local development schemes, each 
conceived individually, are now in the way of good economical planning. What waste I What 
inconvenience I These are past instances, but new instances occur daily. Units of industry 
are now placing themselves in the suburbs and housing follows, with already visible dis
organisation and confusion. Closer to home, we see that the originally promising Mahim 
Woods area is now so peppered with industrial factories, bungalows and institutions, that a really 
first class development is indeed difficult. And even now, new housing projects are definitely 
proposed and some actually proceeding, which will certainly interfere with proper development. 
We are at present confronted with the problem of accommodating the refugees and its solution 
demands quick action. If we lose this urgent opportunity for planning and proper 
development, it will be a tragedy. 

(c) Bombay, of all Indian cities should be in the forefront. Its history is studded with 
large-scale endeavour and accomplishments. Its original creation out of a series of hills 
surrounded by water, its excellently conceived port development, its two-level plannir.:- with 
roads boldly carried over its railways at a time when cities of the world generally we;e still 
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satisfied with level crossings to their present regret, its large-scale developments such as the 
Ballard Estate, Marine Drive and Back Bay area-all these go to form a tradition that Bombay 
can and must carry forward. 

WHAT IS WRONG AND WHAT TO DO 

5. But Bombay has definitely got behind hand of late years. Its inhuman overcrowding and 
its slums are a menace to health, morals and working efficiency. In its lack of parks and playgrounds 
there is probably no sizeable city in the world to compare to it. And cynically enough, a dispropor
tionately large amount of the tiny green area is devoted not to public parks and playgrounds but to 
Race Course, Golf Links, Private Clubs, used either infrequently or by relatively few people or both 
and mostly by people with cars who could most easily drive out for these amenities as they do in most 
other cities. 

(a) Bombay's road and traffic system, while in many localities satisfactory, particularly 
at the north end of the Island, is in certain central areas already inadequate, will become 
increasingly inadequate, as soon as the backlog of present orders for new cars is filled, and 
will simply break down when use of cars becomes more common in the next few years as it 
certainly will. Lack of parking area is already acute. 

(b) What we must and can do is to remedy these conditions, prevent their now-threatened 
repetition in the suburban areas, work out an orderly time-table of development to foresee, 
anticipate and meet imminent and future requirements ; not lag behind them. Legislatively, 
we must on the negative side prevent disorderly interim development ; on the positive, create 
the necessary powers to carry out the proper development whether by Government, Municipality 
or private interests. 

(c) To accomplish these things we must attract the passionate interest of the public, its 
representatives and representative groups. We must invite their comments and criticisms. 
We must take them creatively into account. We must deserve and gain their support. We 
must seek or encourage the creation of citizen groups genuinely interested in civic progress 
which in western countries have done so much to promote the cause of creative planning. 
This last is not a detail or side-issue or a part-time job or an occasional lecture, but a full scale 
enterprise which has been found indispensible wherever good planning has been transformed 
into good development. Planning often dies by inertia. More often, be£Buse plannir>g that 
is effective in an overall sense is bound to inconvenience or annoy some peorle; these few rbise 
·strong opposition which is often successful if the far gre~ter numbers benefited are not a lat. 
The world is full of unused plans. 

WHAT TillS PLAN CONSISTS OF 
6. This is not a final detailed blue-print. It is a carefully conceived general plan based on 

proper inter-relationship and anticipated growth of areas of living, industry, business, shopping, 
recreation, education and also on road, rail and airport systems to connect them most conveniently 
and safely. What the Report and its maps and charts do is to merely furnish an envelope. By far 
the biggest job is to !ill this in, properly and imaginativdy. This has still to be done and it is a very 
big job. EXact locations of roads, exact limits of areas, exact location of greenbelts, design of neighbour
hoods and towns, will depend on information as to terrain, drainage characteristics, soil character and 
fertility, social and industrial information. 

(a) It may be pointed out that the Plan is flexible and provides a certain amount of elbow 
room. On the Greater Bombay Map, for example several areas shown now as ' parks' are 
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provided to leave room for requirements not now anticipated with certainty but which may 
arise. A specific example thereof is the area south of Santacruz Aerodrome, where the two 
railways are considering a cross-over for goods whose exact location is being studied. It is 
also a strategically located area and the best user therwf is not yet clear. It should not therefore 
be earmarked for any specific purpose for the time being. There are other low-lying areas 
which could be filled and used for such purpose as additional small airfields. But we do not 
recommend that they should be built upon for accommodation of substantially large population 
or industry, as this would result in dislocating the proper relationship of the various elements 
of the plan, including railway and road facilities. Bombay Island does not possess this flexibi
lity. We must fight for every inch and create elbow room •s we go along. 

(b) One of the most important elements of the plan is the placing of functions in such 
physical relation to each other as to minimize the friction of space. We first minimize the 
need for travel and transport back and forth-for the sake of conveniel'ce and economy-and 
then we provide adequate transport and,traffic arteries to handle what remains. The former 
we propose to accomplish by creatin~ living units of residence, shopping, recreation, education
individual organic cells located as closely as possibk to work areas, reasonably complete in 
themselves and surrounded by grten belts for recreation, for agriculture and to prevent 
higgledly-piggledly growth. People living in such communities go back and forth into the 
City only occasionally, because they find work, shopping, recreation, schools etc., 
near at hand. 

(c) We can plan such communities fairly readily in the Suburban areas. It is also necessary 
to create such communites in the City proper, but the conditions for doing so are not as favourable 
as those in the suburban areas. For example, such communities in the City cannot be provided 
with big green belts. Examples of what we propose to do in the City is shown on the Map of 
the Island of Bombay (Drawing No. G.B. 3, 11-11-1947). 

(d) We provide adequate transport and traffic facilities by carrying our main 
roads around and not through these districts and by separating pedestrian and slow moving 
traffic from automobile traffic. Thus we achieve greater speed and greater safety. Even 
now, with the relatively small number of cars on the streets, police statistics show that we in 
Bombay kill one person per 100 automobiles. The rate in U.S.A. is one person per 1,000 
automobiles, where miles driven per car are also much higher. Possibly, the most pressing 
and the most immediate problem is that of pedestrians and proposals in regard thereto are 
made in Section VII. They aim at not only keeping pedestrians out of the way of high speed 
automobiles, but they also aim at keeping the automobiles in heavily congested areas, off the 
lanes that seem to belong to pedestrians. 

(e) This is the basis of traffic-insulated sub-areas and precincts where through roads must 
not pierce. This delimitation of localities also furnishes the basis over a period of years for 
placing of schools, recreation areas etc. The creation of such localities is important for another 
reason. A city plan is not only a large area intelligently sub-divided, it is the summation of 
organic and vital neighbourhoods and localities. 

(f) As there has not been enough time and data at our disposal to assure that the boundaries 
of such precincts as laid out, are absolutely correct they will have therefore to be studied, 
verified and adjusted by the planning staff to be created hereafter, who will also follow the 
same principles and discover and demarcate other precincts. . 

(g) Finally, we are aware that even after further study, such communities, especially those 
in the built up city will not be as good as they should be, because this is n<>t possible in a built 
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up city. Description and explanation of these localities and basis of d!marcation are given 
in Section VI. Simultaneous planning and replanning of roads and localities is imperative. 
Inspection of Bombay reveals instances where localities planned without relation to through 
roads (some loc.alities developed not very long ago) now interfere with the best road layout. 
There are cases as well, where road locations interfere with the best locality lz.yout. 

(h) Successful prosecution and development of a plan consists of two elements : 

(I) The immediate, ad hoc or opportunistic element. It consists of seizing every 
small opportunity for local improvement•and the Consultant wishes to compli
ment Mr. Modak on alertly finding and capturing many of these e.g., creatinj! 
and equipping local parks and playgrounds on any piece of land available or 
that can be made available. This is relatively cheap, affords tangible relief, 
is the best possible means of having the individual citizen grasp what planning 
means to him and to his children and demonstrates that the planners mean 
business. Bombay has such potential areas now undeveloped and running 
wild. We strongly urge that they be taken in hand and developed at once. 
A.,other example of an immediate possibility from a different field-the traffic 
jam at Camac Bunder goods yard which frequently spills over into Frere Road 
and interfaes with its effectiveness as a traffic artery through which the blood 
of traffic can flow without dotting up. There is a relatively simple and cheap 
remedy for this. 

(i) These modest daily instalments of planning are sometimes neglected in in favour of 
the big conceptions, but they are equally necessary. 

(2) The realisation of the great Plan itself. It must be tied down to a reasonably 
definite time-table of development to co-ordinate various related aspects in time 
with each other so that at no point are its elements, thrown out of balance physically 
and functionally. We have therefore worked out as part of this Report actual 
proposed or illustrative development charts in the first three periods or priorities, 
without having specified the exact length of each. The time required for the 
completion of each will depend on availability of materials, and finance. It 
need hardly be added that the development in each stage will be overwhelmingly 
affected by the degree of interest and insistence of the citizens. We recommend 
that luxury construction should be prohibited until materials become more 
readily available. 

(i) The three charts are intended to give a general indication as regards, (a) the inter
relation in time of the various aims of the plan ; (b) to give the overall plan as specific and 
feasible and challenging a character as possible by breaking it down into definite chunks ; and 
(c) to give some idea of the magnitude of the cost involved. The actual future planning staff 
will need to refine or even more seriously adjust these charts-for example the proportionate 
numbers of houses as among Bombay Island, Suburbs and Towns beyond, the rate of 
industrial relocations etc. While only the roughest degree of approximation can be claimed 
for these charts of the first three periods, it would be completely unrealistic to attempt anything 
so definite as even this, beyond that point. 

(j) The following point is of the highest importance and should be triply underscored. 
Regardless of the rate, availability of materials and finance, Bombay must take measures to assure 
that it will not in the future be hampered by unavailability of required land nor ~y developments 
on it that make its acquisition too costf,y. This means that this present, merely indicative plan 
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should be developed with all possible speed so that specific zoning and land use maps may be 
evolved and enforced and necessary land may be acquired. For this, far more adequate staff 
is desparately needed. The cheapest and indeed the only possible insurance is to develop 
reasonably detailed plans as soon as possible, even for projects that are not at all immediate, 
so that land can be notified or at least zoned against improper development, or other legal 
methods adopted, to assure no interference later. 

(k) We are also showing by way of maps, the different stages of development in the City 
proper. These maps are subject, of course, to variation and adjustment. We have, for 
example, shown certain areas for housing in the first stage which from our present 
knowledge seem most readily available. But with the world-wide trend and the actual present 
Indian trend to industrial decentralization, we might find other areas than we expect. 
Likewise, a central area is indicated by the Consultant for a good-sized park, which we expect 
should be available towards the end of the second period. This is the general area for such a 
park, but it might well turn out, after closer study and inventorying, that some shift m 
boundaries may work out better. 

WHAT TIUS PLAN IS NOT 

7. We have worked out on this conception of Greater Bombay and its development, firmly 
believing in the urgent necessity thereof, its overall economy, its validity and creative value. But 
we would emphasize again and again that it is only a preliminary guide. Most of the work remains 
to be done. I fthis presentation acts as a stimulus to action and is understood to lay down the principles 
of action and its outlines, then the job done is well worthwhile. But if Bombay's officials and its 
citizens should feel comfortably complacent about it, get the idea that the plan is all finished, then they 
would be under a terrible misapprehension and the work done would accomplish more harm than 
good. We believe this is a good beginning and a good first chapter, but the rest remains to be written. 

FIRST TIUNGS FIRST 

8. Undoubtedly the most urgent need is for housing which must be on vacant or predominantly 
Housing. vacant land for the first periods. 

(a) Housing should have the topmost priority for several reasons, the paramount one 
being" health and morals", Even back in 1941, abnost a lakh of people were incredibly living 
IOto 19 people in a small room; in 1947 with about double the population and no new building, 
one shudders to think of what conditions are. Even with the four lakhs of people whose bed 
is the footpath, such figures must be nearly doubled. These fellow citizens of ours MUST 
be accommodated at rentals they can afford to pay. 

(b) We must also acquire elbow room to work in. You cannot displace a single person 
Elb Ro for better roads, parks, schools, parking etc., until you create new 

".'::d om living quarters, so that yo" will not dishouse people, for a miserable and 
DehousiDg squalid one is still better than none at all. 

(c) And finally, the whole texture of our plan, the quality of living and contentment of 
N • hbou h people in it, depend on creating integrated neighbourhoods. Sporadic 

"''I r oucla building such as is now taking place, as for example the new 
construction being carried out in the Bhuleshwar area which should have been kept open, 
is an example of what not to do. We must arm ourselves with adequate powers to prevent 
such repetition in the future. 
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CONTROL OF LAND USE 
9. We will never catch up with ourselves, our plans will never have meaning, and th~ money 

and effort spent on planning will be wasted unless we immediately establish and exerc1se legal 
powers to control the use of land and its density of development. Bombay and . G!eater .Bombay 
cannot nermit the individual builder to do as he pleases, for, his knowledge of the City s requlTements 
is inadequate and his personal pecuniary interest or what he considers to be his in~erest is too often at 
variance with the interest of the efficiency and liveability of the City and the regton. 

COMBINATION OF INDIA.fi KNOWLEDGE AND FOREIGN EXPERIENCE 

10. The plan as offered is the result of close interchange of opinion and observation between 
the Special Engineer and his staff and the Consultant, and it is believed that this fusion has resulted 
in a sound realistic plan which takes account of lndia"s and Bombay's conditions al'd resources, and 
which has the benefit of the last 30 years of mistakes and successes in European and AmErican 
planning. 

(a) One of the big questions is, whether Bombay's citizens will be able to leap over these 
30 years, save the time and waste, the trial end error which America and other countries ha\'e 
gone through or whether every country must make its mistakes and learn from them. 

(b) In this cClnnection we have adopted the following method: We have recommended 
the incorporation of single instances of the most modern solutions, and to do the bulk of the 
work in the way in which it is done at presel't. The experience of the citizens themselves with 
these contrasting methods should determine whether they should be later on incorporated in 
general. An additional advantage of this method is that expense at any one time is minimised. 

(c) However, we must make it possible to introduce such modern solutions generally later 
on, without, in the meantime allowing extraneous development which would make these solutions, 
in future too costly, particularly because of needed land being built upon. For example, in the 
plan, there are express highways planned for Greater Bombay. 0., the basis of American and 
European experience, we are cert;.in that such highways will require grade separation of the 
express high"!ays from cross-roads and that only very limited acce•s should be provided. Instead 
of providing overbridges at every cross-road, we reex;mmended two or.ly, at this time one at 
Andheri in the Suburbs, which is in a particularly difficult condition ; and another in Bombay 
where th(· new sublrterial road comes from Trombay and crosses over the Port Trust Railway 
and the Jackeria Bund<r Road continuation. The users of the roads can then see how much 
advantage there is. They will then make up their minds as to the future and we are contident 
they will demand more of such sub-grade separations. 

{d) Similarly, we recommend limited access to a stretch of one of the new roads within 
Bombay itself. This will naturally be compared with other stretches where each cross-road 
or ·even each house connects up with the highway. 

(e) In any case, it is absolutely vital that such connections be designed now, and land acquisi
tion mad€ in adequate amount now while it is undeveloped and fairly cheap, so that if this modern 
type of intersection is required in later years, it will not be impossibly costly to adopt it. 

(f) These are only a few of dozens of illustrations that could be cited, not only in connection 
with roads but in all fields of City developmel't, where costly experience in America and in 
England has clearly demonstrated two things :'.First, thatJan(must be controlled or acquired 
far in advance of need, to avoid much costlier acquisition later on, much unneceSllary dislocation 
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and hence antagonism. Second, that through lack of knowledge we have often done the very 
same job twice, that the first solution had to be replaced a very few years later, for a more 
adequate solution 

CARRYING THE PLAN FURTHER 

11. As noted above, this is a general articulated plan. It is based on the large accumulated 
knowledge and experience of Mr. MGdak and his small staff, the Town planning consultant Mr. Mayer 
and his traffic associate Mr. Cox. In its preparation, use has also been made oft he inf<Jrm;tion supplied 
by various bodies and individuals, intimately connected with the region. The generous co•operaticn 
of all those consulted is gratefully acl<nowledged*. 

(a) To make the plan more precise and detailed will require-

(I) Ampler and more accuratf' topographic, civic, economic, real property and 
traffic Surveys. There must be initial surveys which will have to be kept 
up-to-date periodically, plotted up and interpreted. Certain suggestions 
rej!arding agricultural surveys are made in paragraph entitled ' Agriculture ' 
in Section II. An absolute MUST is an aerial contoured survey and mosaic 
of the region, which should be undertaken as quickly as possible. Such a survey 
is indispensible in any case, particularly in our case, as we lack up-to-date maps 
showing construction in the Greater Bombay Region in the past few years. 
Besides, this survey will serve as an interim until a topographic survey is made. 

{2) Adequate staff : In this connection please viJe Section XI by Mr. Albe1t Mayer 
and Mr. W. J. Cox which gives the qualifications, specialisations etc., ·of the 
staff and its number which is considered to be the minimum by them. 

(b) Next steps in the development of the plan should go forward without delay, for the 
outlines are clear and there is plenty to do. But it will not be possible to get very far in a 
completely satisfactory or realistic way without action on the above two recommendations. 
It must be borne in mind that even if both are authorised at once, IT WILL TAKE MONTHS 
TO ASSEMBLE THE PERSONNEL AND CARRY OUT THE SURVEYS. 

CARRYING THE PLAN OUT: PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT BOARD OR 
COMMISSION 

12. A far Hung plan for a great City requires far more than technical skill and resourcefulness 
It requires a strong, alert Board or Commission fmm various functional, geographical, political el<!ments 
in the City, to give it the weight and prestige indispensible if the plan is to be realised. This should 
be compact and as small as possible commensurate with adequate coverage. The time to create this 
and appoint members is NOW. 

• ,Gener_aiMilna.ger,B.E.S.& T.C~mmittee;Rc:_presen~ative of th~ Institution of Engineers: Executi,·e Engineer.Central P. W D 
Supenntencling Engtneer, Northern Ctrde :Executive Engmeer • Presidency P. W.O. Bombay; Deputy Chief Engineer Bomba p · 
Trust: Chief Engineer: B.B. & C. I. Railway: Engineer~in~charge. Colonies, G.I.P. Railway: Representative of the I;dian ln~t on 
of Architects: Deputy Consulting Surveyor to the Government of Bombay: President, District Local Board Andheri . Director f p k: 
and Gardens, Bom~ay Presidency; Superintending Engineer, Bombay Aviation Cirde ; Collector of Bombay· Hou;ingCornrnf · ar 
President, Indian ~e~ants' Ch~m.ber; President, Bombay ~hamber ~f. Comme.rcc; Secretary lndi..;,_ Roadr and T,::n:; 
Development Assoaat1on ; Comm1sstonerof La.bo~r, Bombay: M1lk Comm1sstoner:. Duector of Industries, Government of Bo ~ . 
CoUect~rofThana F General.Manager, G.I.P: RBIIway; .Gen~ral Man.ager,B.B. &.C. I. Railway; Principal, University sch:.oi~i 
~coDOllliCI and SOCiology; D1rector. Tat a Institute ofSoe~aiSClences: Duector of Labour W clfare, Goven1ment of Bombay. etc. 
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(a) Among other things, this group must consider the lir.nncial implications of projects, 
and devise means of meeting the financial requirements. It should also consider, so planning 
its construction that the bulk of all but urgent work may be ~xecuted during times of depression 
and unemployment, both so as to provide work at such times and to get more for its money. 
This means employment of enou~h staff so that detailed plans are ready, for ample experience 
shows that general plans take too long to whip into shape when really needed. It also me•ns 
setting up a capital budget ~ystem over a penod of say, live years so that incidence of work 
and availability of funds may be co-r'elated. But this principle will of cour~ not be used as 
a justification for inaction. 

EMOTIONAL AND AESTHETIC APPEAL 
13. Hitherto, the discussion has cOHcemcd itself with physical and functional considerations 

in the widest sense, including social and economic factors. But of equal importance in another realm 
is the expression of these in ar.;hitectural form and organisation which make direct and lasting impres
sion on the people who see, live, work in them. Design will not only fulfil functions, hut should speak 
eloquently to all, whether they well understand the functions or not. People want to live in a great 
City, a City of dignity, grace and inspiration; not only ar efficient City. 

(a) In endeavouring to reach such creative design the Architects and Planners have two 
splendid natural fundamentals at hand, the Sea and the HilTs. While some hiils must 
furnish the stone to fill and to build, Bombay and particularly Bombay Island should 
be vigilant to keep her rell\!'ining hills, for usc of the public as recrelltion and as vantage 
points for inspiring views of the City an:l the sea. Beaches and welf-designed recreation 
ar~s on the Sea and not merely odd left-over patches-these constitute another element to 
be skilfully used. The Mahim Woods atea offers another natural opportunity, somewhat 
spoiled now, of retaining and recreating its wooded character; its treelined Cadell Road is 
one of the most delightful places in Bombay. 

(b) Elements like landscaping, trP.e-plantii'g, designing- and setting up sturdy recreation 
equipment, can at low cost do much to m~ke living pleas.:.nter and more inspiring. They 
have not heretofore been adequately utilized in Bombay's Chaw! developments, roads, or even 
open spaces. In ev~ty type of de\·elopment proposed in this plan, trees and generally well 
considered landscaping should be an integral part. 

(c) The new shopping centres and housing developments give the Architects an opportunity 
for really functional design. In the new road systems the landscape Architer.ts and the Engineers 
are challenged. Some of the handsomest structures created in America in the last generation 
are the Ry-over bridges and the famous Clover Leaves, which act as grade separators between 
roads. It is not a question of architectural embcllishme.tt or of extra expense, but of the 
beauty of carefully studied funLtional form and arrangement. 

. (d)_ T~e situation is.replete ~th challenge and wi•h opportunity. Bomhay is fortunate 
mdee.d ~~~ 1ts. natur~ settmg, bu~ 1t qnnot be said that either in individual buildings, groups 
o_f bmldings, m pubhc ~qua res or many aspect of civic art, Bombay has improved its opportuni• 
ttes. The new plannmg should ge11erate r.ew ins.riration. 
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SECTION U 

TARGETS FOR POPULATION, INDUSTRY, PORTS AND DOCKS, HOUSING, PARKS 
AND PLAYGROUNDS, TRAFFIC AND TRANSPORTATION. 

POPULATION 

14. The population of35 to 37 lakhs to be ultimately distributed as follows: 

Approximately 13 lakhs on Bombay Island, 18 lakhs in Suburban area up to Bassein Creek, 
including Thana, 5 to 6 lakhs in other (new} satellite towns beyond Greater Bombay*. 

{a) While Greater Bombay might re~dily grow beyond 35 to 37 lakhs of population, its 
peculiar terrain consisting mostly of hills and of low-lying land, makes it difficult to find enough 
land without excessive amounts and costs of cutting or filling. As it is, on the availeble land, 
these-total figures represent densities somewhat beyond those considered desirable, and beyond 
tloose recommended in the Preliminary Reports of the Town Planning and Housing Panels. 
The densities proposed are : 

(I) Approximately 50 per acres in residential arEa of Greater Bombay including local 
shopping centres, schools, local parks and playgrounds and local roads. 

(2} Approximately 175 per acre in re•id<.ntial areas in Bombay Island in the first few 
projects, then going down to about 140. This density does not include park areas which 
are created as each project is built. 

(b) This simply means that Bombay must begin to consider the question soon of limiting 
its ultimate populatioJ>. Effective methods of achieving this must be conc£ived and adopted 
especially in view of the present influx of refugees. It should also be noted that as industry 
and labour efficiency increase and modem plant and machinery become available, there will be 
a good deal less reason for indefinite growth than hitherto, and that in such conditions excess 
population may in fact be a source of trouble. 

(c) As regards redistribution of population, the " lllustrative Programme " (First three 
stages), indicates that by the end of the third stage Bombay Island should have lost 3,90,000, 
to the Suburban and new town areas. 

INDUSTRY 

15. The weight of opinion seems to be that in view of Government's decentralization policy 
tendency towards provincial self-sufficiency and modem industry's own trend to decentralization 
not ~ore than a 50 per cent increase in requirements of industry need be anticipated. Satellite or 
?utlymg towns should take this increase. While the amount and rate of decentralizatiQJl of existing 
mdustl) from Bombay Cityoutwafds, cannot be forecast, and while those industrialists consulted seemed 
to think it would be very sluw indeed, it is already taking·place to some exte~>t and an allowance for it 
must be made in Greater Bombay area and other associated towns. Greater Bombay should take care of 
those light industries as requiring close-in locations ; towns beyond, for heavy industries (particu
larly Ambemath-Kalyan), and other light industries. 

•. As agninst ~hemajorexpansio~ in a northerly dit:ction, or as a supplement to it, we considered the QUeStion-of a major "~sion 
of the City to the rnrunland on th: e~st,r.e., to Urnn. Th1s. would havet~~ advantage of bringing in people and traflic near the s outhem 
.end o£ th~ I.I~ad. ~owever. this 1de~ wa~ not a~opted as. 1t would have Jnvolved a long expensive tunnel. The terrain on the Uran side 
IS a co~bmat1ou of lu_IJs and of low-lymg Jand .wtth Very l1~tJe normal high laud so that the: development would be difficult and 
o~pe~~ve. We co

1
, DS!der t~e conte':"plated ~!way and hnclge from TromhoytoPanvel to he a much better project and this will he· the 

·~ "'some .. t•l•tetowns 1! the hndge proJect goes throll6b. ' 
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(a) In view of the difficulty of finding enough land in Greater Bombay, there should 
undoubtedly be some limitation on new industry, but an absolute prohibition is another matter. 
Certain industries such as printing and consumers' industries are most advantageously located 
fairly close in. For planning purposes some increase ml15t be allowed for. An area of some 
3,200 acres in the suburban area has been definitely allotted (which at a rough figure of 50 
employees per acre represents half of the present employment total cf Bombay). To provide 
for decentralization from Bombay, and for a minor amount of new industry that may be found 
desirable, the following policy is recommended. No new industry should be allowed on 
Bombay Island. Expansions of present plants on Bombay Island should be permitted only 
in very exceptional and urgent circumstaPces. In Greater Bombay only such new light industry 
as is clearly situated more advantageously near to the City because of proximity of consumer 
market should be permitted. Industry decentralizing from Bombay Island, should in general 
go into the towns beyond, unless the same reason exists or unless dislocation of labour market 
or difficulty in supplying housing or other facilities, is excessive. For rate of decentralization 
from Bombay Island, and procedure to expedite this, see last two paragraphs of this section. 

(b) The method of stage or period of development that is proposed in rather compact 
areas, should make it possible to utilize land now marked for industry, for other uses lat£r, if 
!nd~stry proves not to require so much l~nd. In any _planning of this magnitude and spread 
m bme, there has got to be a degree of flexibility. But those in charge of execution of the 
plan must not lose sight of its purposes, or flexibility will result in some confusion. 

(c) The tanning industry will definitely have to leave Bombay Island in the first phase 
leaving Dharavi area for development. It will be moved to a relatively insulated location 
on the north side of T rombay, adjacentto the kutchrapatfy. In conno:ction with other decentrali
zation from the Island proper, nothing beyond shifting of the tanneries is contemplated in the 
first stage. In the second stage. it is assumed that \00 acres of industrial land will be 
released on the Island ; and in the third stage another 400 acres. 

(d) These figures may seem to be too low but we arc not recommending any drastic pres· 
sure for decentralization of industry from Bombay Island (except tanneries or other noxious 
industries and certain scattcrred or fringe industrics) for the following reasons ; 

(\} Most industry is rather compactly located and does not seriously interfere with 
either amenities of living or economical functioning. 

(2) In view of the scarcity of materials for all purposes, which will probably last for a 
long period, it is not felt that industrial decentralization should be given so 
high a priority as other needs ofthe City, province or nation. While we want more 
land for housing and open areas, the rate of provision called for in our first three 
!'rogress stages will probably tax the materials and budgetary resources available 
many case. 

(3) We should concentrate on moving out certain isolated industries interfering with 
needed developments (e.g., in the Mahim Woods area) especially when they are old 
and fairly obsolete, as soon as possible. The same applies to industries located on 
the fringes of the industrial area, e.g., in the Pare) Tank locality. 

PORTS AND DOCKS 

16. The present plans by the Bombay Port Trust contemplate an increased capacity of about 
40 per cent. w~ich seems a fair consensus of what increase may be expected. However, to avoid the 
possibility of d1fficulty later, in the f~ce of possible unexpected increase in volume of Port trafkc, 
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water-front area in Trombay is being held for possible future use for docks and appurtenant 
traffic, rail facilities and godowns. 

BUSINESS AREAS 

17. The City is short of business areas. They need to be considerably increased. This 
can be done in two ways-( I) by increasing the facilities in regard thereto in the Fort area i_tself and 
(2) by creating additional shopping and business centres in • other parts of the City and suburban 
areas, suitably situated. 

(a) As regards (I) some extension as shown by patches around Churchgate extension 
and at the north end of Colaba Road can be carried out. Similarly, some additional area can 
be provided by reorganising the entire area between Hornby Road and Mint Road. In this 
reorganisation, better traffic conditions to relieve Hornby Road and Sir Pherozshah Mehta 
Road should be aimed at in addition to parking facilities. This arta must be planned for re· 
developmer.t as a whole but its development will have to wait until the second period because 
it will depend upon the housing available for accommodating thnse who would be displaced 
therefrom. 

(b) As regards (2) viz., creation of secondary shopping and business centres, two maior 
proposals ere contempl~ted on the Islnnd itself, the present Bombay Central area and the 
Dadar area. The Bombay Central area business and shopping district proposal ties in with our 
underground tube proposal. In the Greater Bombay Region, we recommend that two 
shopping centres should be created, in the fir·st stage one at Andheri <!nd the other at 
Trombay. Creation of such sub-centres is in accord with the universal modem trend of 
taking the pressure off the main inner City centres and lightening the traffic load into them. 
Such new centres will be more modern in design, in respect of ample and convenient 
parking fllcilities and in respect of keeping cars out of the shopping area itself, permitting 
safe and leisurely ehopping and making it po~sible to take the children alc.n,;. 

(c) With the establishment of such advantageously located new shopping centres in the 
Island itself and the various new centres in the Greater Bombay Region, there will be a sub· 
stantial increase in business and shopping areas which we consider to be justified in view of 
prospective increase in per capita income over the years. 

HOUSING 

18. No one can possibly question the fact that Housing is Bombay's most crying need, (the 
need of a decent system of parks and playgrounds is second). · 

(a) It is particularly difficult to set up realistic housing targets because of the all-important 
question of availability of materials. In Bombay there are other uncertainties and difficulties 
particularly the lack of adequate information on yea.rly family income, for, this directly aff~ 
rent-paying ability and the question of the magnitude o.f the yearly deficit below economic 
rental tha.t must be met. 

(b) However, these are problems of later detail, in a sense, because our best efforts in 
every respect, intensely carried on for years, will meet oaly a fraction of the problem. 

(c) The most pressing part_ of the problem is the relief to low and medium income workers 
from frig~t!ully overcro'Yded, ~11-lighted an~ insanitary homes. We must concentrate here 
and prohibit, for a certa•n ptnod, construction of luxury homes and all other construction 
not urgently needed in alder to permit maximum volume of low-rent housing. 
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(d) W~ must build as much subsidi~d housing as w~ can find deficit money for, as even 
that is woefully iii8dequate for the needs of the lowest income groups. For the next income 
group, lowest interest rates and sinkin:; fund may de the job for a portion of this group. In the 
U.S.A. in recent years, insurance companies have been authorised to construct homes for the 
upper income portion of this group and have don .. so in large quantities. 

(e) Illustrating these points, our first peri,rul"s figures arll about 17,000 low-income home&, 
about 15,000 for those of medium income and 2,400 for high income (these latter to be built 
towards the end of the period). The first period calls for more homes on Bombay Island than 
el~where because it will take time to supply roads and utilities outside and because of pos
sible insufficient industrial emrloyment there. In tht second stage there is a reversal 
in these proportion~. 

(f) Standards of housing should meet those recommended by the Bhore Committee. 

{g) For years to come, all housing must be on vacant land and not on lands occupied at 
present by slum buildings, for, even a leaky thatched roof is better than none. Tow~rds the end 
of the first period we may have ai+UJJlulated enough new housing to be able to start some slum 
dearan~. · 

(h) We should not <;:onstruct these hou~s in small isolated developments but they should 
be in the form of neighbourhoods with schools, parh and other needed amenities. (Settions V 
and VI give details ofthe sites considered suitable fur this purpose*). 

(i) Housing is the dynamics of planning-the core of plan~ing. England and America 
have for years constructed housing without the larger planning, and are now beginning to 
see what a waste of opportunity this has been. Let India, let Bombay now on the threshold, 
not make the same mistake. The Government are about to embark on a programme of housmg 
7,000 low-rental umts in three years. This quantity represents fiv~ good si~ed neighbourhood 
units or two good-s~ed localities. It will be a tragedy if there is not the fullest sympathy and 
co-operation between the builders and the planners, and correspondingly a splendid step 
forward if this substantial nudeus becomes the me;~ns for helping the actual creation of the 
first stel' in the plan. 

PARKS AND PLAYGROUNDS 

19. (a) At 4 acres per 1,000 people, and an ultimate thinning of population to 13 lakhs, the 

Bombay Island. area required would be 5,200 acres-and as Bombay now has over twice that 
population, it ought to have a great deal more. The fact is that it has the 

shamefully negligible. amount of 550 acres, much of it badly situated with respect to accessibility to 
those Who need it most. Nor, with respect to the prior claim of housing on vacant Sites, can we use· 
for thts purpose even all of the meagre lands now vacant. 

(I) By reference to "Illustrative Programme" Charts, tt Will be seen that by the end of the 
fir$t period, extent of these public areas should reach 850 acres, by the end of ·second period 
about 1,500 acres; by the end of the third period about 2,300 acres. These are recognised to be 
inadequate, but it is all that can be realistically planned. In the second period, we begin to 
dear ~ntral slu111s and replace t~m with parks. All new housing, except that to be built 
under schemes where land is already disposed of and out of control of the new plan, 

• The neighbourhocd principle has proved its value in countries of the Wat. In India. whore ao much of the City populatiou is 
of recent village origin. it is. if anything, more important. However, due to this very factor and others, the detail• of neighbourhood 
de't!clopment here, may need to differ in important re1pectsand will need to be restudied and adapted to Indian conditions. For further 
diseu51ion see Section IV. 
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isindicaW to have a proportion of park for general use (beyond its. own recreation areas), though 
in the early stages, the amount is somewhat below what is desirable in order to let housing catch 
up.. (Seefirstthree periods of Charts" Illustrativ;; Programmt "for locations and sizes of public 
open spaces: h lso Section IX on Parks and Playgrounds). 

(b) Greatet: Bombay area will be extremely well off in respect of open spaces for inspiration, 
relaxation and play because it shall be served with large open areas consisting 

Greater Bombay. ( of the hills from the north to the south end of Salsette, which are not suitable 
for building purposes) hill in the centre of T rombay, green belts proposed around new communi
ties, (which will offer certain playing fields) green strips to be provided Ranking the new express 
highways and the available beaches which possess the further advantage of ready accessibility. For 
these reasons, it is considered that in Greater Bombay region, an allowance for open spaces at the rate 
of 4 acres per 1,000 persons in the areas actually to be built upon will be quite ample. 

LOCALITIES OR DISTRICTS OF NEIGHBOURHOODS ON BOMBAY ISLAND 
A~ IN GREATER BOMBAY 

20. The districts composed of neighbourhood units suggested for creation in the City proper 
are fully discussed in Section VI. This section deals with the new settlements to be created in Create r 
Bombay. For reasons of topography-SJ!sette being split in th., middle by a ridg., of hills into hro 
long rectangular an•as, and also because these rectangles are agair. split by the two railroads and 
due to the fact that the hmount of buil<kble land •vailaHe is not adequate, we cannot create in Greater 
Bombay,~ serieor of separted satellite towns each with their own industry. Rather it has proved more 
desirable to concentrate industry into twn areas, one more or less square, east of the B.B. & C.I. Rail
way, and the other in the frrmofa long strip to the west of the G.I.P. Railway, as shown on the Greater 
Bombay map, and to place living area:, serar?.te frcm, but around and adja~ent to them. 

(a) As far as pleasant and convenient living is cnncerned, the effect is the same in either 
case bocause the individual living areas will be of adequate size and will be isolated from the 
oth"r artas either by natural topographical boundaries cr by through rozds c.r railways with 
green belts. But es far as local administrc.tion is concerned, the situation will need to be 
carefully studied for a soluticn. 

TRAFFIC AND TRANSPORTATION 

21. Road system, parking, railways, need not be discussed in this section as they are adequately 
covered in Section Vll. Progress targets as related to the main items of development of Housing 
and Industry are noted under" Other Principal Works " on " Illustrative Programme Charts" for the 
first three periods. 

(a) Two items are presented at this point that are taken out of their natural context under 
Section VI I for greater emphasis; one is the proposed meter-gauge suburban tube railway loop 
from Bombay Central through the Fort area and return. This item in various forms has been 
discussed for many years. This is too costly and complicated an item for categorical recom
mendation, but its constructio? will serve so many purposes of paramount importance, that 
we strongly urge the Corporabon to request Govetnment to appoint at once an Engineering 
Firm of the highest competence to make a complete report on alternative routes, first costs, 
operating revenue etc •• and that it act promptly on their recommendations. At best, this 
tunnel will be urgently needed long before it is available. This is al'so a particularly good 
instance ?f the principles recommended ; to make plans ready so· as to take advantage of tlw 
lowest pnce market. · · · 
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(b) The specific form of this project considered most useful from the knowledge now 
at our disposal is as follows : 

All B.B. & C. I. Railway main line trains to run into Victoria Terminus; make Bombay 
Central the main Suburban Terminus of B.B. & C.I. and starting from there at 
lower level run meter gauge loop into the Fort area and back alon~ another rou~ 
as shown in dotted blue line on the Map of Bombay Island. The ratlway yard will 
be at grade in present Bombay Central. 

(c) The advantages of the proposal are as follows : 

(1) It will enable B.B. & C.I. Railway to carry the doubled suburban load which the 
Greater Bombay development requires. (In Greater Bombay as large a proportion 
of the new inhabitants as possible will be engaged in work there, but we have 
estimated that the displacement of some 14 or 15 lakhs of population from Bombay, 
into the Suburbs will nearly double the traffic load. While G. I.P. can handle this, 
B.B. & C. I.'s Churchgate Terminus cannot handle an increase of over 20 per cent. 
according to the General Manager of that railway. 

(2) The most serious single traffic problem in relation to accidents and to vehicular 
movemnt in Bcmbay's Central business area, is the horde of pedestrians. The 
proposed tunnel will minimise this in two ways: 

~ 

(i) As the proposed route of the tunnel is much closer to the locations where the 
incoming people work, the length of walk will be much diminished, which 
is another way of saying that the number of pedestrians on the street at 
any one time will be less ; 

(ii) As the tube will have stops under the busiest intersections such as Dhobitalao 
and Victoria Terminus, it can have exits and entrances at places on the 
various sides of the intersection which will place passengers exactly where 
they want to be, keeping them off the road-ways at these intersections, 
Cfhis is similar to Piccadilly Circus underground distributor or Times 
Square in New York.) 

(3) It will further improve traffic conditions• by-

(i) Enabling certain central area tram routes to be eliminated. Trams 
eSPecially at intersections, are a very difiicult and dangerous problem as th~ 
must operate on fairly direct lines, cutting through roundabouts. 

(ii) By use of the to-be-a~don~d right-of-way. of B.B. & C. I. from Bombay 
Central to Churchgate, 1t Will become posstble, when the necessity arises 
t~ run ~n express hi~hway f;om the north end of the Island (so called T ulsi 
Ptp<; Line Road) With hmtted access, connecting up with Marine Drive 
stratgh~ down to Churchga~. !his will in the future, when automobil; 
traffic !~creases, be of cardinal Importance and probably indispensable to 
Bombay s traffic system. 

(4) Th: present right-of-way of B.B. & C. I. between Queens Road and Mari 
Dn.ve can be used for parking, . In the approximate 1.6 square miles thus mad: 
available, there would be parking space under future buildings for some 1 500 
an. • 

In ° T~-~~~nsLar;:iacomenien 11'tm nowandit must be Yisualised that Bombay will have ~-L·". (,"ko 
0 

'" per eat. creue1n IDOICluuoc ucroro thetwmo; is in operation. ~~... "'V 
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(5} The capital cost of the tube will be counterbalanced in some measure as follows : 

(i} Buildings can be erected, or building plots sold, along the present B.B. & C. I. 
right of way between Marine Drive and Queen$ Road. · 

(ii} The intersection at the Opera House on Sandhurst Road offers a most difficult 
problem. A proper solution under present conditions will involve a very 
high cost. With the proposed express highway from Marine Drive along 
present depressed B.B. & C. I. right-of-way, the severity of the problem will 
be lessened and the cost will be only a fraction of what it would be under 
present conditions. 

(d) In our opinion Bombay must face up to this whole problem NOW. The situation 
)Viii be very acute long before the job can be completed. The engineers employed to make a 
detailed study may recommend a solution different in detail, but some such solution is urgent 
and imperative. 

AERODROMES; 
22. (a} At least one additional field must be provided. Cargo deliveries by plane are already 

appreciable, and with the strain on railway's rolling stock, the long distances 
~~..i(k'tom;~ of India and the unsatisfactory road system, this second air-field may be 

~lanes. 11 0 
required in the not too distant future. It has to be located on the west shore 
of Salsette where substantial fill is required, that being the only location where 

adequate length runaways can be created, and clear glide angles found, clearing the hills. The site 
was approved at a meeting with the members of Central Aviation Division. It is believed that filling 
operations should get under way well before the end of the first period. An aerodrome on fill takes 
time to build. American and British experience has shown a totally unanticipated increase in 
scheduled and cargo flying. 

(b) It is suggested that a third site for a large Aerodrome should be explored by the planning 
staff on the Ambemath-Poona side, as it is felt that before the end of the second stage, indicated in the 
" Illustrative Programme " Charts is reached, one additional major Aerodrome will be badly required 
near the area for heavy Industries. 

(c) These air-fields are required for individually owned planes, planes used by business concerns 
Private flyU,g air- and flying schools. A suitable location is on the salt pan area in T rom bay which 

fieldo. is adequately distant from both the main aerodrames, This ha~ the additional 
advantage of being loc~ted within a reas~nablc distance of the City proper. One such air-field will 
not be sufficient and it is therefore recommended that at least one more site be found out and 
earmarked somewhere in the vicinity of Thana. 

· (d) The sea-plane base was originally intended to be located south of Santa Cruz aerodrome. 

Sea-plane bue. It was agreed at the meeting with the members of the Central Aviation Division 
that this was not the best location and we were informed that the site need no 

longer be held for this purpose. The representative of the Central Aviation Division indicated that 
they would probably pick a site at Panvel Creek. 

(e) All the air-fields referred to above will be adequately served by a suitable road system for 
fast traffic, except the seaplane base which must connect to Bombay by launch unless the 
T romhfy-Panvel bridge is built. 

PROGRESS STAGES OR PERIODS IN DEVELOPMENT OF THE PLAN 
23. The three periods covered in the Charts entitled " Illustrative Programme and Schedule 

of Progress" do not carry to a point where the present plan is complete (we say preunf plan, 
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because a plan is always developing and being adjusted to meet new. needs). T? have ~one so 
would have be~n quite unrealistic. In fact, we may be accused of bemg brash m carrymg our 
predictions that far. 

(a) But it was important to do so, so that reconnaissance, surveys and actual plans could 
be scheduled back to be ready in ample ~ime. De~elopment can nei.ther be done 
ovt might nor planned overnight. Also and poss1bly more Important, by look1~g ahead. ~nd 
planning elements i? relation to each ~ther, we ought to ~e able .to av01d. repehhon 

f the painful expenences we have had m Bombay, of findmg the nght soluhon to our 
;roblem blocked by a previously completed development of a different kind, planned 
oblivious of other requirements. Finally, by looking and designing well ahead, land can 
be acquired at the proper time ~s regards cost and in the most advantageous ~moun~, We 
must avoid unpleasant surpnses such as we have repeatedly encountered m makmg the 
present indicative plan. 

(b) In any case, the requirements for the first period are already in focus, and the later 
periods reasonably so-these latter can be adjusted and changed with closer study of potentials 
and trends. The first period is likely to be the most difficult, but it is hoped that the periods 
will be no longer than between 3 and 5 years and that the second and third may approach a 
smaller figure. 

(c) Such a tentative pre-formulation is also required if the policy of a capital budget is 
adopted. A very approximate tie-up between stage progress as noted in the charta and anti· 
cipated costs, is ·given in Section XIII. While a summary of it might be useful at this point, 
we feel that this important matter deserves inspection of the oosts section itself, which at this 
stage is of necessity quite brief and very approximate. The Maps of Bombay Island and of 
Greater Bombay ·should be consulted in connection with these charts, The Greater 
Bombay Map does not show stages because the situation is sufficiently simple so that, the 
tables are clear without such details on the Map. In the case of Bombay Island, the more 
complicated situation requires a more detailed map. 

AGRICULTURE AND DISPLACEMENT OF CULTI,VATORS: LOCATION OF DAIRY 
FARM COLONY. 

24. Large agricultural areas are left untouched, but no definite land in the large areas to be 
developed remains available for agriculture other than in the greenbelts and certain "park" areas (e.,g., 
surrounding the tanneries). The whole question of displacement of cultivators even though it takes 
place gradually, ofsoil.survey for adjusting location of greenbelts, the question of market gardening, 
etc., should be the subJect of an early study by qualified personnel so as to evolve a plan which may 
minimize hardship on the cultivating population and result in maximum food-producing benefit to 
the City. 

(a) The Milk Commissioner's Dairy Farm colony: This area was planned and acquired 
independently by the Milk Commissioner before our work was started. Obviously, it is not 
consonant with our plans and development. However, the Milk Commissioner has stated 
that i~ must be roughly in this location to permit milk and dairy products to reach the City 
unspoiled, as there are no refrigerated cars available, Consistent with this basic premise which 
we have perforce accepted, the Milk Commissioner has been most co-oprrativo in adjustin~ 
his boundaries and requirements. 

(b). In all likelihood, this location will have become an anachronism in ten or fifteen years. 
The adJacent ar~~ should be so planned as to readily include this area for normal suburban 
purposes when 1t I& eventually abandoned for dairy purposes. 
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SECTION lll 

AREAS AND POPULATIONS ALLOTED 
(GREATER BOMBAY AND BEYOND) 

25. The ligures on allotments of areas appear in Table No. I entitled "Allocation of areas 
for various purposes in the Greater Bombay Area". 

26. Industrial in Greater Bombay should contain only " light industry ". Heavy 

lnduotriol, 
industry is visualized as going to Ambernath~Knlyan and satellite towns. The 
basis for quantitative allocation has been explained under "Targets" in Section 

II. Both industrial areas shown in Greater Bombay are on adequately high land, one on G.I.P. 
where active development is already under way by industry ; the second is provided east of the 
B.B. & C.l. Railway between Knndivli and Borivli. The latter has been questioned by several 
people consulted. The reasons for selection of the two areas and their shape are as follows : 

(a) The shape and topography of Greater Bombay, its division by the central ridge of 
hills and the character of already built-up area west of the B.B. & C. I. make it impossible to 
work out the classic arrangement of a number of centres of industry in well separated satellite 
tc.wns. The situation on the G.I.P. ~ide is similar resulting in this case in an alongated industrial 
strip along the railway. However, we can ar.hieve the same clc>se adjacency between location of 
industrial emplo}ment and working population, as well as most of the other advantages by 
establishing two large centres of industry, each surrounded by living r.reas, as shown on the 
Greater Bombay Map. 

(b) The long relatively narrow strip of land along the G.I.P. is necessitated by the same 
consideration, 

(c) In both cases, industry is mostly confined to one side of the railroad. In the case of 
the G.I.P. area, all housing is located on the other side. 

'D. The park area is unusually large. Most of it is hilly land unsuitable for building, and 
Porko. ideal for giving the people of Bombay a dose contact with nature and natural 

recreation. 

(a) A sizeable area of park is shown to be created surrounding and insulating the tannery 
and slaughter house area, so located that the prevailing winds will carry sewage odours out 
over the creek, 

(b) Greenbelts and greenstrips are provided between built-up concentrations, and along 
main roads. These greenbelts should as for as possible be so located and their depths so 
adjusted that good agricultural land is left undisturbed as far as possible ; in other cases cultivable 
lan~ may be exchanged so that a maximum number of those displaced may obtain similar land. 
\Yhtle greenbelts are in general shown as of more or less uniform depth, this is purely 
dmgrommatic, in default of any adequate information. 

(c) A large park and recreational area is shown on the beach west of Andheri and along 
Malad Creek. The latter requires filling and might be developed in part from time to time as a 
large regional recreational area, as contrasted with the hilly parks. 

(d) The functional and arboricultural basis for handling the Parks, as well as the 
type of development in each for maximum use and minimum capital and maintenance cost, 
needs careful and capable handling. 
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:ZS. Rough calculations of areas and population for the development of" Housing " are shown 
H • in Table No. I. " Housing " does not merely mean constructing a building 

ouamg. on a vacant piece of land. It connotes something further. It stands for 
complete unit development with all the facilities such as local parks, recreational grounds, schools for 
primary and secondary education, shopping centres, meeting halls etc., which are essential for good 
living and for fostering spirit and activity. 

(a} The table shows the location, area and rough population of the various residential 
areas, by key numbers which correspond to the areP·identification numbers on the Greater 
Bombay Plan. 

(1) Under location, each area is given some identifying name. All the units. except 
R/6 and R/12 are large enough to be separate civic entities with certatn local 
functions, and they are divided from their neighbours by a greenbelt in order that 
they create and retain a sense of identity and of personal particivation which is apt 
to be lost in the usual amorphous composition of a large City with its endless 
stretch of built-up area. 

(2} The populations of these units generally range from 35,000 to 85,000 which ~re 
a desirable size. One area will have 1,50,000 but it should be part of Thana, whtch 
will become a sizeable City in itself and should begin planning its internal 11nd 
expanded layout, in view of the probably large increase in population. 

(3) Popul..tions suggested for accommodation within various areas are very rough. 
They hsve been based on an average of 32,000 persons per square mile. In 
some localities this average may be slightly higher while in others slightly less, 
?epending upon their proximity to the City proper and to large open areas, the!r 
tncomes, roughness of topography and other considerations affecting thetr 
utility and economical development. 

(4) The average of 32,000 is arrived at as follows : 

Several layouts were prepared on the assumption that they would be occupied by 
tlte medium income group families in two storey units. It was found that with 
adequate open spaccs-22 families could be well accommodated per acre (inclusive:. 
of local roads) or about 1,000 persons per 10 net acres. To this must be added the 
~llowing: 

Local recreation; 
Shopping centres; 

Educational and public buildings 
Waste 

4 acres per 1,000. 

1.75 Do. 

2.75 Do. 
1.5 Do. 

(5) This gives a net land allowance of 20 acres per 1,000 persons or 32,000 persons per 
square mile or about 12-14 families per gross acre of residential area. 

(6) Based on this density, the overall population of" Greater Bombay" estimated at 
18lakhs in Section 11-" Targets" is arrived at as follows: 

(i) On 38.75 square miles of new residential area 

Present population of Greater Bombay 
... 11,50,000 

5,50,000 

1,00,000 Population that can he housed in various interstitial areas 
in existing unfilled developments-say. 

Total ... 18,00,000 
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(ii) It should be understood that the densities indicated in the table are not 
based on anything like thorough study, but are mainly illustrative, to show the 
kind of variation that is probably desirable. For example, in parts of the 
somewhat rough terrain north of the Andheri-Marol Road, the average 
allowance for waste area of about 7 per cent may be too low. For that area 
a lower than average density has been indicated. But here again, competent 
planning and architectural engineering staff will have to study each situation 
carefully; 

(iii) Compact areas will be taken up for development in preference to smaller 
divided units (vide "Illustrative Programme"). This aspect of housing 
has been further described in Section VI of the Report. 

( iv) The compact areas to be developed in stages are-

( 1)., Pawai, for industrial workers, assuming that industry is there to 
require it, which appears very likely-(2) T rom bay for middle and higher 
income groups who do not need to be so close to places of work-(3) Deonar 
for 1,000 low rental dwellings to serve the tanneries and slaughter-house
(4) In the areas north of Santa-Cruz aerodrome just north of Andheri-Marol 
Road to provide housing for mediUm income group families. 

(v) In the second period, we continue building in the same areas, addirg 
medium income housing to that for low income groups. In case the industrial 
area to the west of B.B. & C.I. Railway is developed, one additional housing 
centre can be started there in this period. In other words. the objective 
is to build up completely, not to, seatter wastefully. To avoid spotty deve• 
lopment of other areas by private enterprise before the authorities are ready 
to notify or acquire areas, is a legal problem, but in any case studies should be 
made and plans prepared for all areas so that a net of realistic zoning can be 
spread over all areas as soon as legal basis has been set up. 

29. Areas for higher education are predicated on the basis that there is no room in Bombay 
~··• for. higher odu· Island for the large institutions to be required by the research and higher 

calion, Hoop• tall• d • J f h I d' d h I d ) e ucatlona programme o t e new n 1a an t at severn concentrate arge 
areas for ~he. location of related institutions are preferable to numerous scattered locations. While 
~om.e prehmmary contact has been had with those in the fields of education, health and hospitals, 
1t ~·11ll be necessary to confer much more closely with those authorities before the allotted areas can be 
&ud to be anything beyond preliminary indications. Particular attention should be given to the 
:JUestion of medical centres, as hospitals and medical schools and colleges are so closely connected 
in modern medical educational theory. 

30, Great care will have to be taken to select suitable points for sewage outfalls so as to keep 
Sewage Diopoaal Areas. thfe hbeaCu~iful sea-fr~nt obn the wedst fr0eehfro~ nuhisance. The sewh age outfalfl 

o t e 1ty proper IS to e locate at arav1, w ere sewage to t e extent o 
ab.out 40 to 44 million gallons per day will be discharged into the Mahim Creek after subjecting it to 
pnmary treatment in preliminary settling tanks and secondary treatment in bio-filters. The sewage 
from the areas covered by the Bandra and Juhu Municipalities will have to be discharged after adequate 
treatment, into the Mahim Creek as it would be unwise to allow it to be discharged even with treat
ment, in the sea round aboutJuhu. Areas to the North of Jogeshwari on either side ofthe B.B. & C. I. 
Railway will have to be provided with sewage outfalls discharging either in Malad or Manori Creeks. 
Similarly areas lying on either side of the G. I.P. Railway North of Ghatkopar will have the sewage outfalls 
discharging in Thana Creek. 
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This orly gives a general inaicaticn as to how the sewage from the areas be~ond the City 
limits should be disposed of. A complete Scheme of Sewage for Greater Bo.mba.y w1ll h.avc to.be 
drawn upandthiscanbedoneonlyaftcr the skeleton M~sterPI.m is accepted. S1tes ~or mstallmg 
sewage purification works must, however, be earmarked from now. .Th~ area ly1ng between 
the park to the south of Santa Cruz Aerodrome and the Mahim Creek, as md1cated on the plan has 
temporarily been earmrhd forth is purpose. 

WATER SUPPLY FOR GREATER BOMB,AY REGION 

(Contributed by Mr. N. V. Modah..) 

31. To fix the requisite supply of water at adequate pressure to the various areas inclu~ed 
in the Greater Bombay region, the whole area is proposed to be divided in to 5 zones. The followmg 
statement shows the live zones together with the approximate requirements of each, based upon the 
prospective population and the nature of the industries likely to be established therein :-

(a) (I) Thana, Mulund and Bhandup (including light and heavy 
industries therein) 

(2) Ghatkopar, Vikroli, Chembur development area, Mahul etc. 
(3) Kurla and part of Chembur and T rombay 
(4) Goregaon, Malad, etc. 
(5) Marol, Andheri, Vile-Parle, Khar, Santacruz and Sandra ... 

Total ... 

4 m.g.p.d. 

7 m.g.p.d. 
2 m.g.p.d. 
3 m.g.p.d. 
4 m.g.p.d. 

20 m.g.p.d. 

(b) The total requirements of the Greater Bombay Region during the next ten years 
are expetcd to be about 20 million gallons per day. It should be possible to give this supply 
without any interruption to the supply given to the City proper when the Vaitarna-cum
Tansa Scheme is completed. If more water is required for the industries, as they develop 
it can be made available, as, by then the Corporation would have to develop a second source 
of supply, either the Kalu-Shai or Bhivpuri. 

(c) Re: (I) The existing twc as well as the proposed 72" trunk mains run in close proximity 
of this area. The major portion of the supply to the extent of about 3 million gallons per day 
can be made available from the new main by tapping it at convenient points. The hydraulic 
gradients of the new main (72" dia.) in this portion will vary between 310 and 320 T.H.D. 
The 72" West main can be tapped to give about I million gallons per day with its hydraulic 
gradient of about 310 T.H.D. Suitable feeder mains will be laid from the point of tapping to 
convey water to the various parts of the area. 

(d) Re: (2) It is expected that out of the estimated total requirements of 7 million gallons 
per day, 2 million gallons per day would suffice to meet the requirements of Ghatkopar and 
Vikroli. The remaining 5 million gallons per day will meet the requirements of the immediate 
developments likely to take place in Trombay. The total supply of 7 million gallons per day 
can conveniently be drawn from the proposed balancing reservoir at Ghatkopar with its F.S.L. 
at about 270 T.H.D. An 18" main from the proposed balancing reservoir will be adequate to 
serve the areas of Ghatkopar •nd Vikroli and a 30"> 24" main may have to be laid from the 
proposed reservoir to Chembur and Mahul. 

(e) Re: (3) The 48"> 32" Vehar main with its hydraulic gradient of about 230 T.H.D. 
runs by the vicinity of Kurla and part of Chembur. It can on its way be tapped to give a 
supply of 2 million gallons per day. 
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(f) Re: (4) No mains run through this area. The estimated requirements of Goregaon 
Malad etc., are about 3 million gallons per day. Though these requirements are comparative! y 
small this will have to be met from Tulsi Lake-which is at a higher altitude-to minimise 
the losses due to friction which would otherwise be considerable if long feeder mains are laid 
from the pipe lines conveying water either from Tansa or Vehar. The F.S.L. of the Tulsi 
Lake is 426 T.H.D. There is at present 24" pipe line running from T ulsi but it will have to be 
enlarged to 30" for a length of about 2 miles upto its junction with the proposed Goregaon 
Are Road and therefrom it can be reduced to 24" and utilised for serving this area. 

{g) Re: (5) This area is at present supplied with water from the 24" Tulsi main. The 
portion of this main from the lake upto its junction with the proposed Goregaon Are road 
after being enlarged to 30" will give T ulsi supply to the zone in (4) above, but the further 
portion of the main towards the South can be utilised to take 4 million gallons per day ofT ansa 
supply by means of a 24" cross connection with the 72" new main with its hydraulic gradient 
of about 305 T.H.D. 

32. The size of feeder mains will depend upon the altitude of the storage reservoir to which 
the supply will be taken in the first in•tance before distribution, in each case. The topography of the 
area through which the feeder mains will pass will also affect their sizes. Both these factors will have 
to be studied into detail to arrive at the correct sizes. The sizes mentioned above are, therefore, 
only approximate. In most of the cases, storage reservoirs will be insisted upon, as any supply drawn 
directly from the trunk mains will adversely affect the pressures in the main causing great inconvenience 
to the regulation of the distribution of the water supply to other zones and the City. 

PRESENT BUlL T UP AREAS. 

33. Little is said in this report or shown on maps and charts as to presently built-up or partially 
built-up areas, as it requires very detailed study which we were unable to give it. Unless the 
planning staff is increased to larger numbers than appears likely due to dearth of suitable personnel 
and due to cost considerations, some priorities of planning are necessary. 

(a) To re-plan and re-zone built-up areas, takes far more time per unit of area than in new 
areas, and the product accommodates much fewer people. As a choice must be made, it is 
recommended that the new areas be dealt with first, except for the re-planning required by the 
new roads and other developments incident to the Greater Bombay plan as a whole, and except 
for preserving or enhancing areas that are still relatively open and can be saved from the pre
vailing confusion or are otherwise especially important, e.g., Juhu Beach area, the Beach park 
at I<har, Old Juhu airfield, etc. 

(b) In the meantime, until comprehensive planning is possible, schemes submitted by 
private developers should be carefully scrutinized and zoned. 

(c) This decision as to order of priorities in planning is a difficult one, but seems the 
only realistic one to make. 

NEW TOWNS AND SATELUTES 

34. It has been noted under targets, that to accommodate between live and six lakhs of an 
Ge 

1 
ultimate population of 35 to 36 lakhs, and to take care of heavy industry as well 

oera • as of light industry that dccs not need to be within Greater Bombay, 
towns beyond the Greater Bombay would need to be developed. Within the time at our disposal 
it was not possible to recommend sites for new towns to accommodate all of this 5 to 6 lakhs of 
people and accompanying industry. The planning staff will need to make further studies to locate 
the residue (some 3 lakhs) not covered by these recommendations. 
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35. The Ambemath-Kalyan area is particularly favourable being on high dry land, with good 
railway and road facilities, where water-supply can readily be made available. 

Ambornath-Kalyan. Several industries are already located there. It is felt that as this area is suffi
ciently favourably located and there is enough land, and there is a dearth of such favourable land in the 
environs of Bombay, this should be developed well beyond what is considered the normal size of a 
satellite, to accommodate something of the order of 2lakhs of people and a large amount of industry. 
Development is indicated to start in the first period. It will need to be available as soon as possible 
for new industry. Hence a plan should be drawn, land users determined, zoning ordinances drawn up, 
necessary land notified-in fact all the applicable steps taken at an early date that are indicated in this 
report, for Greater Bombay. This is urgent from two view points-in providing adequately for new 
industry seeking to enter the Bombay area, and to prevent unplanned industry and housing from 
entering this favourable area without control, to its confusion and ultimate deriment. 

36. Only two are noted-Virar which is suitable for 50,000 to 60,000 people and is welllocatd 

5 1 
lliti on the B.B. & C. I. Railway. The other location across Thana Creek at 

. a • es. T urambhe, Neml Shiraone, etc., is a good land and would be splendidly located 
if the new highway railway cut off bridge to Ulva and Pan vel is built. But if this is not developed, the 
site would not conveniently accommodate a population of 50,000 to 60,000 people. 

(a) Neither site need be developed in the first two stages. Virar should be planned soon 
so that this good site may not be spoiled by casual developments. 
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SECTION IV. 

TYPICAL LOCALITIES TO BE DEVELOPED ON BOMBAY ISLAND 

37. Locality and neighbourhood planning of new units of the City outside of Bombay Island 
will be readily possible, except in such built-up areas as Ghatkopar and Kurl~ 

~eighbo~hood and which confusedly run into each other. Such situations require careful study 
locality planmng. at the earliest moment by a competent planning staff, to prevent further 
deterioration and to guide imminent developments there. 

(a) The most difficult place to establish any such system satisfactorily is always in the 
central built-up City, i.e., Bombay Island. The whole of the Island cannot in the foreseeable 
future be handled that way, even aside of the central business and governmental areas which 
do not fit'into any such categories. Beyond that, much of the recent residential construction
in which must be included large areas of land belonging to the ex-Improvement Trust already 
disposed of by lease though not yet built upon. It appears to be too late to alter their layouts 
and other areas must therefore be found which can be developed as neighbourhood units. 

(b) Due to overall soundness of Bombay's road system (and despite its defects, noted 
in Section on Roads), consisting of main arteries and through roads, with rather narrow and 
sometimes winding local roads or short straight road, offsets at intersections, the Island 
lends itself reasonably well to creation of such localities surrounded by through roads. 
These areas can be developed over a period, as good examples of City development. 

(c) Even brief preliminary study has indicated that certain localities are highly suitable 
for such development. They are indicated on the Map of Bombay Island inside blue boundary 
lines. Further study will indicate additional ones. Some will almost immediately emerge and 
can be planned in terms of localities and neighbourhoods-e.g., the Mahim Woods area*. The 
planning staff should also at an early date tentatively and mainly for its own guidance, layout 
the boundaries of other likely localities and watch for trends to see whether they confirm 
expectations or warrant changes. This applies particularly to two general types of areas: 
The industrial areas, and what might be called the central business-residential areas such as 
Bhuleswar and Kalbadevi. Any new, privately proposed development in these areas must 
be weighed in the light of such tentative plans and certainly no new development which adds 
to congestion should be tolerated (such as are unfortunately proceeding in Bhuleshwar now ). 

(d) The extension of the locality or neighbourhood principle over as much of Bombay 
Island as possible, is an early priority assignment for the planning staff. In the short period 
at our disposal and with the tiny staff available, it would have been too unrealistic tQ go any 
further ourselves than the four sites selected. The staff should also start, in the districts 
noted in the first and second stage Charts, to select additional slum areas for being laid out into 
suitable neighbourhood units. 

(e) It is suggested that this be approached in two practically independent ways : 

(I) More or less independently of what is there now except for what may be considered 
permanent factors such as railways, and based on what would be most desirable ; 

(2) Taking account of what is there now-e.g., in t~e Pare! Tank area there are at this 
time some mills which will remain for a certain period at least. 

• As this is a f&vourably located area only spane:ly developed and hence wide opeu to sporadic dcvclopmeo.t. it ia r Qlcf 
that tbiaplaning be undertakenuoDeo! thcearliestuoi&DIJICilll. ec:omm eel 
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(3) By a carefully adjusted combination of the two ~ethods and by ~rawing up for ~ch 
d. trictor locality a set of time or stage development plans, It should be poss1ble to fix a feas1ble 1d reasonably satisfactory pattern at any stage which would best meet the demands of the 
'f:ture City. It is believed that even in the most complexly o_ccupied areas, the work can be 
completed in not more than t_hr~e stages. It. s?ould be. poss1ble to create a stage:by-stage 

ro>?ramme of a complete distnct m terms of mtmmum units or steps of a complete neighbour
~ d at a time to accommodate about 1,000 families in each unit centered around a school. 
S 
0~h a neighbourhood unit would be surrounded by local connecting roads, which should be 
r~sonably free from traffic dangers, •s these would be local an<:! not through roads, but which 

uld not normally need to be crossed because local, educational, and shopping 
fa~ilities would be found within the neighbourhood. Typically, the area of such 
a unit, with our standard of densities and local open areas, would be of the o~der _of 30 to 40 
cres. This means that the school would not be more than a quarter of a m1le d1stant from 

:nywhere in the neighbourhood, i.e., within a .child's walk!ng capacity. Until s_uch. a 
minimum of area or most of it has accumulated, 1t may be des1rable to leave occup1ers In 

place after acquisition: Wh~t we must avoid i~ patchwork-building small areas which cannot 
be integret<d, or wh1ch Will take years to mtegrate. 

(f) This principle of the neighbourhood has been accepted and seems from experience 
in western countries to offer not only the best and functional solution but also the best social 
and spiritual solution to City living. Socially, it offers a cohesive organism which effectively 
breaks down the large amorphous City of the 19th century and of the present into constituent 
elements of a size where the individual is not lost, where somewhat the same social stimuli 
and controls prevail as prevailed in the smaller towns and villages from which the people 
originally came and in the Clse of Bombay e1me, to a large extent, only fairly recently. 

(g) However, fruitful as the concept und~ubtedly is, it. must be carefully formulated and 
studied in terms of Indian re.quirements and conditions, not merely copied. For example, 
some other central nucleus than the school may be more important as the unifying or basic 
factor. Selection of inhabitants for newly formed neighbourhoods who have some common 
factors in their bockground or at least are not too disp1nte, or altern,tively cueful preparation 
and the d·zvoted activity of suitable social workers if backgrounds are very disparate, these 
are some of the problems to be explored. This is further noted in the section of surveys 
required (tJide Section XI). 

(h) The determination of districts or localities of neighbourhoods is more exclusively a 
physical, topographic, traffic and functiona! matter. While it should not be smaller than to 
contain one high school, it may well be larger, depending on location of surrounding through 
streets, r~ilways or other natural barriers. It will conuin a more varied and important 
shopping centre than the individual neighbourhoods. The size and boundaries should also 
be such, where possibl~, as to contain some concentration of park areas beyond that of 
purely open and recreat:onal spaces. The locality or district should be insulated by a green 
strip from the surrounding through roads, as noted on Bombay Island map. 

(i) The following four areas in the City are considered to be typically suited for being 
developed into modern di3tr:cts or neighbourhoods. 

1-PAREL TANK AREA 

38. T nis di~trict is b~unded roughly by Kalachow!ci Road on the south, Government Gate 
Road on the ~:st, Kmg Edw~ra Road on the ?or~h and ~ew:i New Road on the east. A large develop
ment compnsmg several neighbourhood umts 1s possible m the first stage. These should probably 
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be among the very first housing projects undertaken, as land and utilities are available with comparatively 
little preliminary work and as there are relatively few existing buildings. It is possible not only to add 
park area within the development, but there is the opportunity of devoting the line Golanji Hills as 
a park for this area as a whole aad for the distri=~ to the :wrth, provid.ed they are rescued before too 
long from qu~'rying operations. A density of 50 families (net residertial) per acre, higher than the 
overall objective is recommended, because we wish to get a good housing start on the little vacant 
land now availble in the City. 

(a) The whole district mey not be completed until the third stage or beyond. In the 
early stages, industrial employment is available immediately adjacent. Even after this adjacent 
industry may have moved away, the district is still well located with respect t<'J general industrial 
employment. There is also miscellaneous employment such as at hospitals and laboratories 
in the vicinity. In the final stage of development, assuming all industry has moved out of 
this area ?.nd if by then the total industrial employme.nt on Bombay Island is markedly lower 
as we believe it WJII be, a large percentage of medium rental housing will be built, for office 
workers, service employees, transport and electric workers etc., who will always lind employment 
in Bombay. 

(b) Thus, it would appear possible, to make such •n area as this suitable for good living 
at every stage of development: Such •!age development requires patience, persistence; and 
foresight, but this seems to be the only way to combine realisitic attack with great ulnmate 
objectives of achievement in an existing crowded and confused City· 

11-DHARA VI AREA 

39, This is visualised as a second stage development, and the sea-wall park on Mahim Creek 
when carried out in the third stage will supplement open space facilities for this area • 

• 
(a) Only a small portion of the area can be developed in the beginning as most of it 

requires 5' to 6' of fiJI and the tanneries would have to be shifted before much of the area is 
developed. 

(b) There is little to be said about this area, which seems a natural district, surrounded 
on three sides by railroad and on the north by a road and park. Two points are, however, 
worth noting : 

(I) Total population in Dharavi proper will be about 7,600 families, about half to be 
low-income families and about half of higher income. This land is reasonably 
well located for accessibility to industry but not ideally. It is better located for those 
of somewhat higher income. The proportion of low-income families is pushed 
up somewhat beyond what might otherwise be the case, because so little vacant 
land is available and so much housing for this group is needed. Howeve, if other 
more suitable areas become available sooner than anticipated, the percentage of 
low-income worker!: to be located in this district might well be diminished. 

(2) In the third period, railway workshops, just south of Dharavi are to be replaced 
by housing. This area is shown as connected with the Dharavi district, as this 
seems to give a rather pleasant continuity of park, right out to Mahim Creek sea-wall 
park even though it requires a pedestrian over-bridge across the Railway or tbe 
Lady Hardinge Road. 
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III-RACE COURSE AREA (lu Second Stage) ; 

40. In size, area, location, freedom from any interior obstades and correspondingly freedom 
to plan interior circulation, this is one of the best sites for our purpose in Bombay, which is a MUST 
for housing and park purposes. We can, by this time in the second stage, afford to create park area 
at a greater ratio than the four acre per thousand standard and in view of the central and strategic 
location of this area we create it at a substantially greater ratio (130 acres instead of 90 acres), thus 
establishing a park and playfield area of more than local usefulness. This area will in future be 
connected by the proposed foot overbridges to the large adjacent mill area. Besides, it is conveniently 
located in relation to all sorts of employment, industrial and otherwise, and to all the central City 
facilities. It is on this account that this area is recommended for a large amount of medium-rento I 
housing. 

IV-B.B.& C.I. AND G.I.P. WORKSHOP AREA SOUTH OF ELPmNSTONE ROAD 
(lu Third Stage) 

41. The suitability of these areas for hou9ing is open to question, as they are divided in two 
by railways. However, as the Railways are electrified, this area seems little different from one sur
rounded by trams buses, motor-cars, etc. The location is central and ample local park area can be made 
available. The smaller area-the B.B. & C.l. portion-is connected by a foot overbridge to the 
large 40 acre future park available in the G.I.P. area. It seems sensible to link this smaller area to 
the more varied facilities of the larger area, especially as its other sides are through streets and as 
park and other facilities are not otherwise available near at hand. 



SECT·ION V 

PROGRESS STAGES OR PERIODS IN DEVELOPMENT OF THE PLAN. 

42. There has been so much reference to these Charts throughout this report that little will 
be said here. It was with a good deal of hesitancy that we decided to draw these up, for we were well 
aware of the vulnerability of any such attempt, and our own view of them is indicated in the title 
" Illustrative Programme and Schedule of Progress ". 

(a) But the conclusive argument in their favour is that they change the nature of the plan 
and of civic discussion and consideration of the Plan, from something merely proposed that 
might vaguely be done at any time, into a specific crystallized programme. This along with the 
section on costs, which is also of the roughest approximate character, olfers a definite proposal 
and steps for the accomplishment of the plan. 

(b) The Charts indicate what inter-related steps must be taken, by going a considerable 
distance into the future, and including all aspects of work. They also permit all agencies 
involved to schedule their plans accordingly or to suggest adjustments or changes ba~ed on 
their own requirements and potentialities or special knowledge. They enable all citizens to 
know what to expect and more or less when to expect it.By stating the underlying assumptions 
and suggesting a rough order of timing, they give to everyone the opportunity of agreeing or 
disagreeing, with the hoped for result that what then emerges as the result of such comments, 
may be completely realistic and feasible. While we have already consulted many people and 
received useful comments and criticisms, many of which have been incorporated,this defiinite 
formulation gives further opportunity for serious study and comment. 

(c) On the other hand, it must be recorded that these Charts are as realistic as we could 
make them at this time and in the light of existing information and trends. They should 
certainly form the basis of discussion and action. Apart from or in addition to comments 
and help from other sources, it is paramount and essential to have more and more trained 
~talf which will itself discover appropriate changes. The work has been done with a very 
madequate staff which enthusiastically helped to the limit of its capacity. 

(d) One set of items in these Charts requires special note. There are a number of housing 
schemes listed whose densities are excessive, and whose park areas are either inadequate or 
altogether lacking. This is ber.ause these are schemes already laid out and whose land has been 
already leased, so that even though they are not yet developed, they are beyond our control 
or ~nlluence. However, we urge study of these areas with a view to selecting and demarcating 
desirable size and location of local parks and attempting to reacquire them. In view of the 
cost of building and the difficulty of obtaining materials for a considerable time to come, 
such reacquisition may be easily feasible in some cases. The schemes in question can be 
identified by the fact that they are numbered in the " Illustrative Programme charts", 
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SECTION VI 

HOUSING 

43. General principles such ns the neighbourhood anddit~ lo
5
cati?n, hlVousing standards, etc. 

Principles. are not discussed here as· they are covere m rcllon • 

(a) In the planning of developments, houses must not have their 
entrances on main or arterial roads as this is n menace to safety, causes traf!ic 
delays and interferes with the traffic flow. There ?lust be a. service . street . w1th 
limited access to the main highway. The hck of these serv1ce street~ w11i be a senous det.n~ent 
to the future, both of thG homes involved and the safety of their ch1ldren, a~d to t~e. eff1c1ency 
and safrty of Bombay's traffic. Every effort should he made to remed~ th1s. c~nd1t1on, where 
it is not physically too late (i.e., where building has not yet begun) m ex1st1ng schemes. It 
will improve the plots themselves and their values and can generally be done merely by re· 
arrangement, without loss of area. 

(b) On the Bombay Island Map, every proposed housing project has set aside within it 
an area of park at lcnst equal to the four acres per thousand standard. Thi~ is. one of ~he 
imperative measures if Bombay is to achieve anything adequate to catch up w1th 1ts appallmp 
lack of parks and playgrounds. It is noted that in post schemct this has not been the case. 

44, While the facts on which this programme is based are sketchy and any such attempt at 
Noteoon Hou•inr in tho prognostication extremely hazardous, certain guiding principles may be no~e~ : 

~.~roopori!'dcharl•oftho, as, if they are valid, they furnish the basis for drawing up a more ~eah~tlc 
UualraliveProgrammo. programme, and the method of readjusting it from time to time as the Situation 

develops. 

(a) In the first period, most of the housing is projected for Bombay Island (almost 60 per 
cent.). In the second and third periods, the ratio goes down to about 40 per cent. and under 
35 per cent. respectively. The reason is that it will toke lime to acquire, survey and prepare 
land and utilities in the outer areas, while these are pretty well available in Bombay. This 
will not increase congestion in Bombay as the houses are on vacant land and park areas are 
reserved so that there is actually a slight percentage increase in the park area. 

(b) In the three periocls, low-income housing out of Bombay Island is of the order of 
only 30 per cent. of the total. As labour cannot afford the fares in and out of Bombay, the 
amount of workmen's housing must not run oheacl of local industrial employment, and must 
be carefully adjusted to it. Those of middle income are in a more flexible position, so that the 
bulk of clecentralization at these stages involves this group (about two-third of all the housing 
off Bombay lslancl in the first three stages). 

(c) By the time the fourth stage is reached, it is believed that industrial decentralization 
should be well under way, and if a Chart had been made for that stage, a much higher percentage 
of workers' housing would probably be in order. 

(d) The Planning Commission to be created will want to keep in very close touch with 
industry, for one of the most difficult problems in successful planning and development ia 
to avoid creating new industriel areas without housing, and housing without industry. 
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(e) The rate of decentralization of housing and population out of Bombay Island accord-
ing to the tables, is as follows :

At the end of first period 
At the end of second period 
At the end of third period 

approximately 15,000 family units. 
, 35,000 family units. 
, 45,000 family units. 

Total , 95,000 family units. 
(f) The rate of production of new housing steps up with each period. Probably as 

productive capacity goes up, a still steeper increase will be possible. 

{g) In the first period there is nr> slum clearance on account of shor~age of h•>Using. 
In the second period some slum cleara'1ce is co'1templated as possible, and more in the third 
period. All this slum land is contemplated a1 bein~ used for parks, a• this is high priority, 
and as the amount of housing co'ltemplated is in any case probably the maximum that can 
be producel In a hurth period, it would prob1bly be desirable to use some for parks and 
s'lme f.,r housi np:. 

(h) Surveys should be originated as early as possible to get the facts on age and condition 
of buildings with a view to legally declaring certain areas as slums. Also, family incomes and 
sizes must be surveyed, and rechecked fmm time to time "" th~t before very large amounts of 
housing are created, the m~rket m~y be defined and the building programme adjusted to it. 
Survey should also he conducted tc determine the facts as to relative desirability of minimum 
apartrnenn for single families versus lsrger ap~rtments for joint families. It may parenthe
tically be noted here that the larger unit is che1per to build per room than the smaller unit, 
because of relatively les~ plumbing. 

(i) In the Greater Bombay area, development should be in compact units so as to avoid 
uneconomic situations which occur when houses are freely built anywhere, for all civic services 
are excessively expensive in such a case. In fact, a number of the proposed residential areas 
in Greater Bombay are not even included in the first three stages. 

(j) Notes on certain housing sites in Bombay :-
(!);Completion of sea-wall and fill of the uncompleted blocks of Colaba is strongly 

recommended for the Lllowing reaso!ls: 
(i) It will add much needed acreage to the scare supply of land. 

(ii) Figures indicate a profit on dis;>osal of plots which may help to defray a part 
of the cost of subnidies for workmen's hou>ing and costs of development 
of the Greater Bombay and Regional Plan. 

(iii) The method of fill, by dredging, should not interfere with or reduce any other 
building activity. 

(iv) The thousands of familie5 ta be housed thereon would add no corresponding 
burden of traffic into the island, as the area is situated within a short distance 
of the centre and the traffic there from south to north and will thus not add 
to the predominant streams of traffic coming from north to south. 

(2) For similar reasons, it is suggested th1t the Iorge vacant acreage of the military on 
Colaba might be gained for housing development. It is recommended that 
negotiations in this behalf be initiated. 

(3) The uso of Railway Workshops' land for housing in the third stage is based on 
discussion with the Railways' Gen~ral Manager• who indicated that it was desirable 
to move these workshops out of the Bombay area altogether, and felt that it would 
m all likelihood be feasible to do so by then. 
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SECTION VII 

TRANSPORTATION AND TRAFFIC 

ROAD SYSTEM AND PARKING: 

45. This section unless otherwise noted, is concerned with major through roads*, arterial 
and sub-arterial, not with local circulation roads. The local roads are equally important to 
safety and convenience, and particular care must be ex~rcised as to. how; they are ~ermitted 
to join main roads. The modem tendency elsewhere IS to emphas1ze Width of mam roads, 
generally leaving local roads fairly narrow so as to discourage through traffic on them. No 
other comment is offered on purely local roads, nor on secondary roads on Bombay Island 
which though not purely local, partake more of that character than the sub-arterial. This 
distin~tion is not mrely one of words, but is very important as it affects thinking and practice. 
The natural tendency is to widen almost every road, but very often this does fully as much 
harm as good. · 

(a) Both in Greater Bombay and Bombay Island entirely new roads have been 
recommended (e.g., the two north and south expressways, a large portion of the Andheri-Marol 
Road in Greater Bombay and- the road paralleling Kalachowki Road on Bombay Island), 
because it is generally cheaper to lay-out and construct an entirely new road than to 
widen an existing road and also because it gives greater freedom to plan and to limit ribbon· 
development and frequency of access ; and results in providing one fast traffic and one local 
traffic road. 

(b) Similarly it is suggested that the existing road from Ghodbunder to juhu which is 
already overcrowded should not be widened but should be left for those who want to move in a 
leisurely fashion. A new through road with green borders should instead be run through the 
vacant land to the north. Th_is will result in fewer accidents, less irritation to pedestrians, 
motorists and to people who live along the old road. 

(c) All through roads and where possible the sub-arterial roads, should be provided with 
a green strip on either side. 

46. The proposed road system shown on the Map of Greater Bombay, consists of two express 
) highways running north and south, one on each side, a series of East and West 

er-Bombay(salsette connections between them and .sometimes extending to the shore, beginning 
at Trombay, then one at Santa Cruz, one at Andhen, one at Goregaon, one at Borivli. The two 
expressways are more or less parallel to Gho_dbunde~ Road an~ Bombay.Agra Road respectively, 
leaving the latter two, to serve local slow-moVIng traff1c. There Js also a north-south road running 
down the centre of Salsette, origina~ng west of Lake Yihar, going down through Kurla and finally 
joining the southern-most Subartenal roadlafter crossmg the eastern expressway. 

(a) While all these roads will be constructed 22' wide to begin with with 8' berms 
0 

either side, they are designed for ultimate construction a& follows :- ' n 

(I) E:c{JTessways.-Fo~ automibiles only. Four lanes with dividing strip. Limited 
access from certam cross-roads only, usually several miles apart 

Grade separation from cross-roads. • 

•Tbelocalrnadaare not properly partolthe Matter Plan and ahould be worlced out in connection WJ'thl---•·.: H h 
ocal d I 1---•· d b 1 · b' h 1 d' 1 · . h' D«Uiwea. owcver,t e 1 roa 1 o one oca.alty o ave are ations 1p tot ose o a Jacent oca.ttieL T 11 !does not mean that th h ld 1 b 

continuous !rom one locality to another, hutitdoeamean thattberoad. of one locality muatbec:onaidered no7a:l 0 'i, tb wayj e 
butupartolaseneralwel>oflocalrnada. Y Y cmae ••• 



No access to pedestrians, cycles or anim~l drawn vehicles, (These will pass over or 
under at intervals of about half mile. This assures the all important continuity of 

How. Cycle traffic at a distance from the expressway rather than adjacent, but 
generally within the green strip). 

Turn-outs on the road, for bus stops. 

Large parking spaces at each railway station where vehicles can be left b, people 
taking the train to Bombay, thus tending to prevent too much pressure on Bombay's 
streets. Minimum right-of-way to be purchased to be 300' widening from lime to 
time to add to the green strip, for recreation purposes. 

(2) Other roads constituting the remainder of major road system.-lt should be noted 
that the present roads are bye-passed where they pass through busy areas such as 
bazars, e.g., Andheri to Marol, at Ghatkopar etc. Where, as in the present case 
the new road runs parallel and close to the old, the practise of limited access can 
and should be observed and the width of the new roads should not be less than 
250'. 

47. The map speaks pretty well for itself and no detailed description of the road system is 
Bombay Island considered necessary. 

GENERAL DISCUSSION 
48. The Island has three advantages in its road and traffic system : 

(a) It has a reasonably well defined major road system that does not suffer from the usual 
situation of too many roads of almost equal width and importance so that there is too much 
choice and not enough specialization. While it needs a few more inter-connections, great 
care must be taken not to break up areas too glibly, which are now not pierced by wide roads. 
Each of these localities or districts must be carefully studied before trying to relieve their 
internal over-congestion, which will in most cases best be cured by moving population and 
by other methods rather than by widening roads. 

(b) Its railroads are with very few exceptions crossed by road overbridges of adequate 
width. 

(c) Some of its roads are wide enough (e.g., Sion; Kingsway, Vincent Road) so that they 
can be redesigned with high-speed centre lanes and side service lanes. (See sketch " proposed 
cross-section of Sion Road "). 

49. Disadvant•ges and remedies : 

(a) Due to the narrow long shape of the island, with main business centre near the south 
end, the traffic has to traverse the length of the Island before reaching the business centre 
where it concentrates excessively. The very decP.ntralizing nature of the Greater Bombay 
plan, the creation of large suburban shopping centres, and of large parking spaces at Suburban 
Railway Stations, should operate to keep considerable traffic out of Bombay altogether. For 
further decentralization of the present business centre, it is necessary to create additional 
business and shopping centres on the Island nBrth of Fort Section and to reorganise the main 

·centre (See Section VIII). Filling in and building on land in Colaba south of the Fort Centre, 
capable of providing for some 13,000 families will also help to keep away some traHic from main 
arterial roads as the residents of this area will normally come up to the centre and not run 
further north to mix with the incoming main traffic. 
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(b) The present road network does not offer natural continuous How. It is full of offset 
intersections which are d•ngerous, slow down traffic and cause confusion at inter-sections. 
This must be avoided in future and whenever opportunity offers, present situations must be 
curt d. A major corollary to this is the absence of a continuous north and south expressway. 
This is proposed to be provided in the third stage by completing the T ulsi Pipe Line Road 
having a 150' right-of-way for most of its length and carry it dawn to and around the present 
race course (which is proposed to be removed outside the City limits and its site made avai
lable for housing and park purposes) and continuing it further right down to Churchgate by 
using the present B.B. & C. I. right-of-wzy from Bombey Central, if that is abandoned in 
favour of the tunnel sch~me which >Ne have recommended. (This propcs~d expressway is 
shown on map of Bombay lslaPd, by double line). Careful reconraissance of this proposed 
road to ascertain just what land is needed, should be made promptly and the land-required 
earmarked for this purpose. At the third stage or possibly in the second stage, a new causeway 
should probably be built across Mahim River, which will com ect up the north-south express· 
way runnin!' r arallel to the B.B. & C. 1". Railway up to Borivli and the pre. posed express 
hi~hway, thus providing in the City an express highway from Borivli to Churchgate. 

(c) On the ""st side of the Island, Reay Road and Jackeria Bunder Road will be continued 
upto Sion Road. This continuation will join the north~south express highway running through 
T rombay and. skirting the east si.Ie of Salsette up to Thana. It will be connected. to the express 
highway at sion. It may be that in the future, expansion of traffic may require a north-south 
expressway on the East side of Bombay Island.. The only possibility woula seem to be an 
overhead. road. over Reay and. Frere Roa.Is. This is in the distant future but justifies making a 
layout and. survey to establish the possibilities. 

(d) Bombay Island. is lacking in good. continuous east-west roads. This will be remedied. 
at five points : 

(I) At extreme north end, by widening road north of Ohara vi with over bridge over 
B.B. & C. I. Railway. 

(2) At Elphinetone Road. by widening the Tripartite Road. 

(3) At Connaught Road. by a new overbrid.ge over the railroads to connect upto Jacob 
Cirde. 

(4) Connecting Betlasis Road with Nesbit Road. by wid.ening a short stretch of Shepard 
Road. between and as soon as possible thereafter ar.quiring corner property elimi
nating offset. 

{5) A new cro>s s:reet b,twecn Carnac Road and Churchgate Street: exact locatiOn 
to be determi:1ed. af:er close stud.y. 

(e) Th~re is at present.no contin?ous cro~ ~treet between Carnac Road and Churchgate 
Street. !his causes ex~essive detounng and piimg up of traffic at various intersections. A 
new contmuous street will have to be run through from Queens Road. (and. later) Marine Drive 
to the Fort and Ballard. £;tate areas even though it must cut throu h th 'd * Th' 
h ld • 1 h · . . . g e mw an. ts street 

s ou .n?• uve s ops abuttmg II and. on It, parking should not be allowed, so that there will 
be ? nummum ?f delays to t.raflic. This new street will also relieve Pherozesha Mehta Road. 
which now carnes an exce3SIVe burden of local and. through trafli Th tt' ') bl did · • c. e me avai a e to us 

~ot perm~t us to recommend exact location for this new street, which will need. to be carefully 
studied. It IS not shown on the Bombay Island Map, because of its un.Ietermined location. 

:rhere i~ no r~n "why~ central maidan of this charactor nee1 be f · ~ · · · 
a parkma res1deohalareas,asmthe business areas it" · I f . ? great unmterrup area. Itd1ffers an this respect from 
the worker, thatitisvJ.Iued There is noquestion he~:m.al~ ~ otnts VJsh~ladlvalue1 a~ for th

1
e oclcasional recrea.tionthat it affords 

a e y, or c 1 ren p nymg, oro sy vao at-mosphere. 
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(f) By Widening Waudby Road and using the circuit Waudby Road Fort Street, Mint 
Road, Churchgate Street and by installation and use of tra•1ic lights so as to favour this route 
as against Hornby Road, fast moving traffic should to a substantial extent be deviated from 
Hornby Road, to the benefit of shopping and business values on that road. 

(g) It IS not adVIsable to Widen any road. Mere widening as pointed out before does not 
heh> to relieve congestion. For this very reason we do not recommend widening of Cadell Road. 
Lady Jamshedji Road running paralld to and located at a short distance thereof is capable 
to carry the high traffic, with the construction of the T ulsi Pipe Line express highway. On 
the positive side, Cadell Road is now a delightful local road, lined with trees, running through 
Mahim Woods. The whole leisurely pleasant character of this seclion of town should be 
retained. 

· {h) Excessive pedestrian tr<lffic both in crossing roads and elc:mg footpaths of most streets 
is further accer.tuated and complicated by the shallow shops in most sections, which have no 
space inside for customers. Remedies for these conditions are suggested in Section Il
Traffic and Transportation, paragraph, 21, (c) (2},(i) and (ii} Section VIII. paragraph 57 
(a}, (b) and Section X, paragraph 76 {f) under Zoning. This state of affairs is not only 
restricted to the City proper but it is almost equally severe in most built-up areas in Greatu 
Bomba). Apart from inconvenience to pedestrians, the spill-over of pedestrians from 
narrow footpaths into the vehicular areas is dangerous, and in effect narrows the moving 
lines and slows up tr,.ffic, While part of this is due to carelessness and ancier:t habit, most 
of it is due to inadequate width and obsolete shopping conditions. 

{i) In most western countries this problem is almost negligible as compared with the 
vehicular traffic. In India it must be recognised as of equal or almost equal importance. 
Solutions are suggested in sections on zoning, shopping, surveys ; the problem should be 
carefully studied and attacked comprehensively and quantitatively by vigorous methods similar 
to vehicular traffic studies and solutions. 

(j} T nere is a great dearth of adequate off-street parking spaces p•rticularly in central 
areas. This question is discussed and remedies are suggested in Section VIII-" Shopping 
and Business ; Markets ". It is, however, felt that proposed reorganisation of the area east 
of Hornby Road should help particularly in modernizing an obsolesctnt situation. 

(I) The present provision for parking in the centre of roundabouts is a~ ingenuous 
one and probably unavoidable due to lack of other spaces. But it delays traffic 
and offers some danger. 

(fi) The existing road system does not provide for adequate segregation of traffic. Ur:der 
Traffi • the schemes now proposed, slow-movmg traffic w•ll be kept off express-

c IDJXtui'M, ways and service roads will be created on certain other arteries. As 
far as the congested areas of the C1ty are concerned, it is desirable to.carry out the experiment 
of keeping cars off some of the narrow interior roads with their masses of pedestrians, where the 
Victoria is a far more suitable vehicle. 

{I} Some of the roads accommodate tramways which are a handicap especially at inter
sections. If the tunnel scheme is adopted, it should be possible to minimize or eliminate them 
from the busiest central intersections. 

(I} It is possible to realign the tram tracks on cert<oin r02ds, for instance the Vincent 
Road-and Sion Road, with a view to avoid such dangerous intersection as 
shown on Drawing No. G.B.5/II-11-1947. 



(m) In the report of preliminary Panel on town planning, a new sea drive is suggested 
. going up to the north of lsland. It car.not be given a high priority and 

Sea Dnve. the work on the same may be taken in hand in the fourth or fifth stagt: 
of development. Its construction should b~ at such a level that it would not interfer~ with ~he 
proposed sea-lront parks at Mahim Woods etc., and it should connect up at conwment pomt 
with th~ sea-front drive in Greater Bombay, 

GRADE SEPARATION 
SO. The second of the two specimen grade separations between roads (the first is at Andheri) 

will be at the intersection of the prolongation of Sion Road and the East Suburban expressway from 
Trombay. (Drawing No. G.B.4/Il-ll-1947 shows a typical grade separation layout). 

51. General design notes.-The following considerations should he borne in mind while 
designing nt:.w roads : 

(a) Wherever a road runs pl.'rallel to a railroad and IS fzirly close to it, it should be kept 
as close as possible to the Railway, Pllowing for adequate green strip, because the narrow area 
between the two that would otherwise be left, is undesirable for any development. 

(b) When a new road crosses a railway by an overbridge, this should be at a distance from· 
the Railway st,tion to avoid aggravation of .congestion. 

STAGES 

52. The ovarious appropriate stages for the execution of the programme coming under the 
category of new roads etc., are shown on the Map of Bombay, where numbers indicate priority. 
(For both Bombay and Greater Bombay, the three Charts of "lllustration Programme and 
Schedule of Progress" should be referred to). 

RAILWAYS 

53. The B.B. & C. I. Railway am furnish the sidings required for industry in Grealer Bombay 
becausetheywillali bt taken off on the Eastside where no cross-over is necessary. As far as passenger 
tra.flic is concerned, a maximum increase of 20 per cent. in Suburban traffic can only be handled due 
to the bottleneck at Churchg~te Station. The ability of the B.B. & C. I. Railway to handle 100 per 
cent. increase in passenger traffic is contingent on the tube scheme being carried out. 

(a) The G.l.P. Railway can handhle both (passengers and goods traffic) provided they 
proceed with the rearrangement of their quadruple track system by installing overhead cross
overs, or by adopting any other suitable device or devices. 

(b) Both the ra.ilways are pl11nning for goods crossover between the two lines, south of 
Santa Cruz. With the growth of industry on both sides of Salsette, it Will need to be prosecuted, 
so as to avoid the necessity of coming into Dadar on Bombay lsland. It is recommended 
that the scheme be completely designed so that planning of the area of Greater Bombay will 
not interfere with its installation as and when found .necessary. 

{c) Tube loop.-This has already been dealt with under Section II. 

The proposed G.1.P. cut-off across Trombay and rail-road bridge to Panvel to shorten the 
distance between Bombay and Poona would give greet incentive to the development of the Greater 
Bombay area on regional basis as its construction will enable several needed satellite towns being 
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located along this rail and roadway. In case it is found that the execution of the rail-road bridge 
scheme cannot be undertaken for want of finance, it is suggested that the road section of the bridge 
might charge a toll-a method in wide use in the U.S.A. to pay for express roads, tunnels and bridges 
that could not otherwise be built. · 

{d) The G.l.P. and B.B. & C. I. Railways adequately serve the eastern and western sides of the 
region of Greater Bombay. However, as they radiate from Dadar in the City proper and increase 
the distance between them as they move northwards, a stage is reached when they no longer serve the 
area lying between them. This is particularly true for the area proposed to be developed for residential 
and educationai purposes on either side of the Andheri-Marol-Kurla Road, which when developed will 
<:ontain a population of about 2 lakhs. Most of this population will be middle class and heads of 
families will be visiting the City every day for their work at the offices. lt can be seen that hus 
service alone will not be in a position to cope with this traffic and that a rail link between Ghatkopar 
and Andheri will be badly needed. This link will also serve tbe Industrial area on the G.I.P. side for 
transport of goods to tbe B.B. & C. I. Railway, without going southwards to tbe City for the perpose. 

This proposal has been checked for its physical feasibility and has been found to be quite :Possible. 
For accelerating the development of the area mentioned earlier, this rail link is absolutely essential. 

AERODROMES 

54. For discussion of aerodromes see Section II 'targets'. 
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SECTION Vlli 

SHOPPING & BUSINESS (Markets) : 
55. T ne considerations enterirg into the selection of sites for; and the design of modem shopping 

centres are well known, and where put into practice have worked well. Every 
shopping centre should meet at least three criteria : easy and safe to reach, 
ample space for puking of vehicle, and cyles and safe convenient opportunity 
for shoppers to circulate among the shops without disturbance by vehicular 

GeneraL 

traffic. 
56. These principles are easy to apply to new areas, and will be applied to the suburban 

N h 
• regional shopping centres, one east of Andheri and one in T rom bay, as well 

ew • oppmg centres • "I fu d I I h . in snharban areas. as stmt ar ture centres an to oca s oppmg centres. 

57, The difficulties mount when we attempt to apply these principlt.s to existing shopping 
arens, and worst of all in 1\ central shopping and business area such as Bombfw' s, 

-~ sh~pping con- where the difficulties of access and parking are accentuated by the fact that it 
~ti=~ h~t :.,:;:: is so near the south end of the island that traffic must come full way down 
~as.Specificnewshop- to reach it. We will here briefly discuss policy and action with respect to 
pmg areas. business "lmd shoppir g in built ur areas generally and in greater detail, the 
central concentration in Bombay Island and specific proposals in connection with them. 

{a) In general, business and shops in built-up are..s consist of solid linear developments 
along streets, with frequently the entire frontage given over to shops. Besides the central 
shopping areas, the shops are so small and shallow that the already narrow footpath is used by 
customers, for whom ir.terior shopping area should be provided. This arrangemtnt combines 
the maximum of discomfort, fatigue and danger. Modem shopping areas are concentrated, 
instead of indefinitely stretching out; they are relatively self containt.d with good interior 
pedestrian circulation from one shop to another. 

{b) Such new principles can be applied only gradually and partially in built-up areas, 
mainly by legislation (except as definite redevelopment or improvement schemes aon be under
taken, supplying positive solutions), by zoning, which cardully establishes extent and location 
of areas and frontages where shopping is to be ptrmitted; prescribing interior floor spaces for 
customers, or alternatively, setbacks to accommodate them outside ; prescribing off-street 
parking areas, etc. Also· by eliminating non-conforming uses of certain lapses of time as 
indicated in Section X. . 

(c) Our Master Plan will relieve the congestion and difficulties to, from and in the Fort 
Centr(Fal shopp~ area in a substantial degree, by the following measures :-
area ort area,. 

(1) In order to lighten the load of traffic into Hornby Road and the Fort area, two other 
shopt'ing and business centres should be established on Bombay Island-one in 
the neighbourhood of Bombay Central and one at Dadar. The existence of more 
than one major shopping and business area in a City, and regional ones outside, 
is common in many cities. 

(2) Expansion of Fort area into Churchgate and the larger, more important and more 
functional expansion and reorganization of the area between Hornby Road and 
Mint Road have already been noted under "Targets" in Section II. 

(3) Reorgllnization and redevelopment of area between Hornby Road and Mint Road 
. should have the provision of ample parking for the whole 

Parking areas area as one of its main features. While much more study 
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will need to he given to this problem, as per recommendations for traffic surveys in 
Section XI, two additional areas likely for parking are shown on the Map of Bombay 
Island and are put down for accomplishment in the second stage. They cover the 
present slum land north of First Marine Street and the area hounded on East and West 
by Queens Road and Marine Drive,-the ground floor area under future buildings 
to he constructed on the area presently occupied by the B.B. & C.l. Railway tracks 
between Churchgate and Thakurdwar being used for this purpose (tracks are 
recommended for removal if the tube scheme is adopted). Their development 
will provide accommodation for some 3,000 cars in about live to ten years, dependin11 
upon the progress made on the scheme of slum clearance and the construction of 
the tube railway. If necessary, a shuttle bus service can also be provided to take 
ptople from these parking areas closer to their offic£s. These areas are within less 
than half a mile, to a maximum of less than a mile from the central areas. 

(4) Future business buildings in the Fort area (and certain office areas also) should 
he made tc supply off-street parking. 

58. (a) B~mbay Central.-If and when as per the tube scheme described in Section II, Bombay 
. Central becomes the main Suburban Terminus where passengers change for 

b 
N~w ShopplDtBgomband underg10und trains, the Bellasis Road erea will become an importart shopping 

uBJDOSI areas a ay d h . d 'f k . h d . h Ceutral and Daclar. an usmess centre an r ta en m an as an Improvement sc erne, can well 
he carried out along the lines of modern practice, beginning at the end of the 

first period, a noted on sheet I of" Illustrative P10gremme" Charts. It may he pointed out that the 
presently empty are< facing the west end of Bell! sis Road (formerly occupied by Petit Millr.), furnishes 
a very conveniently loa ted parking area of ample size which is one of the main ingredients of a good 
shopping cent! e. This area should he acquired by the Municipality immediately. Similarly the 
part of the arez formelly occupied by the Byculla Club should also he acquired by the Municipality 
for being developed into a good shopping centre with adequate parking facilities, also slum land 
west of Bombay Central and east of Tardeo Road between Bellasis Road & Willingdon Sports Club. 
A recreation ground for the residents of the locality can also he provided in this area. No time 
should therefore he lost in acquiring this land even at a speculative price because in the end it 
would pay and he very useful in providing the much needed amenities to the inh. hitarits · of the 
adjacent loczlities.* 

(b) Dadar.-This iu a natural pointforshopping (with much less of office space than Bombay 
Central area) as passengers interchange here between railways. There is already a substantial shopping 
centre there, hut it is now cut into pieces by roads. It will need to he redesigned with ample parking 
area, and without interference with pedestrian shoppers by vehicular roads. The area bounded by 
Ranad~ Road, Lady Jamshedji Road, T ulsi Pipe Line Road and Dadar Road should he acquired 
and developed into a modern shopping centre. This will serve the requirements of Greater Bombay 
to a considerable extent. The cost of acquisition may he considered to he high hut the advantage of 
having such a IHge shopping centre designed on modern principles would he a boon not only to the 
residents of Dadar hut to a large number of inhabitants staying in Greater Bombay. A major portion 
of the expenditure to he incurred may he recouped from the rents to he charged to the shop-keepers. 

59. No detailed study has been given to the location of markets, nor an analysis made of the 
advantageousness or otherwise of their present locations and their effect on 

Markets. traffic. This remains to he done. 

• Recommendations that aqaisitions be made at relatively high prices for us is mainly an indication of the degree of urgency 
weaeeintheaituationandofourroughopinioo thatitwouldbe 6nancially advantageous. It need hardly be added. h~ever. that 
this does not preclude the necessity of detailed design and financial studies to assure the soundness of the prqect. 
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SECTION IX 

PARKS AND PLAYGROUNDS 

TYPES OF PARKS AND PLAYGROUNDS REQUIRED 

60. The importance of these ha.~ already been stated under " General Picture " in 
Se<-ticn I. The importance and urgency should be underlined, esepcially on 

Locaiimmediale Ad Hoc. Bombay Island, of the present de•perate scarcity of developed open sp?ces 
' and of the difficulty of obtaining new ones on any adequate scale, for a long 

t" me In New York Citv, under similar hut much less drastic ciscumstances, hundreds of such areas 
~e· used. in some~ even on a temporary b1sis, while land: was vacant and until required for 
building. Till such time, they served their purpose to provide recreation until perm>.nent programme 
had begun to catch up with the need. 

(a) This opportunistic, type should include sections of beach immediately available even 
if small, for example, at Worli and South Mahim Woods a.rea. fai.rly accessible to a large section of 
working class population. In the latter case at least, such tmmed~ate developments can become part 
of a large development, later. 

61. These must he provided at convenient sites as a part of every neighbourhood in a 
l.oealPI da artd development plan. They should likewise be provided in existing built up 

amlillpa:z::_--sroun areas where possible, in accordance with a plan for future development, 
without necessarily waiting for the whole development to proceed in all its aspects. 

(a) It will be noted by reference to the " Illustrative Programme" Charts and to the 
Bombay Island Map, that all new housing projects are shown as having parks within their 
areas. The Schemes listed without parks are those previously designed and with all plots 
now disposed of. As previously recommended, determined effort should be made to regain 
appropriate areas for park development, where study indicates the need, before they are built 
upon. 

62. Where feasible, each locality or district may have a somewhat larger concentration of 
L caiP 11:0 park area either in addition to local neighbourhood parks (which in such a case 

Larger 
0 

ar · would be somewhat smaller than usual, and the large park be made possible 
by accumulation), or where the neighbourhood parks together form such a larger park. An example 
of both the former and the latter is the B. B. & C. I. and G. I. P. Workshop areas respectively, south 
of Elphinstone Road as shown on Bombay Island Map. Another example of the latter is the long 
continuous park furnishing also a safe, almost uninterrupted means of walking to local shopping 
areas, sea-wall park etc., in Dharavi and an area immediately to the south (marked 1st and 3rd 
period od the map). 

(a) On Bombay Island, it is particularly recommended that certain of the hills he retained 
and developed as parks and that they be not levelled ofl and devoted to other purposes nor 
that they be built on even if not levelled ofl. In this category are the Golanji and Rowli hills. 
Rowli Hill will be used for locating balancing reservoir in connection with the City's water supply 
and it would be provided with garden on its top in the same manner as Sir Pherozeshah Mehta 
Gardens at Malabar Hill. The quarrying operation at present undertaken at Golanji Hill 
should he restricted as far as possible and in the development plan of the area lying to the east 
of the Harbour Branch Line the Rowli Hill should be made a prominent feature. 
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63. The provision of playing-fields in the City, especially in the vicinity of permanent school 

PJayiog.fields. buildings should be undertaken as a high priority {r,r existing and new 
Schools. Others should be located in large parks on Bombay Island 

(paragraph 64 below), or in similar parks or in greenbelts in Greater Bombay. 

64. Parks are generally conceived as connected with places of living, where indeed they are 
Parks in Business a.ncl more essential than anywhere else. But parks in business and industrial 

inclllltrial areas. areas are important as well, for they are usually an inspiration and give opportuni
ties for brief relaxation from the grind of work. Bombay Island has a line example of this in the 
Maidan. Other small areas are noted in " Illustrative Programme " Charts. There is no reason why 
these parks need be of great uninterrupted size-which is why we are willing to let the central Maidan 
be pierced by a new desperately needed East-West traffic artery. They should be more liberally 
provided for, on the cheap land available in the new Greater Bombay industrial areas. 

Continuous parks or greenways. 

(a) The long continuous rather narrow park proposed for Dharavi furnishes one example 
of this. Parel Tank area and the Willingdon Sports Club and Race Course area extending 
through to Fergusson Road and Globe Mill passage furnish two other examples of this type 
handled in a somewhat different way (park concentrations connected by rather narrow strips 
with foot over bridges as required). In one case, there is about one-and-half miles of continuous 
greenway, in the other over two miles. 

(b) These greenways should become one of the pleasantest and most healthful features of 
Bombay life, and if completely developed, will make for greater pedestrian safety and amelioration 
of traffic problems. 

65. There is a great necessity of providing a system of large parks in the City proper not 

S fL 
~ only for those using them frequently for recreation, hut as meeting places 

ptemao argepar .... f I h . l f . h I . or arge gat enngs, concerts, as a so or a setting to t e p acmg of worthy 
monuments, and as an attraction for the City as a whole. The largest park in the City is the Shivaji 
Park in the north having a total area of 24 acres. But it does not compare favourably with Parks in 
other cities. Every large City in the World has at least ore large park and usually more. Calcutta 
with its gre<t Maidar and Dakutia Lakes, London with Hyde Park, Regent's Patk Kensington 
Garden and others; New York with Central Park, Inwood Park, Prospect Patk, etc.,. etc., THIS IS 
A CIVIC NECESSITY. 

(a) In Bombay's congested condition, no such area can be made available until the 
second and third periods. It is expected that when we can replace obsolete slums such as 
those shown as future park north and south of Bellasis Road (which by then should be 
obtainable at reasonable land value only). Even these areas togethet come to only a little 
over 200 acres, which is small for the purpose. Enlargement of this area, creation of other 
areas at least equal to it, or both, is a civic necessity. But in view of the scarcity of land, 
the cruel need for housing, end the uncertainty as to whether and when industry will move 
away, we cannot yet realistically show the required additional area on the Bombay Island 
Map. As mills start to move away, vacated areas should be held as nuclei fot other large 
parks. In our " Illustrative Programme., we make rough allowances of possible acreages. 
As the area notth and south of Bellasis Read is turned into a park, Ripon Read and Duncan 
Road should be no longer used as through roads, but for circuletion of traffic in park 
only. The intervening Bellasis and Grant Roads should be spanned by a series of overbridges 
to give acce~s to visitors from one part of the park to the other. 
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66. The wooded' hills of Salsette are& will be the backbone of the park system 
Natural parb ia o~tside of the Island. Much of this area should be kept fairly virgin, with 

Greater Bombay. little development except for access roads, pedestrian paths, picnic ground~, 
impounding of lakes for swimming and even fishing, if possible. Some of these areas should be 
developed fot golf courses, as the land is of negligible cost and unuseable for housing or industry except 
at excessive cost. The National Park is a notable beginning. Other areas are shown on the Greater 
Bombay Map. A great level regional recreational area is ~hown for possible fill and development, 
on the west sh01e by the side of the Malad Creek. 

67. Bombay's good fortune in having potentially fine beaches should be utilised to the full, 

d I 
both on the Islend itself and in Greater Bombay. The habit of giving over 

Beach en opmenf. h b · · h Jd b · d f h M t ese est sections to pnvate use s ou not e carne urt er. . ore 
Chowpattis should be developed in Bombay; more Juhu Beaches in Greater Bombay. We have not 
shown the full ultimate possibili~es on our plans for the first three s!Pges because it was not evident 
how much we could realistically count on attaining. Certainly, the whole Mahlm Wocds length should 
be developed for the public. Dharavi watet-front on Mahim Creek is shown to be developed in the 
third period. Careful technical study is required to relate the safe use of these recreational areas 
and pedestrian approaches to them and to projected shore drives, as has been done for example along 
Hudson Rivet in New York City. 

68. On Bombay Island these must be relatively shallow, of the order of 100' or ISO' deep, 
Greensbi!!_"~dhrr-:: being buffets and safety baniers for use mainly as inact;ve relaxation 

beltsalong uuuu!r roauo 
at borden of Districts. areas. 

(a) In the Greatet Bombay erea, these green strips can be of this normal depth but should 
occasionally be widened at attractive and topographically suitable points, which could sometimes 
contain golf courses and playing fields with pat king areas, as in the American park-way practice. 
Deeper greenbelts whete they occur could be agricultural to a large extent. Theil exact 
location can in many cases be adjusted to leave agricultUial areas intact. 

69. Listed in the "Illustrative Programme," totals are summarised for the first three stages, 
in Section 11-'Tatgets'. THIS IS BY NO MEANS THE ULTIMATE 

..:.:!:J:.:J..~hJ!'t TOTAL BUT IS C.ARRIED ONLY AS FAR AS WE C.AN NOW SEE 
OUR WAY AHEAD. 

BALANCED PARK AND RECREATIONAL PROGRAMME, DESIGN EQUIPMENT 
AND OPERATION 

70. The previous part of this section offers a programme of functional land alloo tion and 
_ _._ d location which it is believed constitutes a balanced conception both for all 

BalancedPar&BD k"d f · d I" df h ·· J d" ··I Recreationalprogr8D1Dlll m s o recreation rn 1e axatton, an or t e spnth.a an rnspiTattona 
needs of a gteat C.ity. 

(a) The details of the park layout should be carefully designed to make them serve the 
intended multiplicity of functions. The designs should aim at securing adeq1..oate landscaping 
for beauty, economy, durability and easy maintenance and should rlso p10vide fot vatied and 
durable equipment. It must be remembered that parks and playgrounds require as much 
care and thought in their design as a building. 

(b) One of the notable defects in even the teiTibly inadequate park areas ir the present 
Bombay, is the failure to develop even these areas properly. The small City parks in gerc.•rel 
are not properly equipped for play and planted for shade. A number of such areas examined, 
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seem somewhat derelict and not used to any gte<-t extent, certainly not to the maximum. 
Shivaji Pa1k may be mentioned as a moderate example of this type. On the other hand, those 
that ale so equipped-even simply-seem very popular. Even the tiny green area in Elphinstone 
Ci1 cle is used avidly by children and people of all ages. 

71 •. Good constant physical upkeep must be provided othe1wise parks quickly deteiiorate. 
In order to build up the social value potentir lly inherent in the park system, special effo1t must be made, 

Operationoftbe particularly, in the fi1st few years torenderse1vicetothepublicby people 
parks. specially trained in initiatiog recreational work. just as me1ely a lot 

of physical hot.sing, however well-planned, does not constitute r fruithl social unit without trained, 
imaginative and devoted management, so the open space facilities require 2 similar infusion of trrined 
effort. 
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SECTION X 

REQUIRED LEGISLATION; 

72. No single element is more indispensable for the successful implementation of a plan than 
prompt and thorough-going legislation, establishing a powerful planning body, defining its power and 
method of enforcement, covering control of land use and density (zoning) and prevention of ribbon 
development, the basis for arriving at land and property values for property acquired, interim powers 
and control to cover the period until final legislation can be hammered out and in some cases until 
sufficiently precise plans can be prepared on which to base final zoning and land use control. 
Land speculation and uncontrolled building during this interim period may seriously hamper the 
plan. 

(a) No attempt will here be made to cover this field either broadly or thoroughly, as it is 
beyond the technical competence of the writers of this report, and as it is weii covered in the 
Town Planning Panel's Preliminary Report. This section confines itself to listing certain items 
which our exploration of the problems from the technical point of view has indicated to ~e . 
necessary for inclusion. It may, however, be noted that in general, British legislation on this 
subject is the most advanced, comprehensive and practical. 

73. Power of quick condemnation to prevent any element of the plan being hampered by a 
Land and Land recalcitrant owner; compensation being determined later, if necessary. Prompt 
Use ControL action and development should not be slowed down by cumbersome legal 

procedure and appeals. 

(a) Basis for determining price of property, including the provision that slum property 
or property that has outlived its sinking fund, may be taken for the price of land only. 

74. We have noted hitherto in Section II under Industry and in Section II I under Housing, 
PnmatDre partial that we want to develop Greater Bombay by compact areas, as scattered 

• developmODt. development results either in excess costs of roads, water-supply and distribu-
tion, sewage disposal etc., to serve relatively few houses; or they are not installed adequately, with 
resulting inconvenience and possible danger to health. Appropriate legislation should require (and 
enforce the requirement) that permits be mandatory for any building to be erected, and should limit 
the a1;1thority of either local authorities, or a Greater Bombay [Government to issue such permits in 
unbwlt areas, without approval of the planning commission or some central authority. 

75. There can be little doubt as to the desirability and feasibility of this policy. The only 
;J:~i:a-Bomb- possible exception would seem to be local service industries such as bakeries, 
bland. D ay repair shops etc., and in certain cases where hardship can be proved, the minor 
expansi~n of existing industries. Legislation should be passed prohibiting new industries or expansion 
of any kind with power to the planning commission or to some high calibre Board of Appeals to grant 
exceptions in certain defined and very restricted categories • 

76. Zouiug Powers: 

(a) These should include restrictions on maximum height and density and establish user 
restrictions in all areas. There should also be a law to assure the inviolability of unbuilt 

upon green·b~lts, and the green-strips bordering new roads, as in the future, pressure may be 
brought to bwld on them. 
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(b) In the case of Bombay Island with its desparate lack of land, it is recommended also 
that minimum limitations of developments be enacted. In the face of the scarcity of land, it 
should not be allowable for example, to build a bungalow on half acre or an acre. The maximum 
amount of land that may be allowed per dwelling unit, should be restricted. 

{c) In certain areas of Bombay, e.g., the Fort area, some vertical expansion of the business 
zone beyond that contemplated by horizontal expansion should be permitted, than is the case. 
In doing so the permitted increase in density or volume of building should not be increased 
in full proportion to the vertical expansion. 

{d) The Corporation has already sanctioned the amendments to Section 349-A, B, C of 
the Municipal Act to permit tall buildings in the City to a maximum height of I 02', having 
adequate and appropriate setbacks. These amendments are being forwarded to Government 
for sanction. 

{e) Legislation should include restriction of the space occupied by arcade columns on 
footpaths or preferably this should be prohibited entirely. The same effect of protection 
from sun and rain can be obtained by a continuous marquee or cover supported from above 
or cantilevered out. If footpaths are to be reduced in useable width and area by such encroach• 
ments, the pedestrians and traffic problem will never be solved. 

(f) A Similar or more severe interference with effective use of footpath by pedestrians 
to whom it belongs, is the ubiquitous small shop with no room for customers inside it. The 
customers clutter up the footpath; the pedestrians walk in the roadway. Either the shops should 
be compelled to provide ample floor space for customers or should be required to setback 
an adequate distance from the footpath line. 

77. One of the reasons why zoning is not more effective in western countries is that an existing 
non-conforming building may not be interfered with. Provision should be made 

Non-co~;rming in the law that after a non-conforming building has reached an age where its 
u 

0 
• useful life as determined by reasonable sinking fund provision, has been 

reached, legal recourse may be successfully introduced to make it conform. 

PARKING AND UNLOA,DING 

78. All new buildings in built-up areas should be required to supply parking facilities based 
on the amount of cars to be expected. This includes : 

Cinemas, Factories, Mills, Office buildings, Multi-family houses, Hotels and Markets. 

{a) In addition, buildings expected to be so used as to have substantial deliveries of 
materials {e.g., markets, large shops, warehouses etc.), should be required to have off-street 
loading facilities to prevent cluttering of the road by lorries or cars. 

LIMITED ACCESS IDGHWAYS 

79. In America it has been found necessary and it may be so in Bombay, to make legal provision 
or the acquisition of an~ normal rights ~f_a~cess, the ab';ltting property owners may have, including 
the power of condemnation for the acquisition of such nghts to prevent possible " hold-ups". 
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DEFINITION OF GREATER BOMBAY JURISDICTION. 

80. It will be necessary to include all of the area south of Bassein Creek in order to accom· 
modate the number of people, and the amount of industry and other activity contemplated in this 
plan. 

(a) It is believed that Thana should be included also, as Greater Bombay's development 
will go up that far, and it will be desirable to control its sanitation and in particular its malaria 
problem. 

(b) The question of whether the planners of Greater Bombay will design or otherwise 
have any control in Ambemath-Kalyan, Virar and other satellite towns to be proposed and 
what kind of legislation this requires, should be considered. These will probably depend 
on Bombay for their water supply and efficient disposal of domestic sewage and trade effluents 
These are vital matters affecting the health of Bombay. 

TEMPORARY LEGISLATION PROHIBITING LUXURY CONSTRUCTION 

81. It is recommended that such construction as that of Cinemas, Shops, homes costing more 
than a certain amount or having more than certain maximum area per family, be prohibited until the 
materials shortage has eased, so as to permit essential constructions to make some progress, at costs 
that are not prohibitive. 
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SECTION XI 
STAFF & SURVEYS 

(Contributed by Mr. Albert Mayer and Mr. W. J. Cox) 

STAFF FOR PLANNING AND HOUSING. 
82. (This is a minimum, taking account of financial stringency, and substantially less tha 

would be the case in a Western City of similar size and complexity). No time should be lost j: 
assembling such a staff :-
TECHNICAL STAFF 

(I) Principal Planner. 
M03ter Plan Division-

! Senior Planner. 
3 Assistant Planners. 
1 Senior Draftsman. 
2 Architectural Drslumen. 
2 Engineering Draftsmen. 
3 Tracers. 
J Model Msker and delineator• (also lor Pulolic Relations). 

EnginurinR DioJisioni' . 
1 Engineer. Liaison with Engineers, rough estimates an.d 

reronnaissances. 
1 Rosd planning Engineer (Quali6cation, Special training 

in modem design and practise). 
2 Combination designer- draftsmen; 

draftsmen also ftudeus for expansion for field reconnais
sance, traffic surveys. 

p)amling and Design for Localities and Nei~hbourhoodo• 
(Load roods, Hnuinl, Parks and P/ayJraunds c/c,) 

I Chiel Architect-Planner. 
1 Sit ... plannerand LondSCllpe Architect. 
3 Senior DC$igner Draftsmen. 

10 Onftsmen (depending on rate of progress of work)t 
6Tracm. 

Economic and Social ResearchandDioisiono/ Ciuic SurtJeys: § 

I Economist and Survey Director. 
I Statistician and cost analyst. Capital Budget. 
I Assistant investigator and Research worker. 
2 Assistant investigaton for one year} . .. 

only (initial surveys). For 6-9 months uuhal 
Outside supervisors, Field enwnera- surveys. 

ton.§ 

Adminmration and Pu/Jic Rclmions: 

I Esecuti'fC Director. 
I Offu:e Manaser. 
I Librarian and Liaison Man (or woman secretary). 
I Public Relations Director. . 
1 Photographer and F10ld Information Man (Assistant, 

to Public Relations Director). 

Work. 
Master Plan of-
Land use and zoning studies. 
Roads. 
Public Building and City Centre. 
Schools. 
Central Shopping and business. 
Markets. 
Industry. 
Determination and demarcation of loadities and 

precincts. 

Rough estimates: C:O:..rdination with engineen 
Street aad intersection desigu. ' 
Detennination of land.t:aking requirements for ~:~me. 
T raflic surveys. 
Liaison with pelic:e on traffic. 

Detailed locality layouts. 
Detailed precinct layoats. 
Detailed housing projects. 
Detailed shopping and business centres. 
Laudscaping. 
Park and Playground ates and equiPmODt design. 

Civic Surveys and tabulation Charto. 
Capital Budget and Time-table. 
Industrial, businea and Marketing advice and taends 

Liaison with Bombay Governm.nt Department of 
of Industries, Labour etc. • 

Public Rdations. 
Public generally: Business,Citizen,labour and neighbour

hood groupr. 
Newspaper releases. pamphlets (vernacular and English) 

Films. Eshibitions ol maps and models. 

• StaJ1 for Master Plan Division, and that for ~tie_s and Neighbourhoods, is somewhat interchangeable, depending on whether 
one or the other department is most busy at .any particular bme. . . 

t !tis assumed that all~ngineez!ngsurveys m th:6eld,"'!d a!Jsewerandwaterd""8D.aswellasdctailsof road design and construc
tioa. are carried out by the-City Enoineer. No staff 1 s here m<!uded for these purposes, 

~This stall will be inadequate if a number of these are bemg prosecuted at once, It is assumed that in tlut case, some of this 
dcailn work may be let to private architecturallirms. rathertlu:t tty to auem.bfe too lartee a vennanent stall here. 

§NUMber depend$ on calibre of enumerators and supcrvis:)rs cm;;.loyed, nwnber of volunteers available e~c. 
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SURVEYS 
83. Facts and trends as to ci~ic, social, economic conditions, wages, overcrowding, health • 

real property and ages of buildings, as shoWn by surveys made and periodically renewed, are n.e~~ry 
to proper development of a plan suited to the realities. Surveys to determine the~e _should be mttla~d 
promptly. But there should be no delay in taking further steps towards the defintllon and completion 
0 f the plan, because the broad facts and desiderata on which the plan should be based are well known 
and the initial amounts of development work that we can possibily do in the short time hef~re 
survey results are available, are so much less than what requires to he done, that we can feel qmte 
safe that the adjustments we may be required to make, will still he found out in plenty of time. 

(a) There have been more urgent items to accomplish on this visit than to devise survey 
forms. However, as the Consultant formulated survey forms for Cawnpore, which, with a 
few exceptions are applicable to Bombay and_ are reproduced as Appendix A forms A-A3. They will 
naturally he revised by the economist-director of survey to meetlocal needs more precisely. Note that 
Cawnpore forms as revised there, do not have any reference to age and condition of industrial and 
business buildings. This should be added. 

(b) The information already available from other agencies should of course he checked 
first by consultation with Labour Commissioner, Chief Inspector of Factories, Tata Institute 
of Social Sciences, University School of Economics etc., so as to avoid duplication. 

(c) One item on which good information is badly needed is that of earnings per family 
as well as per worker, for, without this, it will not he possible to define the housing problem 
closely to determine the total families whose housing requires subsidy, the number which 
requires only low interest rates etc. 

• (d) An~t?er specific and imme?iately vit~l point--chawls and other housing for low 
mcome famtlies have generally conststed of mmimum size and number of rooms based on 
family inco':Ile• ignoring the institution of the joint family. A survey by qualified workers is 
very much m order, to observe the effects of this forced social change. Are the results satis· 
factory,. or is there serious evidence of social disintegration due to this factor? While we 
should m general not ~e hound too much by tradition, this vital matter should be thoroughly 
explored before a housmg programme goes too far. 

(e) A third example : Social analysis and field survey to determine proper form area and 
c.entral schoo.I .Cor other nucleus) for neighbourhood layout to suit Indian conditions: Educa· 
nona,l authonhes should be consulted also. 

(f) These points should he horne in mind in connection with surveys : 

(I) Aside of the information they yield, they are definitely instruments of puhli 1 t · 
good or bad. I~ widely puhli~ised beforehand in the regular newspa;:~e :~d~~ 
the vernacula~, tf pubhc meetmgs are held explaining them-,Jarticularly to local 
groups-and tf the lie~d. enumerators are well chosen, people become intere t d 
and even eager to parllClpate. On the other hand lacking these el t 5 el 
are unprepared, sometimes hostile. ' emen s, peop e 

(2) If ~n ot~er important sense, such surveys are vital as public relati d 
o public knowledge. Manufacturers merchants Cha h ons an as source 
these surveys invaluable to them in th~ir operation's dmlaers .of Commerce find 

(3 • . . an p nmng. 
) In order to nururruze cost and from their point of view to he! .th • . 

students should he enlisted to help cond t th P em gam expenence, 
School of Economics Tata Institute of Sue. I Se ~urvey, e.g., from the University 

• octa ctences etc. 
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(4) The first survey is most urgent, and is the most difficult and costly. But it should be 
rene~ed ~t intervals of several years, so that changes and trends can be traced 
and tdentified. The renewals are of course cheaper than the original survey. 

84. It is not possible to list all traffic surveys that may be required; time and money may be 
Traffic Survevs. wasted by excessive numbers of surveys. As Bombay's trafiic problems are 

• In general notyettoo acute and as the expected increase of cars will very materially 
change the facts, any general survey can well wait for some time. This is particularly true as our work 
has pretty clearly revealed the broad outlines of a traffic and road plan for Bombay without general 
surveys. The following surveys are, however, recommended : ' 

• 

(a) Before detailed planning of any part of the system goes forward, local surveys should 
be made at a number of points to assist in making estimates and determining relative importance 
of various directions of flow. 

(b) Where any changes in roads or road widths or intersections are made; survey should 
be made before and after, in the affected area, to measure resulting changes in traffic volume 
or traffic speed or delay, for future guidance in similar cases. 

(c) To measure the worsening or bettering of traffic conditions, either as the result of 
changes or with the passage of time, periodic speed and delay surveys may be made at 

peak traffic hours. The same can be done with bus and tram traHic. 

(d) For troublesome intersections (e.g.,Dhobitalao, BhatiaBaug etc.), origin and destination 
surveys should be made to define the problems more closely. A simplified version of this is 
to check licence numbers of cars entering at one point and leaving at another. 

(e) A survey of parking, including duration of parking times on important streets, and 
a survey of the number of parking spaces available (a) at curbs, (b) in carparks, (c) at taxi-stands, 
(d) in off street areas, in the busy sections of the City should be made to give initial insight 
into the scope of the problem. A survey also of potential off-street parking areas should be 
made within a radius of one mile of busy centres. For one such off-street area, see section 
on shopping centres and business. 

(f) A number of traffic accident surveys and cause-analysis is much needed. 

(g) In order to trace trends and changes in the kinds of traffic (car, lorry, victoria, bullock
cart etc.), a few traffic volume counts should be made each year at points on typical roads of 
different character and functions, e.g., Hughes Road, Frere Road, Hornby Road. 

(h) Combined with design progress, engineering surveys of topography, property conditio~s 
etc., should be undertuken to assume that at as early a date as possible, accurate data is available 
to determine exactly what is required for adequate roads and adequate intersections, to forestall 
excessive prices and difficulties later, when the work must actually proceed. WE MUST 
ANTICIPATE REQUIREMENTS. 

(i) Survey of footpaths a;ld p~destrian req:rirem:nts. I:n Sections I, v~ I and VI II, this 
problem is adequately discussed. Field surveys are tmperatlve to fill the gap m actual facts. 

85. The problem of the best use of land, of cultivators to be displaced over the years by the 

A · ult a1 s & Greater Bombay Plan, of the proper placement and utilization of Greenbelts 
gnc ur urvey • d · h" B 

Proposals. to alleviate this problem-all these have been mentlone m t IS report. ut 
the formulators of this report are not agriculturists. To achieve the best overall plan as far as agriculture 
is concerned a survey must be made by competent technicians to organize the best solution. This 
is a high priority job. 
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SECTION XII. 

PUBUC RELATIONS QUESTIONS: CITIZEN OR 
NON-OFFICIAL GROUPS : 

Public relations directly fostered by planning 
(and by the Commission where formed). 

86. Particular emphasis is placed on this, because it is so often considered of little or no 
importance, as it is not part of the technical w~rk itself and as it is generally felt that what~ver needs 
to be done in this way can be done by an occasional lecture or talk by a staff member or Duector or 
as a very part-time job by the public relations officer of a City. 

(a) This accounts for the apathy in regard to planning so frequently encountered and 
very often responsible for the failure of a plan to get support, hence its ultimate failure 
altogether. 

(b) What is needed is an alert and energetic full-time man, who by attending departmental 
planning conferences and by study, acquires stme acquaintance with the subject. His main 
job is to interpret the planners' work to the citizen, and to introduce the citizen and his views 
to the planners. A few casual meetings are not enough. There must be continual contact 
between the planners and the public, face-to-face, frequently, or by newspaper releases, 
photographs, exhibits, pamphlets, films, by encouraging people to visit the planning office and 
use its library, by lectures to students and by their voluntary participation in surveys, by 
informing the public or the neighbourhood when a survey is to be made, by explaining its 
purposes, and finally getting co-operation instead of indifference or hostility. 

(c) These are hut a few examples of what an alert public relations officer can devise and 
accomplish. 

87. Nor is this a one-way operation. The planning itself is much helped by the comments 
of people who know their own neighbourhood intimately, by people who have given much thought 
to these problems but who might in the ordinary course not volunteer any views. The plan itself is 
usually much improved by such contacts. 

• 88. Finally, as development of the plan proceeds, as certain elements are completed, there 
is the great opportunity to make the public or its groups-its Chambers of Commerce, its Labour 
Unions,its Rotary Club-in short, its various organs of public opinion-aware of what has been 
done, to have them inspect and form opinions as to the value of what has been created. Only thus, 
can ~e make the most creative use of developments. 

{a) For example, if one of our projects has been a modern neighbourhood shopping 
centre which concentrates around a central green in place of the usual myriad tiny shops diffused 
almost I 00 per cent. along almost every street in some neighbourhoods, causing trouble for 
traffic and for themselves, such a modern centre is probably all hut unknown to most citizens 
of Bombay. Yet, if we want to get such an idea to spread to he acceptable to, or even desired 
by most people, we have got to get lots of them to know about it, to visit it and see what it is 
like, to tell their friends about it-in short, to get this into the public consciousness. Failing 
this, we continue to run into the same old habitual objections to such changes. 

(b) Although this forms a small part of the expense for planning no other element is more 
important. 
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89. We have just discussed the importance of fostering public relations. However, of possibly 

Ind d C
. . , even more importance, according to European and American experience, are 

epenent•tuens h .. 'C. h"hh 1 df h Committee. t e spontaneous c1Uzens omm1ttees w 1~ t emse ves create an oster t e 
demand for planning and interest in it. In fact, it is true to say that much or most of the official 
planning in those countries has resulted from the inspiration, initiative, activity and even research 
on the part of such groups. The Town and Country Planning Association in England, the Regional 
Plan Association of New York, the National Planning Assooiation in the U.S.A. are a few examples of 
such groups. By their disinterested, voluntary and devoted efforts they created the demand ·for 
planning, conducted high calibre and fruitful research and they continue to function after the official 
work is under way. 

(a) From western experience it ~n be said with confidence that no paid planning body 
or officials could possibly command the amount of time and energy of such members-men 
and women of high level ability and prominence that these citizens' groups command and 
develop. 

(b) We urge the Citizens of Bombay to form such permanent groups of which the three 
panels which developed the preliminary reports furnish a fine example on a temporary basis 
(though this is somewhat different from the western examples in having been officially 
appointed). 
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SECTION XID 

COSTS AND AVAILABILITY OF MATERIALS 
AND EQUIPMENT 

90. The attached costs are a very rou;h indication of what the magnitude of capital cost of the 
de~elopments indicated, may tum out to be. Thero has been no time to come to any reasonably close 
estimates, which would in any case be impossible now, until topographic surveys, quantities of cut and 
fill etc., were available. As another example, land costs used, are moce or less intelligent guesses, a> 
there hasn't been any detailed canvas. However, they are good enouo,h to permit those wl1o are 
concerned with financial aspects, to determine how best to proceed. 

91. The cost of developing the Master Plan in one stage or at one stretcl-. would be about Rs.ll5 
crores at the present market rates, as per Statement' A'. The rca1intion to be obtained therefrom 
by the sale of developed lands for residential and industrial purpo>os nny be tabn at about Rs. 53 
crores resulting in a deficit ofRs. 62crorcs (vide the Statcmc'lt 'A'). This dcfi:it canno: be said to be 
net loss as there will be assets in hand in the sh1pe of lands acquired for public purposes, e.g., roads, 
parks, hospitals, greenbelts, sewage purific1tion works, educational centres etc., and hilly lands of 
T rombay, the stone and spoils from which can be utilised. 

(a) It is not however possible, that all the works proposed in the Muter Plan could be carried 
out simultaneously and it is necessary to divide the scheme into suitable stages. Accordingly a four 
stage programme has been prepared as outlined below: 

STAGE No.I 

92. In the first stage it is proposed to go a little bit beyond the limit of the existing Police 
Jurisdiction. The two express highways shown on the M1sler Plan, and estimated at Rs. 3 
crores (vide Statement' B ') must be constructed at Government cost as they have already 
sanctioned funds for the construction of a relief road on the E1st of th' B. B. &C. I. Railway 
parallel to existing Ghodbunder Road, to relieve congestion of tra Hie thereat and to serve the new 
aerodrome at S1nta Cruz. The express highway on the e1>t of the G.I.P. Railway should also 
be constructed by Government at their cost, as the present Bomlny-Agra Road is found in
adequate to meet the requirements of traffic and with industries growing on that side, this road 
would be so congested that the traffic would be held up for a considerable time resulting in an 
indirect loss and inconvenience to the public. It is recommended that instead of widening 
the existing Bombay-Agra Road at a very heavy c931:, which proposal is already receiving the 
attention of Government, it would be more economical and advantageous to have an independent 
express highway from Sion to Thana. 

(a) The other works proposed to be carried out in this ··stage in regard to the acquisition of 
lands, construction of roads including water-supply, drainage etc., and development of land 
for residences are shown in the accompanying Statement ' B '. 

(b) The cost of worh in Stage No. I excluding the cost of two express highways is estimated 
at Rs. 30 crores with a realisation of about Rs. II crores. There will be some assets left, such 
as filled in land, hilly land, sites acquired for public purposes etc. The total value thereof may 
be taken at Rs. 9 crores. This will mean that there will be a deficit of Rs. 10 crores. 
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STAGE No. n 
93. The works proposed to be carried out in this stage in regard to the acquisition of land for 

residential and industrial purposes, construction of roads, including water-supply, drainage, 
lighting etc., and development of lands for residences and industries are shown in the accom
panying Statement' C '. The cost of executing these works is estimated at Rs. 20 crores with 
a realisation of about Rs. 15 crores. This means that there will be a deficit of Rs. 5 crores. 
These estimates are however, based on the existing prices and by the time the second stage 
programme is taken in hand for execution, the prices of materials may have been considerably 
reduced. Consequently, the cost to be incurred may be much less. On the other hand the 
ligures of realisation having been based on the lower side it is likely that the realisation and 
capital outlay may balance without substantial deficit. 

STAGE No. ill 
94. The works included in this stage, tht cost thereof and the realisation are gtven m the 

accompanying Statement' D '. 

(a) The total cost will amcunt toRs. 10.25 crores giving a realisation of Rs. 5.50 crores with 
a deficit of Rs. 4.75 crores. Here again, it may be possible as stated in Stage No. II above 
to reduce the cost of the works and keep down the deficit. 

STAGE No. IV 
95. The works remaining to be executed after the completion of the first three stages will 

be carried out in the fourth stage. The figures of cost have not been worked out as it is expected 
· thot by the time this stage is reached, the prices of materials and wages ollabour may have been 
considerably stabilised. Consequently the cost to be incurred on the worh included in this 
stage will be considerably less than if worked on the basis of the present market rates. More
over, their execution will depend upon the response to the scheme, received from the public 
and the results achieved in the improvement of the living conditions of the Greater Bombay 
l<egion. The implementation of the first three stages of the Master Plan would provide comfort 
and happiness to more than 10 lakhs of people including the existing residents. 

REDEVELOPMENT OF BOMBAY ISLAND. 

96. The different works to be carried out for the redevelopment of Bombay Island, proper, are 
shown in the three charts ot the ' lllustrative Programme and Schedule of Progress.' 

The Ia~ that will be made available for' parks and playgrounds ' in the three stages is tabulated 
below:-

First Stage approximately 
Second Stage , 
Third Stage •• 

Area Cost. 
acres. Rs. 
300 2.4 crores, 
600 4.2 crores. 
680 Cost not worked out on account of uncertainty 

of rates when this stage is reached. 

For other items of works included in these tables, e.g; new arterial ~st-west roads, shopping and 
business centres, underground tube railway, it is not possible to work out the cost even approximately 
without undertaking detailed survey and planning in respect of these works. 
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Housing: (Bomhay, Greater Bomhay and Region Beyonl} :-

Proposals for housing the low-income families in different stages as shown in the" Illustrative 
Programme" charts are as under:-

First Stage.-17,850 tenements of which some 5,000 will be built by Bombay Government., 
leaving about 13,000to be subsidisedat Rs.200 per tenement per annumor 
Rs. 26 lal<hs per annum. 

Second Slage.-l9,600unitsatannualsubsidyofRs. 100 per tenement per annum, say Rs.20 lal<hs 
per annum. 

Third Stcige.-23,700 units. These will not be subsidised as prices are expected to be stablised 
when this stage is reached. 

MATERIALS. 

97. It is obvious that the cost and scarcity of materials are the greatest hazard to the development 
of the plan. There is a great deal of talk all over, about new cost reducin<; methods. It is suggested 
that these be immediately and seriously explored with a view to either adopting them, if rigorous investi
gation proves them satisfactory or concluding definitely that they are not. 

Several such methods are worthy of mention here. In the case of bricks, their manufacture by 
machinery should be investigated as well as possible substitution for day-bricks, sand-lime bricks, 
stone-concre~e blocks or cinder concrete blocks-which latter have been used elsewhere successfully 
as substitutes. 

Sand in large amounts may well be most readily and cheaply obt..inable by erecting a suitable 
plant to dredge it from the sea e.g. at Mumbra or Dharamtar. 

It should be clearly understood that we are not recommending any methods for adoption. 
What we are recommending is serious investigation of such methods by thooe, qualified to do so. 

EQUIPMENT. 

98. Large opera! ions of quarrying anci of filling are involved in our proposals. The present 
manual operations take long and· are unnecessarily expensive. Pneumatic drills, compressors, bull
dozers and other earth-moving machinery should be procured for this task. 

TIME. 

99. By prompt preparation of detailed plans so as to be immediately available when needed, 
and by timing the execution of all but urgent enterprise with prc;per regard for cost level cycles, not 
only will costs be minimised, but these operations can operate as a balance wheel in the economy of 
the Region, thus multiplying the utility of the plan. 
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STATEMENT 'A' 

Cost of works included in the Master Plan and 
Realisation from sale of lands. 

Total mileage-122. 

A.-Construction o/ roatL including drains, sewers, 
water-supply, lighting etc. 

Acquisition-full width (150' or 250') 
Filling in where necessary (22' wide plus 8' berm·on either side) 
Cement concreting 22' width 
Surface drainage (side drains) 
Sewerage 
Water-supply 
Lighting 
Bridges 
Cutting and levelling 

Say Rs. 12 Crores. 

Total 

8.-At!fuisilion of land /or publk purposes and filling in where 
necessary and urgently required. 

Greenbelts and parks 
Hospitals 
Educational centres 
Race Course, Stadium etc. 
Sewage Purification Works 
Holiday Resort 
Sanatorium 

11.62 square miles 
0"48 do. 
1.74 do. 
3.80 do. 
0.75 do. 
0.90 do. 
0.40 do. 

Lakhs. 
Rs. 
234.60 
59.98 
98.89 

120.00 
212.26 
122.00 
32.20 

250.00 
60.00 

1,189.93 

Lakhs. 
Rs. 

1,021.80 
37.00 

235.20 
77.00 

131.25 
36.00 
16.00 

Total 1,554.25 

Residential lands 

Say Rs. 15.5 Crores. 

C.-ACI/Uisition o/ laRd /or residential purposes; filling in 
or levelling and cutting and internal development. 

38.75 square miles 

Say Rs. 80 Crores. 

Lakhs. 
Rs. 

8,009.10 



Industrial lands 

Residential lands 

Industrial lands 
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D.-Acquisition of land for imluslrial purposes, filling in, 
levelling etc., and internal development. 

4.42 square miles 

Say Rs. 7.5 Crores. 

Lakhs. 
Rs. 

750.50 

Total of A, B, C and 0=12+15.5+80+7.5=115 Crores. 

Rs. 115 Crores. 

Realisation. 

Say Rs. 53 Crorcs. 

Total expenditure 

Total realisation 

Loss 

--·-----

Total 

R~. 115 Crores. 

Rs. 53 Crores. 

Rs. 62 Crores. 

Lekhs. 
Rs. 

4,806.90 

518.90 

5,325.80 
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STATEMENT 'B' 
FIRST STAGE: 

Construction of two express highways on the East and West. 
(Construction cost to be borne by Government) 

Eastern Express highwasJ /rom Si(ITI to Thana-12.5 Mih 

Acquisition : Width 250' 
Filling in for 5' depth and 50' width 
Construc~on of 22' concrete carriageway with 8' 
kutcha berm or. either side 
Lighting 
Sewers 
Water-supply 
Bridges 

Length 
do 

do 
do 
do 
de 
do 

12.5 mile.•. 
12.5 miles. 

12.5 miles, 
12.5 miles. 
12.5 miles. 
12.5 miles. 

3 Nos, 

Total 

Western Express highway /rom Santacruz to Borivli-10.5 Miles. 

Acquisition :Width 250' Length 
Construction of 22' concrete carriageway with 8' 

kutcha berm on either side do 
Lightin& do 
Water-supply do 
Sewers do 
Canal ising 

10.5 miles. 

10.5 miles. 
10.5 miles. 
10.5 miles. 
10.5 miles. 

Lump, 

Total ... 

Lakhs. 
Rs. 
17,70 
19.80 

14.38 
3.30 

26.37 
12.50 
90.00 

184.05 

Lakhs. 
Rs. 

51.00 

12.08 
2.82 

10.50 
22.18 
9.00 

107.58 

Cost of both the Express Highways Rs. 184.05 lakhs+Rs. 107.58lal-hs=Rs. 291.63lakhs 
Say Rs. 3 Crores. 

Other Roads 

(I) Acquisitiol' : 
Sub-arterial road from Wadala to Kurla-Mankhurd Rail

way 4.5 miles X 150' 
Pawai Road between Vehar Lake Road and Bombay-Agra 

Road 2.5 miles X 150' 
(2) Filling in for 6' depth 50' width 
{3) Construction of 22' carriageway with 8' kutcha berms 
(4) Lighting 
(5) Water-supply 
(6) Sewers 
(7) Canalising 
(8) Cutting and dressing 

Total cost for roads Rs. 52.50 Lakhs 
Say Rs. 53 Lakhs, 

1.75 miles. 
7.00 miles. 
7.00 miles. 
7.00 miles. 
7.00 miles. 

Lump. 
Lump. 

Lakhs. 
Rs. 

9.75 

4.26 
3.32 
8.05 
1.85 
7.00 

14.77 
2.50 
1.00 

Total 52.50 
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Lands 

(a) Residential area 
(I) Acquisition: 

Trombay: Low-lying=l.l7+.90+.19=2.26 square miles 
Trombay: Hilly and lml land=3.57+1.42+1.24+1.40 

+.25=7.88square miles 
East of Pawai and Vehar Lakes= 1.55 square miles 
Majas Area north of Andheri-Marol Road=2.62 square miles 
Chakala area south of Andheri-Marol Road=.25 square miles 

(2) Filling in low-lying land 2.26 square miles for 6' depth 

Total 

(3) Internal development=2.62+ 1.42+ 1.40+ 1.24+ 1.55=8.23 square 
miles 

(4) Dressing, cutting and levelling=2.62+ 1.55=4.17 square miles 

Total 

(b) Areas earm01 ked for t:ublic t:urposes. 
Acquisition : 

Square miles. 
Educational centre north of Kurla 
Educational centre near Versova 
Race Course, Stadium and low-lying land near Ghat

kopar 
Hospital in T rom bay 
Sewage Purification works 

(c) Industrial Area. 

1.07 
0.67 

3.80 
0.23 
0.75 

Total ... 

Lakhs. 
Rs. 

67.80 

945.60 
93.00 

235.80 
30.00 

1,372.20 

453.63 

740.70 
41.70 

1,236.03 

L.khs. 
Rs. 

96.30 
20.10 

114.00 
27.60 
16.88 

274.88 

Lakhs. 
Acquisition: Square miles Rs. 

Land on the east of G. I. P. Railway between Ghatkcrar 
and Mulund ... 2.72 81.60 

Total expenditure for Lands= 1,372.20+ 1,236.03+274.88+81.60= 
Rs. 2,964.71 Lakhs. 

Total expenditure for roads and Lands in 1st stage=Rs • .53+Rs. 29,64.= 
Rs. 30.17 Crores. 

Say Rs. 30 Crores. 
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Realisation 

Realisation /rom sale of Lands. 

T rombay= 1.42+ 1.40+ 1.24=4.06 square miles, 50 per cent available for sale= 
2.03 square miles 

Pawai=50 per cent of 1.55 square miles=0.78 square miles 
Majas=40 per cent of 2.62 square miles= 1.05 square miles 

Total 

Lakhs. 
Rs. 

730.80 
117.00 
252.00 

1,099.80 

Total expenditure 
Total realisation 

Say Rs. II Crores, 
- Rs. 30 Crores. 
- Rs. I I Crores, 

Loss - Rs. 19 Crores, 
Againstthe loss of Rs. 19 Croresthere will beassetsm, hand worth about Rs. 9 crores m the form 

of land ready for development, spoil for fillmg in, stone for building work and road metal and lands 
acquired for public purposes. 

Trombay 
Pawai 

HOUSING 

Low Income Group. 

UPter and Lower-.niddle class Groups. 
Trombay 
Majas 

(I) Acquisition: 
Mahul to Marol 
Ghatkonar to Saki 

STATEMENT 'C' 
SECOND STAGE. 

Roads. 

Bye-pa;s to Andheri-Marol Road 
Bye-pass at Vesava 
East-West Road at Kandivli 
Pawai Road between Express Highway at 

Vikhroli-Bhandup and Bombay-Agra Road 
Pawai Road between Vehar Road and Western 

Express Highway at Jcgeshwari 
East-West Road at Borivli 
Koli-Kalyan to Kurla 

Miles Width. 
, .. 5.00 X ]50' 
... 1.75 X 150' 

2.50 X 150' 
0.50 X 150' 
2.00 X 150' 

1.00 X 150' 

2.50 X 150' 
1.12 X 150' 
1.50 X 150' 

17.87 X 150' 

Area available 
in squ8re 

miles. 
1.24 
1.55 

2.82 
2.62 

= 0.51 sq. miles Rs. 30.60 Lakhs. 
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Rs. Lakhs; 
C. F. 30.60 

(2) Filling in 5.5 miles for 6' depth 10.45 

Ffilling in 1.5 miles for 3' depth ... 1.43 

(3) Construction-22' concrete carnageway 
with 8' kutcha berms 17.87 miles. 20.55 

( 4) Lighting 17.87 miles. 4.72 

(5) Water-supply 17.87 miles. 17.87 

(6) Sewers 17.87 miles. 37.71 

(7Y Canalising Lump 3.40 

(8) Bridges 3 Nos. 90.00 

(9) Fly-over I No. 10.00 

(10) Cutting and levelling Lump 2.50 

Total 229.23 

Total expenditure for roads=Rs. 229.23 lakhs. 

Lands. 

Residential. 

(I) Acquisition : 
Area east of B. B. & C. I. Railway near Malad 
Area near Borivli north cf Industrial Zone 
Area north of Andheri-Marol Road and east of Majas 

(2) Dressing for uneven and hilly land 2.80+3.35= 
(3) Internal development : 

T rombay area acquired and filled in first stage 1.17 +. 90 
+0.25+0.19= 

Area north of Andheri-Marol Road and east of Majas ... 
Area east of B. B. & C. I. Railway near Malad and area 

near Borivli north of Industrial Zone=3.35+0.50= 

Industrial Area. 

(I) Filling in Part of the area acquired in the first stage near 
Vikhroli 

(2) Acquisition of aree on the west near Borivli 
(3) Cutting, dressing and levelling for this area ... 

Sq. miles. 

3.35 
0.50 
2.80 
6.15 

2.51 
2.80 

3.85 

Rs. Lskhs. 

301.50 
30.00 

252.00 
30.80 

225.90 
252.00 

346.50 

Total 1,438.70 

0.90 
1.70 
1.70 

180.00 
102.00 
17.00 

Total 299.00 
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Hospital near Pawai. 
Sq. miles. 

Acquisition. of land 0.25 

Total for lands 

Lakhs. 
Rs. 

10.00 

1,747.70 

Total expenditure for roads and l?.nds in 2nd stage=Rs. 229.23+1,747.70 
lakhs.=Rs.1976.93lakhs. 

Say Rs. 20 Crores. 

Realisation. 

Realisalion from sale of lands. 
Sq. miles. 

Trombay-2'07 square miles 50 percent. available for sale 1.04 
Trombay-:....o.44 square miles 50 percent, available for sale 0.22 
Area east of Maias 2.80 square miles. 50 percent avai) .. 

able for sale = 1.40 
AreaeastofB.B.&C. I. Railway, near Malad-3.35square 

miles. 50 percent available for sale - ·~ 1.68 
Area near Borivli north of Industrial zone-0.50 square 

miles. 50 per cent available for sale - 0.25 
Industrial area near Vikhroli 0~ 90 square miles-Whole 

area 0.90 
Industrial are<>. near Kandivli 1.70 square miles-Whole 

area 1.70 

Lakhs. 
Rs. 

436.80 
66.00 

294.00 

302.40 

37.50 

189.00 

204.00 

Total 1,529.70 

Say Rs. 15· 25 Crores. 

Trombay 

Total exi'endi ture 
Total realisation 

Loss 

Housing. 

Rs. 20.00 Crores. 
Rs. 15.25 Crores. 

Rs. 4.75 Crores. 

Low Income Group. 

North of Andheri-Marol Road and east of Majas 
East of B. B. & C. I. Railway Malad and Borivli ... 

Area available 
in square 

miles . 
.44 

2.80 
3.85 



(2) Filling in 5.5 miles for 6' depth 
~Filling in 1.5 miles for 3' depth 

60 

(3) Construction-22' concrete carnageway 
with 8' kutcha berms 

( 4) Lighting 
(5) Water-supply 
(6) Sewers 
(7)" Canalising 
(8) Bridges 
(9) Fly-over 

(I 0) Cutting and levelling 

... 
C. F. 

17.87 miles. 
17.87 miles. 
17.87 miles. 
17.87 miles. 

Lump 
3Nos. 
I No. 
Lump 

Rs. Lakhs; 
30.60 
10.45 
1.43 

20.55 
4.72 

17.87 
37.71 
3.40 

90.00 
10.00 
2.50 

Tote! 229.23 

Total expenditure for roads=Rs. 229.23lakhs. 

Lands. 

Residential. 

(I) Acquisition : 
Area east of B. B. & C. I. Railway near Malad 
Area near Borivli north cf Industrial Zone 
Area north of Andheri-Marol Road and east of Majas 

(2) Dressing for uneven and hilly land 2.80+ 3.35= 
(3) Internal development : 

T rombay area acquired and filled in first stage 1.17 +. 90 
+0.25+0.19= 

Area north of Andheri-Marol Road and east of Majas ... 
Area east of B. B. & C. I. Railway near Malad and area 

near Borivli north of Industrial Zone=3.35+0.50= 

Industrial Area. 

(I) Filling in part of the area acquired in the first stage near 
Vikhroli 

(2) Acquisition of aree on the west near Borivli 
(3) Cutting, dressing and levelling for this area 

Sq. miles. 

3.35 
0.50 
2.80 
6.15 

2.51 
2.80 

3.85 

Rs. Lskhs. 

301.50 
30.00 

252.00 
30.80 

225.90 
252.00 

346.50 

Total 1,438.70 

0.90 
1.70 
1.70 

Total .•• 

180.00 
102.00 
17.00 

299.00 
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Hospital near P awai. 
Sq. miles, 

Acquisition. of land 0.2S 

Total for lands 

Lakhs. 
Rs. 

10.00 

1,747.70 

TotRl expenditure for roads and !Fonds in 2nd stage=Rs. 229.23+ 1,747.70 
lakhs.=Rs. 1976.93lakhs. 

Say Rs. 20 Crores. 

Realisation. 

Realisation from sale of lar.ds. 

T rombay-2'07 square miles 50 percent. available for sale 
Trombay-:-().44 square miles SO perecnt, available for sale 
Area east of Majas 2.80 square miles. 50 percent avail .. 

able for sale = 
AreaeastofB.B.&C. I. Railway, near Malad-3.3Ssquare 

miles. 50 percent available for sale -
Area near Borivli north of Industrial zone-O.SO square 

miles. 50 per cent available for sale -
Industrial area near Vikhroli 0~90 square miles-Whole 

area 
Industrial area near K~ndivli 1.70 square miles-Whole 

area 

Sq. miles. 

1.04 
0.22 

1.40 

'! 1.68 

0.2S 

0.90 

1.70 

Lakhs. 
Rs. 

436.80 
66.00 

294.00 

302.40 

37.50 

189.00 

204.00 

Total I,S29.70 

Say Rs. IS· 25 Crores. 

Trombay 

Total ex;>enditure 
Total realisation 

Loss 

Hous.ing. 

Rs. 20.00 Crores. 
Rs. IS.2S Crores. 

Rs. 4.7S Crores. 

Low Income Group. 

North of Andheri-Marol Road and east of Majas 
East of B. B. & C. I. Railway Malad and Borivli ... 

Area available 
in square 

miles . 
.44 

2.80 
3.85 
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Upper and Lowe'r Middle Class Group 

Trombay 

Industries. 

East, between Ghatkopar and Mulund 
West-between Malad and Borivli 

STATEMENT 'D' 

THIRD STAGE 

( 1) Acquisition : 

Part of Borivli-Bhandup Road 
Juhu-Parle Road 
Juhu-Andheri Read 

Roads. 

Extension of Marci-Maroshi Road northwards tc meet 

Miles. 

1.80 
0.50 
1.25 

Borivli-Bhandup Road 4. 50 
Road at Bcrivli joining Borivli-Bhandup Ro?d 0.50 
Sub-arterial road from Govandi to Ghatkopar 1.25 
Saki-Ghatkopar extension 0. 90 
Bye-pass to Ch~mbur-Ghatkopar Road 1.12 

11.82 
Say 12 miles. X 150' width 

Area available 
in sq. miles. 

2.07 

0.90 

1.70 

ukhs. 
Rs. 

· = 0.34 sq. miles. 10.20 

(2) Filling in-5' depth and 50' wide 5.5 miles. 8.70 

(3) Construction-22' concrete carriageway with 8' kutcha 
berms 12 miles. 13.80 

(4) Lighting 12 miles. 3.17 

(5) Sewers 12 miles. 25.32 

(6) Water-supply 12 miles. 12.00 

0) Bridges 3 Nos. 90.00 

(8) Canalising Lump. 3.00 

Total ... 166.19 
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Lands. 

Residential. 

Acquisition : 
Lakhs. 

Sq. miles. Rs. 
Area west of Bhendup 1.72 154.80 
Kopri south d Thana ... 1.13 135.60 

Internal development for above ar~as 1.72+ 1.13=2.85 square 
miles ... 2.85 256.50 

Industrial area east of G. I. P. Railw~y. ~cquired in first stage- . 
Filling in for remaining area 5' depth 1.82 304.43 

Total 851.33 

Total expenditure for roads and lands: =Rs. 166lakhs+Rs. 851lakhs=Rs. 1,017lakhs. 
Say Rs. 10.25 Crores. 

Realisatlion. 
Realisation from sale of land. 

Area west of Bhandup 1.72 square miles. 50 percent 
available for sale -

Kopri south of Thana 1.13 square miles 50 percent &vail-
able for sale -

Industrial area east of G. I. P. Railway, whole area -

Sq. miles. 

0.86 

0.56 
1.82 

Lakhs. 
Rs. 

129.00 

100.80 
327.60 

Total 557.40 

Say Rs. 5.5 Crores. 

Area west of Bhandup 

Kopri-South of Thma 

Total expenditure 
Total realisation 

Loss 

Housing. 

Rs. 10.25 Crores. 
Rs. 5.50 Crores. 

Rs. 4.75 Crores. 

Low [ncom~ G;oup. 

UpperandLowa Middle Class Groups. 

Industrial. 

Area east of G. I. P. Railway 

... 

Area available 
m square 

miles. 
1.72 

1.13 

h82 
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APPENDIX ·A FoRM A. 
KANPUR DEVELOPMENT BOARD. 

0/fiu No .. ------
Buildings Survey. 

Inoutigator's No .. ------

[nrJQiigalor·------------------ Group No. Dat 

Street 
Rationing 

Building No. --
Mrmicipali------

Lane L«ality 

Ahata 

•u·~----------- Occupancy Oulner T Ol<lllts/Sul>-tenant Vaeant. 

I SIZEOf PLOT. AREA BUILT OPEN SPACE. 

II 

Ill 

Front 
Ft. 

Deep 
Ft. 

Front -~ Deep Front. Right. Left. R 
F F ear. 

t. •• 1---~----~----~----~-----1-----I------+------J---- Depth in ft. 

STRUCTURE. 

How old, ___ Years. 

N) . of storeys•-----

How used. 

Mud ____ Piastered? 
Walii.--------

Brick __ )n/Out. 

Kutcha/Lime __ _ 
Floo>r-----

Brick/Cement----1 

Thatch ,.l./Pucca/S lab. 
Roof --------1 

Tiledf1in_ ___ l 

BATH. 

Below 
Leve I --- Road. 

Above 

Plinth__. ___ ft. 

~W~d~ls=== Dtunpness 
Floor ___ _ 

Leakage _____ __ 

LATRINES. 

General condition-

Good 
Fair, 
Bad 

Unfair for occupancy. 

DRAINAGE LIGHTING 

Tap. Wei. Tank. Open. Closed. Flub. Commode Indian. Other. Open or 

No. in 
!building 

Distance 
away. 

closed. Electric. 

Run into 
Sewer St. 

or cit. 
Oil. 

Cow~~::::::~~~a~t~::::::H~o~n:u~::= IV AnimalS-- No. of- How kept---------------

v 

Buflaloes ___ Poultry·--- Othe,___ 

1-------------------------------------------

Is there congestion in adjacent streets ca~sedjby the use 
Parking/Hawkers/ 

of building? __ Reason::-----
A:Umals(Vendots. 

-------------------------------------------------·-
VI !General Remarks-------------------·-----------

Would tenants be willing to partake in a Housing Scheme, 

VII For Residential Buildings; Which Area} ---------------------- ----
Atwhatrent} ________________________________________ ___ 

No. of dwel~ing units in I \; 
building classified by Fa·nilies in Buidin3. 

number of rooms. Total Total Total ___ 
1
_R_e_n_t_ai_

1 --,-----------D. Us. Rooms pe~ons -----------------·- Remarks. 
More in in m Per 

I 2 3 4 S than building buiding. building. Total. Christian Muslim Hindu Total 
••••• s ~t. 

1-----~--~---~-------------------1----1-----

VIII 
No. of 
shops. Godowns. Offices. 

Remarks. 
Rental. 

Persons Total students 
employed. or inmates, 

• STATE whether: Residential b . · 
dence residentialinduat' ;smess, commerci11 office. shop-wholesale or Retail,industry, shop, residence, office resi~ 
schooi, hostel tempi e :· 11.c:to1' gd!own, b11nk, Law courts, G>vetnment offices, Post Offices, Police Station, College,. 
shed etc., etc.: • osque, c ur • cinema, hotel,mark<!t, mundi, cattle or pJulrty shed, storage 11hed, industry 

Note. -Cross out wh.i.tenr is not applicable. 
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APPENDIX A. 

KAN?UR DE¥ELOPMENT BOARD. 

Building Survey. 

0//ia: No. _____ _ 
INOIVIOUAL DWELLING UNIT. 

Investigator's No, ____ _ 

/nae;lig3for·----------------- Groupo ____ _ ·---
I.-Building No----·------

11.-D. U. No. (Ro.tion)•---

111.-Nu;,ber of Roomo"----------

D1snNcE To:-

VII.-Scho>i --
N::.1rest park or play~ground __ _ 

Market 

IV.-No. of persons occupying _______ _ Place of employment ___ T rnnsport used_ 

V.-No. of f.unilies Joint/Sinsl••-----

VI.-Rental paid lor D. U----·---

VIII.-Do you w4flt to move to aa?ther house __ _ 

Area pr!ferred 

At w~tt rent 

IX.-Any other remarks by occupant: _______ _ 

i ' 
I 

XI.-E'll.>(oy.n-!•lt lnform1ti-:J"l, 
------

Total I '""'~ I x.-lnco:ne offa:nilies No. of 
occuoving D. U. Monthly. Y c.uly.\ warker no~. At H l:ne. O:her. 

r,er --- ------------------·-----
I lam!ly Ty?e Type ~ Work. No. Work. L'>Clti~.:..-

Family I r--... 

~=r-Fam'ly 2 ... I 

Family 3 i ---i I ... 
I I 

"""""'IV.·· 
CHILDREN'. 

i 

Other I 
xn.-Family Total M>le. Female. dependents, R~HRKS. 

Composition. No. Widow. ------------ or ' 0-5 5-12 Om. 0-5 5-12 Om. relations. I 

~§-
1-

I Family 1 -------i-
Family 2 1--,----~ Family 3 ----,---,--

L\TRINES: PriVdte/Common. W,\'f£R SUPPLY: Private/Common. 

Xlli.-Acconunodation. Veranda~. Court Yard Kitcilen S..th. 
6 1-7-;.-,

----------J·--J·---t--J--1--+--:---il--

Ro-:>ms. 

2 3 4 5 

•use 
Length 

... -------~- I ~-----~·--:--Width ... 

Height ... -- I=Ei-~ I 
No. an<l Size of doers ··· f-- -- --·;---1---
No. ancl Siu of windows ... - --

No. Ve01tifators ..... . ···1--+---1 

")Floor ... -----~_I . 
I I I ------

... )-Roof···---~-----~-- i I I . ,~ ' ---, ~· 

J Walls···~---~---;---! '-----1--1 • 
Materiel of 

XlV.-1\nimals-Kind. Number. In Room, 
Courtyard 
Shed or 

i:~tance 
from 

houJe. 

REMARKS. 
Source. Q<.~antity. 

~--,--

•sTATE lor each room whether bed-room (B.RI), Store (S). Dining (D). Study (St,), or Sitting Room (S.R.). 



APPENDIX A. FoRM A-2. 

0/fi« No•-------- KANPUR DEVELOPMENT BOARD. 

lnouligator's No.------- Shops, Business, Industry, Godown Etc. 

Bui/Jing No. {

Ration. 

... MUIJicipa .. __ _ 
lnuestigabr _____ __ Grouta No. --_Date,-------------

TYPE• 
Use a separate line for 

each unit in the 
building. 

No. Ground 

Space occup1cd 
front/rear. Rental. 

or Width Depth Munici .. 

__ , ____ 1----1--f-- -- ----------- - Parking 
Number emp oyed. J= MoDE OF TRANSPORT. r SHIFTS. SrUDENTS.-:-

From Outsid~:Cawnpore. Lxal. Non~Resi.dents. Area 

1
upe~ \ Clericnl. \Opera- \ Others 

------11-----'1 -1---11------- _rior_~----\~ves. -~ I ~----l-l--l---1----l---1---1 I 

Floor \~\ (R) \ 

I. 2. 3. in I in Paid. apal 
feet. feet. t .. r ... trL 

Tota. Taii.JBusiOther.l Total Bus. ~de.lot;;-e·;r-r;;;;;i:" No.kime. R~JLxa1.J Out-~~;:1 ~:~ 
side ~orNo. 

'Remarks.•• 

-+--r--t--\--j---~----j--\-------1 -~-----------+---1---....,-- , I ---------33 
-~-- --- ---.-----.---==- ~=== --::::=========~=====-=====--==- --__ _ 

---1---1 I 1-----t--~--t---~---- ----~----------------------~--- --: ----~---- -
----1------1--------- _____ j ______ -----------1------------- ---1-------

1
---_ r 

-·· -"'=""~ 

1--· ---------------- ---------------------------------- ---------------1-- ---------------
------~------------------------------1--------------- _________ _!_ ___ ---1----~----_} ___ j __ 

----------· ---- ------- --------------------- --------- --------- ---------~----__ I __ - ---------- __ __, ______ _ 

------- ------------------- -----------------------r------1--- --.-----~---·--
------j[--- ------------------- ----------- --------- --+------ ---- -~-- ---------1-~----
---;------r-------- --+--------------- ----------------------- ------ --r--~---~-----,=~-----

-~--------1-------------------·---- --------- -~---- ------------ ------------ ---
~ I ~----~----------------------- ----------------- ------~----~--~--~------r-1---··· 

---t--1---+---1--- - -----· ----1----- --
------1-l I -; I ---- - ------~:---- - _,_,_, ___ --------:-,---

-- -1----1-------"-

•sTATE Whether: SHOP (Wholesale or Retail and whether doth, grocery, grain loilor,ete.), BUSINESS (B.nk. lniU<ance, Cinema HoteL,): INDUSTRY: (e.g .. Cotton Miii.Shoe Factory, etc •• ) GODOWNS (Stole Use) 016c,.. Public Buildings, 

(e.g., School, College, Hospital, Library or Government Offices, Police Sbtiona, Kutchcry, etc .• etc.) 

f Include officers, managerial and directing staff. . 
:J: Include here peons, bhisti, sweeper, watch'?an, mal1 etc. 

_Or pl'tients in case of Hospitals or ln~mates m case of Orphanage etc. 
•• ~tate if congestion in street because of the shop etc, 6nd why~ If schoDI, note whether playground attached. 

o
cr-
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APPENDIX A. 
FORM A-i. 

KANPUR DEVELOPMENT BOARD. 

Ojffce No. 
Buildings Survey. 

Investigator's No.,--- OPEN AF.F.As. 

Investigator 
Group No·------- Date---'-------

(I) NAME OR IDENTIFICATION: ------~No. if BDY----- Locality. ___ _ 

Public 

(2) *UsE. ---------- Ownership P . 

Owner 
Occupancy Tenant ----

• nvate. 

(3) SIZE oF PLoT. 

Front 
ft. 

Deep 
ft. 

(4) WHETHER ENCLOSED. (5) PAVED per cent. 

Temp. Material ____ _ 

(Describe) ---

Permanent 
(Describe) ----- (6) PAINTED

(Describe) -----

(8) BuiLDING EQUIPMENT. {10) T_YPE. (II) DIMENsioNs. 
(Descnbe). 

(12) MATERIAL. 

Permanent or Temporary 
Nc.. No. Long Broad 

ft. ft. 

Nil. 

(7) DRAINAGE. 

Open Covered. Nil. 

Run into Sewer 
Sreet 
Pit. 

(13) WATER SuPPLY 

structures. 
Sheds ---------- Roof_ _____ _ 

(9} UsE----- Stalls Walls ----- (14) SANITATION. 

Stores--------- Floor 

(15) f Remarks 

-----------------------------------

*STATE Whether: Playground, Park, CemeteJy, G1aveyard, Bus stataion, tonga-Ekka Stand, Agriculture 
and/or Dairying, Market or Mandi, etc. (Wholesale/Retail Also Type: Grain, Timber, Vegetable hides 
Gur, etc., also state whether weekly daily etc.) ' ' 

f If a Mandi or Market, give a general description, number of stalls, Rent paid and resulting congestion on 
adjoining streets. 
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TABLE No I 
ALLOCATION OF AREAS FOR VARIOUS PURPOSES IN THE 

GREATER BOMBAY AREA (VERY APPROXIMATE). 
References are to Map entitled 'Rough Land Allocations and Road System' 

No. GBI, dated 11-11-1947. 
RESIDENTIAL* (NEW). 

Density 
Area in Thousands Total 

No. Location. sq. mile.. per Population 
sq. mile. (Approximate), 

Ria North of Utan 2.25 26,000 60,000 

Rib South of Utan 3.00 28,000 85,000 

R2a Dahisar 2.35 28,000 65,000 

R2b North East of Borivli .. 2.00 27,500 55,000 

R3 West of Kandivlee .. 2.07 30,000 60,000 

R4 East of Malad 3.35 30,000 i,OO,OOO 

R5 North West of Thana (join with Thana) 4.70 ,32,000 i,50,000 

R6 Oshivre and Goregaon (West of B. B. & C. I. Railway) .. 0.80 25,000 20,000 

R7 Mulund 1.72 29,000 50,000 

R8 Locality of Thana 1.13 36,000 40,000 

R9 Juhu (Airfield etc.) 1.85 26,000 50,000 

RIO North of Andheri-Marol Road (East of B. B. & C. I. Rly) .. 2.85 28,000 80,000 

RIOa Area east of RIO 2.80 28,000 80,000 

Rll Pawai 1.55 30,000 45,000 

R12 Bandra-Khar (part of town planing Scheme) .. 0.32 25,000 8,000 

R13 West Trombay ,, 1.17 33,000 40,000 

Rl3a South of Chembur I 2.32 32,000 75,000 

JTrombay. 1.40 35,000 50,000 
R13b Anik-Mahul . • . 

R 13c South of Sion T rom bay Road 1.12 36,000 40,000 

Approximate Totals 38.75 30,000 li,50,000 
---

tR13d Small area East of Chembur0'44 sq. miles, (average) 

fR2c Area near Borivli 0"50 sq. miles. 
INDUSTRIAL. 

1,70 
• 2.72 
•• 0.65 
I, 

Total 5.07 s . miles. 

• Including ocal streets, local parks and planrounds, schools, shopping. 
+ Areas subseuuentlp .dde<l. 
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TABLE No. l-eonid. 

Tanneries and Slaughter Houses. 

lnd.ex Area in Index Area in 
No. sq. miles. No. sq. miles. 

T 0.80 Hospitals. 

Parks. HI 0.25 

(Smaller greenbelt acreages not included) H2 0.23 
---

PI 8.78 Total 0.48 

Pia 4.82 
Sanatorium. 

P2 3.62 

P3 1.50 
s 0.40 

P4 2.30 
Possible Dock Area. 

Total •q. miles. 21.02 
D 2.5(} 

Open Area for Race Course. Stadium. 

Aerodromes. 0. 3.80 
AI 2.72 Holiday Resort. 
A2 3.00 h 0.90 

leper Home. 

Total sq. miles. 5.72 L. 1.08 

Centres of High Education. Sewage Purification Work~o 

tEl 0.67 
S.P. 0.75 

E2 1.07 

Total sq. miles. 1.74 

t Area sobsequently modified to 1"52 sq. miles. 



iO 

ALLOCATION OF AREAS FOR VARIOUS PURPOSES IN THE 
GREATER BOMBAY AREA (VERY APPROXIMATE). 

Residential 

Industrial 

Abstract of Table No. I. 

Purpose. 

.. 
Tanneries and Slaughter Houses 

Parks and possible recreation grounds .. 

Aerodromes 

Educational Centres 

Hospitals 

Sanatorium 

Possible Dock Area 

Open area for Race Course, Stadium .. 

Holiday Resort .• 

Leper Home 

Sewage Purification Works 

Area in 
sq. miles. 

38.7.5 

5.07 

0.80 

21.02 

5.72 

1.74 

0.48 

0.40 

2.50 

3.80 

0.90 

1.08 

0.75 
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BOMBAY REGIONAL PLAN; ILLUSTRATIVE PROGRAMME AND SCHEDULE OF PROGRESs-THREE PERIODS, 

FIRST PERIOD. 

~-------------------------------------------------------------/ 
1--------~~--~~~~------------~----~------~------------

BOMBAY ISLAND. I GREATER BOMBAY AND BEYOND. 

HoUSINC. {(NCLUD~ LOCAL SHOPPING CENTRES SCHOOLS. PARKS AND PLAYGROUNDS). HOUSING (PARKS AND PUYCROUNDS, ETC., NOT SPEciFICALLY NOTED AS A 'I AI~£ .\R~S ARE A!'a~PL£.) 
;,'(;/, 

6-
1 

Low-income housing. Middle and Upper Jncome Housing. ! Location. I Total F.tmifies: 
' --------1 Parks 

1

.---------,--------------, Fam;Jy 
Size (Acres). Size (Acres). Total Families. and REMARKS. / density I 

Family Family Play- 1 per acre 

local pet families. local per (average). 
1 

Parks. Income, 

Location. 
~~~ 

Other princip4l works in FiBt Period ... \ ~n 
(On Bombay Island and Beyond). ~ 

Deduct density Total Deduct density I grounds. 1
1 Suburban. Towns Beyond. I including Low Medium. High, I 

Total. parks and Net. acre. Total, parks and Net, acre. Medium. High. l----------:f----------l·-p_!a_y_g_ro_u_n_d._s. play- play- shopping. 

-------------------·j------1-g~r~o~u:n~d:s·~r----r----j·----j-----/rg~r~o:u:n:d:··~~-----r----j·----r----~-----j--------------- etc. .r---------f-------~---------I·----------------1~-----------------------------
IPawai Worli 

Pare! Tank Area 

Golanii Hills •·· 

Sion·Matunga ... 

Rowli 

Rowli-Addition to South ••• 

Rowli Hill 

Antop Hill ••• •·· ••· 

Bhavani Shankar Road area {Near Dadar) 

Dharavi First Part 

Gas Works Area. (Intersection Anhur 
and Suparibaug Roads.) 

b hi d Chawls between Fergusson 
Areaen ·p 

Road and Globe M•ll• assagPh • 
Area Off Haines Road bet.yee? oeJUJ< 

Sassoon and RaghuvllliSh• M,lls. 
Mahim Woods Beach ••• ••· 

Churchgate Redamation •·• 

Scheme 52 Worii• 

Scheme 58 Worii• 

Scheme 57 Scwri-Waclala* 

Scheme 6, Sion·Matunga* 

Stables 

Worli Village ••· 

Mahim Woods 

Mahim Woods 

Total ··· 

24 

125 

10 

30 

20 

27 

80 

35 

6 

30 

24 

90 

10 

30 

20 

21 

50 

42 

50 

103 

56 

45 

44 

40 

1.000 

4.500 

1.000 

1,700 

900 

600 

900 
(net) 
1.250 
(net) 

24 

36 {1/3 out of 2,400) 

42 (1/3 out of 1,200) 

26 ( 1/4 out of 80 0) 

90 (1/3 out of 6, 000) 

70 (i/3 out of 4, 260) 

I ... ... ... I 
1st lns,·talment-E xact locatio,ns of housing not de tem.ined. 

For Park Location~•• Map' of Bombay Island {2 cont;guous areas). 

I 
I 

11.850 

24 42 

67 

29 

31 

67 

61 

1.000 

800 

600 

2.000 

1.400 

1.000 

6.800 

BOO 

400 

200 

Existing Scheme. 

35 Includes Lovji Castle and 
Petit Orphanage. 

40 One H;U is Munic;palland 
and one is quarry. 

Existing Scheme. 

Existing Scheme. 

13± 

30 

B. P. T. Proiect. ~ 
6 Mostly v•cant. About I 0 

existing buts. 

Trombay 

After tanneries are moved 
30 acres h;gh land; 50 Area above ~heri-Muol 
acres fill. Total tene· RoDd (MaJis) Mu1gaon 
m ents ; 2. 000 I.e.. 750 etc. 

8± 
ex;sting=1.250 (Net). 

2S.± Area over co'V ered drain. 

10± 

10± 

40± 

10± 

70± 

Near Jewish and R.C. 
Cemeteries. 

Start expansion of beach 
recreation area. 
Existing Saheme. 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

Various Locations. 

South side of ridge, fanner 
military installation. No 
interference with villager 

1.400 ~97+550 existing =847 acres. 

"Existmg schemes, plots already disposed of or layouts approvecl, before thepresentplanning study was started. 

· J 1'0 000 J By the __ _l of 6rat period we an therefore start dearing alums). (Total of 34,00()--36,000 family dwellin& units built on vancant land to house apprommate Y J • peop e, ICllU 

(Recapitulation of Housing totals in Firat Period). 

------~==~---~~w--~ 
Income. 

B>mh>y Island 

Greater Bomb:ay 

Ambarnath-Kalyan 

Totals 

ll.850 

4.000 

2.000 

17.850 

Medium 
Income. 

6.800 

8.300 

300 

15.400 

1.400 

1.000 

2.400 

Ambernath and Kalyan ... 

12 

12 

15 

12 

15 

12 

3.000 

2.000 

1.000 

6.000 

Depending on 
requireml!nts 
of industrie.t, 

300 

Do. 

300 

5.000 

3.000 

8.600 

1.000 

1.000 

Current inA.!X of industl)' 
along C. I. P. makes til is 
urgent. 

Grneral.-A~grnent staff--.c:nact legislation. 
Appoint Planning Board or Commission
Draft details of zoning regult~tiona 
Commence agriculatural and soilaurvey 
to evolve policy for minimum displace· 
ment of cultivator. and arrange removal 
to new land of those who mutt go. 

BumbayCitg.-
Forlargeacaleindustrie''" Activate existing derelict parks aud play• 

they are planned and are grounds and acquire new areaa aa 
ready to go fonvard. indicated 

For tllnneries Initiate study.o£ undergrol!nd suburban 
lolp and start construction. 

Design and atart central .. traffic diversion 
around Hornby Road hade to Mint Road, 
including parking and reconstruction. 

Construct new North-South artery continu• 
inR Reay Road and ]ackeria Sunder Road 
and B. P. T. Road. 

Connl!d Nesbit and Bellasia Roads by 
widening road between. Complete E. W. 
Tripartite Road. 

Move out tanneries from Dhara.,·i. Move 
out stables and eatabliah Ioaal pPrks and 
playgrounds in those vccated areas 
Design and start construction of modem 
!hopping and b'Jsiness areas at Dadar 
Bellasis Road and Bombay Central. Begin 
Scheme for business centrto at Bombay 
Central. Use former Petit Mill site for 
parking. 

Su&urban.-Start acquiaition of land requil"" 
ed for public purposes and for housing the 
low-income and middle class Families at 
Tromhay, PawAi andMaju. Also acquire 
l11nd for induttrial purpose• on the East 
of 1he G. I. P. Railw4y. 

Begin construction of expreu highway on 
east and west sides of Salsette (initially 
two lanes). Begin construction of certain 
cross (E11st and West) arteries also, De· 
sign Andheri shopping area and Trom· 
bay shopping area. 

Railrlayt.-Construct cros~over between 
B.B. & C. I. and G.l.P. Rlya. •t ·southern 
end of Salsette. 

G.I.P. Rlya. to conalruct any necessary croaa .. 
overs to permit ample goods aidings from 
Kurla to Th~:~na; also to increase suburban 
pauenger service. Start 611 For aecond 
aerodrome. 

Satdlit• TDV!IIs.-
DWRn J~yout lor n•w town •t Ambomatl. 

and K'llyan. 

Approzimately 850 •cres in parks and playgrounds on Bombay leland •t the end of 6nt per;od. 

Approzimately 15.000 family units built out of Bombay Island draw;ng off about 60.000 po:cpl<. 

Total. 

20.050 

13.300 

2,300 

35.650 Total 35.650 families. 
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BOMBAY REGIONAL PLAN: IlLUSTRATIVE PROGRAMME AND SCHEDULE OF PROGRESs- THREE PERIODS. 

BOMBAY ISLAND. 

H~ustNG (iNCt.UD~>~ LoCAL SHOPPING CENTRE. SCHooLS. PARKS AND PlAYGROUNDS). . 
Low-income housing. Middle and Upper Incomo Hour.io 

Location. Size (Acres). Sizes (Acres). Total Familes. 

Deduct 
Family Family 
density Total Deduct density 

local families. local I F per 
Total. parks and Net. acre. Total. parks and Medium. High. 

Race Course and Stables ... ... 
Willingdon Club ... ... 

Dharavi 2nd Part ... ... 
Dhoravi lnd Part ... ... 
Churchgato Reclamation ... ... 
Co!aba Blocks 3, 4, S, 6-lst Instalment. 

ScLem• S2-Worli0 ... ... 
Schtmc SII-Worli0 ... ... 
Scl.:mo 57-Sewri-Wadala• ... 
Scheme 6-Sion-Malullp• ... ... 
Kamotbipura area aa marked on Bombay 

Island Map. 

Start clearing area lor Park North of 
Be !luis Road , Eaot of Moreland Road. 

Area abandoned by industry ... 
Mabirn Woods ... . .. 
Mabirn Woods-NorthofLadyHardingc 

Road. 
Mabim Woods Beado ... ... 

Total• ... 

play- play• 
grounda.. grounds. 

260 130 100 4S 4,SOO ... 30 40 1,200 ... . .. 

80 40 1,800 10 - 40 30 4S . .. ... 400 . .. 
70 2S 4S 40 1,800 ... ... . .. . .. . .. ... 

!50± ... ... . .. . .. .. . 40± 110 3S 3,8j0 . .. 
... ... . .. ... . .. 2nd Instalment. 1,000 

... ... ... . .. . .. SSO± 100 4SO± 30 . .. 2,SOO 
(out of 
13,SO 0) 

... ... . .. . .. . .. 2nd Instalment. 400 

... ... ... . .. . .. Completion. 600 

... ... . .. . .. ... 2nd Instalment. . .. ... 2,SOO . .. 

... . .. . .. . .. . .. 2nd Instalment. ... l.SOO . .. 
120 ... ... ... ... ... ... . .. . .. ... . .. 

110 ... ... . .. ... . .. . .. . .. ... . .. ... 
100 . .. ... . .. . .. ... . .. . .. ... . .. . .. 

iz..I lnstalm \<nt-Exact location not known. 7S ... 7j 34 2,SOO ... 
... . .. ... ... ... ... . .. . .. ... . .. ... 
... . .. ... . .. ... ... ... . .. ... . .. . .. 

. 

I 
1!,950 4,500 ... ... ... .. . ... ... ... ... 

I 
I 

' 

• Exiotinr Schemoo-Plotaalready diaposed of or!ayoats approved before the pr-planauoutudy wautarted. 

(Total ol S5,000 family dwellings built on vacant land to ho111e approximately 2.26,000 people). 

S E C 0 N D P E R I OD • 

GREATER BOMBAY AND BEYOND. 

HoustNG (PAI!KS AND PlAYGROUNDS, AND LOCAL SHoPPING CSNTR!S Nar SPECIFICALLY 
AS AMPLE AREAS AR£ A.VAIL.:\BLE.) 

NOT>D 

Parks I Location. Family Total Families. 
and REMARXS. density Remarks. Other Principal works in Second Period. 
Play- per acre 

[_ 
(On Bombay Island ond Beyond). 

grounds. including 
(acreage). Suburban. Town Beyond. Parks, Low Medium. 

Playgrounds, Income. 
shopping, 

I etc. 

130 Pawai 13 4,000 This seems nearest: to fint Bombay City.-<:omplete undergroUDd '-. .. . .. ... . .. .. . 
30 

concentration of large and associated pedestrio.n und.crpusoc. 
suburban industry. Remove tram cara in this area: • 

2S Requirca Fill. Borivli ... ... .. . 10-12 ... 2.000 . .. Establish parking area on ground Boor of 

40 Do. 13 1,000 1.000 
buildings overformer B. B. & C.!. route ... between Marine Drive and Qucent Road. 
Demolish alum north of Marine Lines 

. .. 
East ol Kandiv!i 1,500 !.SOD 

betweenQueenaRoadand Girgawn Road. ... ... 13 ... This depends on starti~E Establish parking on ground Boor behi1141 
100 industry out along B. B. ahopaofncwbu.ildingato beerec:tcd there-

Ambernath-Kalyaa 3,000 
& C. I. Rly. at-total of approx. 3.000 can in botlo ... ... 13 ... . .. areas. Complete. Hemby Road, Mial 

. .. 1.000 
Road reconattucuon. 

10-12 ... . .. 
... 300 

Censtruct road parallel to Kalachowlci RoatL 
12 ... ... Widen Dhoro•l Road to connect Sion ... 

. .. Lady Jamshedji Road. Conatruct over• 

Trombay IS 1.000 ... bridge. Start construction ofT ulsi Pi~ 
... ... ... . .. . .. Line expres$Way. Eliminate offaet at 

120± S!wns can bo cleared and 12 9,000 
West end of connection between Nesbit ... . .. and Bellaais Road. Reserve Ripon Roa .. 

created towards end park !,000 and Duncan .~0o1d within new p4rk areas 
of period due to large 10 ... . .. for UIC of cyclists only . 
amounts of new conatru~ 
tion completed in first 2 Area NortJ. of Andheri- Grtaler Bombau.-Acquirc land fot indus. 
periods. Marol Rood and Eaot ol 1j 1,000 ... . .. trialpurpomon the Eut of B. B. &C. I• 

Ghodbunder Rood. 20± Out of total of II 0 acres. 12 7,000 Railway. 

100± Exact locations not known w ... . .. soo Begin constructtion oft he following roads:-
( llM•hul to Marol ,2)Ghatkopar to Saki 
(3) By-pass to Andheri·Marol Roa.l 

... (4) By-pan at Vasava, (5) East• West 
Rosd at Kandivli, (6) Pawai-Road bet-

4:l: ween expreu highway at Vikhroli• 

IS± 2nd expansion ol bea.:h lor 
Bhandup and Bombay·Asra Road 
(7) Pawai Road betweeo Vebor Rca. 

public recrc.lltion . and Western cxpre11 highway at Joge-
shwori (8) East-West Road at !Boriv!i 
(9) Koli-Kalyan to Kurla Road~ 

Widen north south ezpresa highways as 
traffic growth requirea, 

Begin to construct second Mahim Causewar 
to connect uburban expressway to Tul.S 
Pipe Line Express--way il trallic ina0111e 
justifiet. 

Complete r11ilway crou-over ol B. B. & C. 
I. and G. I. P. Rlys. south of Santa-Cna. 

CompJete. regional ahoppins centre south oE 
Andhen·Marol Road. Also Centre ia 
T rombay. Complete fill for 2nd aerodrcmo 
Begin work on Mahim Creek recrealioa 
area. 

Satdllt< loo>IS.-Railway and 
to Panvel. 

road brUise 

--
S84± 

... 1!,500 21,500 1,&10 

aaea previously I 
847 

Say 1.500 acres to date. ---
1,431 . . . 

Appromnately I,SOOacreunParksandPlaygrouqdson Bombay Island. To end of second peruxl, total new houses for 9J,000 fa.mthea or 4,00,000 people • 

In the second period, approximately 35,000 family units built out of Bombay lslond, drawiag:olf approximately !,15,000 people.ia •dditioa to 60,000 people drawa off in tho 
6nt period. 

Recapitulatioa of Houaing Totals in Second Period. 

Low Medium Higla Total Approx 
Income. [DCome. Income. Ineome. 

Bombay Island 8.100 11,950 4,500 24,S50 

Greater Bcmbay 8.SOO 20,500 1,500 30,50ij 

Ambarnath-Kalyan 8,000 !,000 3GO 4.300 

Total 2nd Period •... 19,600 33.450 6.300 S9,350 

Total lot Period .... 17.8SO 15,400 2.400 35,650 

Total !stand 2od Periods •... 37,450 48,8SO 8,700 95,000 
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BOMBAY REGIONAL PLAN :IllUSTRATIVE PROGRAMME AND SCHEDULE 

OF PROGRES5-THREE PERIODS. 

T H I R D P E R I 0 D . 

. BOMBAY ISLAND. --------·----- I I' GREATER BOMBAY AND BEYOND, 
H>USIN< (INCLUDES LOC\L SHOPPING CENTRES, SCHOOLS, PARKS AND PLAYGROUNDS) ---- I --;:;H;:o::US::I::N:::(P;;:::RKS:::-:-::::-;;-p:-...:._..:_:.:._~L:-=-..:.:_:S..:_..::_:::_CtJ<::-::.:._:_...::_.::_:__-:::--:_::..:.::...:::...:._ __ ·--------- j ------r G A AND LWGROUNDS, OCAL HOPPING 'TRES ETC., NOT SPEciFICALLY NOTED AS AMPLE AREAS ARE AVAILABLE), Low-income housing. 

Middle and Upper Income Housing. 
Location, Tot1! Families. 

I 

I I 
Location. Siloe (Acres). Size (Acres). Total Families. 1---l---~:- Frmily 

Deduct densi{y Total Deduct Family local funilies. 
Total. I parks and Net 

per local density acre. Total. parks and Net. play· 

~ 
play .. 

Medium. High. 
grounds. 

¥founds. 
0 . 

Rnil"'ay worlshops touth of Dlaaa.vi ... 120 45 75 40 2,000 ... 25 35 900 (50 acres for ... ... 
' low-income) 

G. I. P. Workshops south ofEls;hinstono.. 95 40 55 40 2,200 ... ... ... ... ... ... 
Rood. h fEl h' B.B.&C. I. Workshopssout o p m .. 25 8 17 40 680 ... ... .. . ... ... ... stont R& ll. . . 

400 240 Mill Ar<.a-ExpcctOO. dcc.t ntrn.llSi.Ot~on ... 160 35 2,800 40 ... 35 1.400 Exact locations not now known. (Develop ... ... 
120l!cresjn 
this period). 
(80acrca for 

I 

lowincome). 

Dhara•;i-M.;;.h!tn s~-wt.ll P lJ k ··· 100 ... ... ... .. . 
Park north of Kamathir.-ura north of I 

... ... ... ... . .. ... 
Belasais Road on Cleared slum hmd ... 110 ... ... ... (20 acr .. cleared in previous period). 

(comp!cte). 
200 Lepc.r Asylum ... ... ... ... i ... 

I 
... .. . ... .. . ... ... .. . .. . 

Zaoba • s Wadi Slum Clearance ... 1 15 

I 
I I ... ... ... ... .. . ... .. . ... ... .. . 

Churchg6 te Rcdcmo:tion ... 1 ... ... I ' 600 
... ... ... .. . ... .. . ... ... 

I 
.. . I I 

Colobn Blocl<s, 3, 4, 5 and 6 ... 1 ... ... ... ... .. 
I 

... .. . ... ... 
I 

.. . ' 4,000 

Scheme 52-WorJi• ... 
... 1 

... ... ... .. .. . I ... .. . .. . ... ... 400 . 
I Scheme 57-Sewri-Wadala• '"I ... ... ... .. ... ... 

I .. . ... ... 1,500 ... 
Scheme 6--Sion-Matwtga• ... ... ... ... .. 

I 
. .. ... ... .. . ... 1,360 ... 

Mahim Wooda 3rd Ins talment-E xact location not no•·. 100 100 30 3,000 ... ... QWTI, .. . ... 
I 

Mahim Woods Bmh ... ... 15 I; ... ... ... ... .. . ... ... .. . 

I . I 
I 

I 
J-~+--~1 

~ ~ Totela ... A~prox. 7,700 ... ... Approx. 5,000 

* Existin:J schemes now completc:d. Total of awroximately 66.000 family dwellinll units on vacant land to houac approximately 2.50,000 people. 

Parks 
and 

Play• 
grounds. 
(acreage), 

45 

40 

8 

160 

100 

200 
i 15 I 
I 

.. . 

... 

... 

.. . 
15 

I 
I 
I 680 

1,500 

2,180 

-----1 Family 
density I I I I induding ' 

I 
REM~RXS, Suburb11.n. Town Beyond. Low I Medium. I Hish. ' Parks, Remo,rks. 

Playgrounds, Income. 
shopping, I 

centres etc. 

--
Pawai 2.500 1.500 ... .. . ... ... ... 
Mulund ... ... 12 3,500 4.000 ... ... 
East of Kandiv li ... 4.000 2,000 ... ... ... Develop one--half of areal I 

for housing in this period 
one hnlf in following! Ambemath-Knlyan ... 4,000 1.000 500 
period. 

1 
Trombay ... ... ... ... I.OUO 9,000 I,O(){J 

I I 

Area north of Andheri· 1.000 9,000 1,500 I Marol Road East of Ghod· 
. .. ... 

bunder Road. 

I 
Completion. 

2nd Instalment. 
. 

Completion. 

Do. 

Do. 

I I 

Lut expansion of beach for I 
public recreation. 

[ 
' 
I I I - I 

I I 
I ·--1-~--------1 ... 
I ... 16,000 

26.500 I 3,000 I J a~cs previously. I 

I acres to date approz. 
I i 

To e,1d of third. perJod.-Approximately 2.200 ICfes in parks and p/~ygroands, in Bombay Island. 

To end of third period.-Total new houses for 1.60,000 families or approximately 6,50,000 people. 

Other Principal works in Third Penod 
(On Bombay Island and Beyond). 

Born&3y fsfancl-

Complete removal of workahopa out of 
Bombay . 

Completion ofT ulsi Pipe Line Expreuway 

Central park area north and south of Bellasi. 
Road about 225 acres complete. 

ln the 4th period start erecting new housinc 
on shtm clerqrrd lands. 

Remove tramways from all central Bombuy 
areas, 

Greater Bombay and Bryond-

Complete Rmilway cut-off, Bombay-Poon• · 
Line. 

Complete portions of M.Jiad Creek recrea-
tian arcn: 

Conatruct the followmg roads;-

ill P4rt of B.:)fivli-Bhandup Road. 

(2) Juhu·P•rle Road. 

(3) juhu-Andheri Road. 

(4) Exten~ion of Marol-Maroahi Road 
North of Marol. 

(5) Ro11d at Borivli joining Borivli-
Bh•ndup Road (Part), 

(6) Sub-arterial Road from Govandi tg 
Ghatlcoper. 

(7) Saki-Ghatkopar Road extension. 
(8) By·pm-to Chembur-Ghatkop.1r R011d 

In the third period.-Approximately 4;,500 family units built out of s~mb"y hland drawing orf i,d!J,OJiJ people in addition to 2,10,000 dro.wn off in the two cAl'licr perioch 

Recap:tulation of Housing Totals in Third Period. 

Low 1\iledi.un High Total(APprox.) 
Jncomc. Income. Income. 

&mbny lslaed 7,700 8,200 5,000 20,900 

Groater &mhny 12.00() 25,500 2,500 40,000 

Ambenath.Kalyan 4,000 1,000 500 5,500 

T ot.J 3rd Period 23,700 34,700 8,000 66.400 ---
T ot.J 1st and 2nd Periods. 37,450 '43,850 8,700 9;,ooo 

Combined totals lor first 
three periods 61,150 83,5;0 16,700 1.61.400 
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MASTER PLAN FOR GREATER BOMBAY. 

FIRST PROGRESS REPORT. 

1. This consists of-

Preliminary Note. 

Glancing back at the Plan ; and forward. 

General Picture. 

Comments on the M~ster Plan, section by section, indicating 
development since the original Report, clarifications, amplifi
cations, revisions, etc. 

Maps revised to date. 
Typographical errors in original Outline Master Plan. 

PRELIMINARY NOTE: 

2. It was the original intention to issue each year a statement such as this, for 
the Master Plan is a living, growing organism which is constantly developing, which 
depends for its life and vitality on the close awareness of the citizens it seeks to serve. 
Only by publishing this kind of report can the citizens be kept abreast of the 
progress of their city's reform•tion. 

(a) As, much of significance has happened since the original publication, 
and as the Special Engineer and his staff, and the Consultant have 
jast completed a thorough review of the Plan .mel have been able to amplify 
it and make it more precise in certain respects, this First Progr~ss Report 
is now issu~d. 

GLANCING BACK AT THE PLAN; AND FORWARD: 

3. One great advantage of periodic reports such as this, is that the original 
creators can look back at the original work with some degree of perspective and 
detachment, re-examine and re-appraise their own work somewhat as critics, free 
from the initial original passion of cre~tion. In our case we have gone further. The 
comments of careful Indian obsen·ers have been obtained, and the Plan has been 
shown to other planners in America for comment. 

(a) It is good to be able to say that no essential changes appear to be 
indicated, either from our own .elf-examination, or as a result of comments 
from others. What has chiefly emerged is the desirability of pointing up 
or high-lighting certr.in factors and implications of the Plan, of re-arranging 
the time order of certain work, and of making a more explicit and stirring 
stat<·ment of the spirit of the Plan, a synthesis of the spiritual effects wh:ch are 
sought to be achieved by the physical plan. 

(b) We find that such statements doappt;ar in various places in the Report. 
What is lacking is, what may be called a general underlying credo, which has 
actuated the physic.. I proposals and which gives them their united significance. 
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In the General Picture oi our Plan, a section was devoted to "Emotionnland 
Aesthetic App~al", a call to planners, architects, all of us, to create a future 
man-made Bombay which will be much more worthy of our natural inheritence 
o! sea ,nd hills, than has been done in the past. It is quite possible tc live in 
crowded Bombay without mor. than very occasiol'lally being aware of these 
beauties, these inspirations. Th .. Plan oils both for creating mor~ of these 
sea areas devoted. to the ordinary public, m~king them easy of access to people 
living an)'where in the City, and for opu.ing the he8rt of the town to the 
sea. That is why, for exampl", the proposal for greenways is so important. 
The}' serve too, as do the Parks, to bring nr.ture and its healing re-creative 
power into the d~ily ken of the people. Hence too the proposal for a large 
central park. Hence too the preservation of Bombay's remaimng hill., such 
8S Golanji and Worli which provide the inspiring panorama of a gnat c;t}' ard 
the embra.cing sea. Let dl pt'ople, so far r.s it is still possible, share the thrill 
that the lucky few now experience who iive on Cumballa Hill anf' Makbar Hill. 

{c) Perhaps this phase may be best summed up and dramatized by the 
comment of a friend who says:-

(d) "Although it is eighteen years since I havt. seen Bombay, I remembrr 
our' first impression indelibly. We entered the harbour at dawn. We were 
overwhelmed by the beauty of its surrour.ding: in the early sunlight. Later, 
within the city, we felt letdown-w~iled in-cut off from the superb natural 
~tting. We did have an exceptional view of the harbour from the home of 
an Indian artist we had met on the boat. Superb it was in.:leed. But on the 
whole, our recollections of Bombay are distasteful. Reading your Plan I 
recognize the intention to create a city worthy of its environment, and I think 
your me;sures should accomplish it, but please emphasize it, as eloquently 
as you can, again and again." 

(e) Another point for general emphasis which, again, crops up at 
numerous places in the body of th<! Report : Bombay is a great co~mopolitan 
city, but the planning solutions it adopts, must be close!) part of the n~w India. 
Principles proved out in the west, yes. Ben~fits of western experience, tech
nical and otherwise, yes. We have in our Report called for a fusion of Indian 
knowledge and feeling, with western exrerience. Of course. we do not mean 
any archaeologically motivated revivalist Indian architecture. But we do mean 
for exampk th~t in creating modem, convenient, safe and pleasant shopping 
and commercial business centres on Bombay Island and in the Region, we 
should develop and not discard or lose, original essence of the hezaar with 
its lively atmosphere, its semi-social charrcter, its atmosphere d having pler:ty 
of time to talk and argue. We must vast!}' improve and modernize, not de
lndi.nize. Similarly with our neighbourhoods, and our housing. All this 
is implicit, an-:1 st•ted in our original Plan, but it bears re-stating and r<:• 

emphasis. Lucky it is that in most cases, -the principles painfully disco\'ered 
in the west, appl)' even more suitably in India, with the necessary adaptations. 

(f) Specific points for re-emphasis, modification ana addition :-

(I) Satellite Towns and the Atomic Bomb. Since the original 
Plan was conceived and published, the que,tion of defence 

• 



(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 
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against air attack and specifically the atomic bomb, has rapidly 
crystallized. Tentatively, it has been concluded that a practical 
means of defence consi~ts in eliminating the concentrated targets 
offered by large continuous cities so far as possible, for it 
appears that separated industrial cities with a population of the 
order of 50,000, do not offer practical targets-the cost and 
effort of attacking the~e separately, are not justified by results. 

We have rrovided for satellite towns, and later in the Progress 
Report it will be seen that we have added more satellites (both 
because in the original Report we had not had time to actually 
locate enough suitable &ites that were required ; and because 
with the delinittly agreed and permanent addition of refugee 
population to Bombay more satellite sites had to be found). 
However, the requirements of defence add a more urgent note 
to the concept of the usefulness and pleasantness of satellite 
towns and the desirability of limiting the size of the very large 
city. 

We urge therefore, that empha&is should begin to shift in our 
stage develorment programme, from the heavy initial emphasis 
on Greater Bombay in relocation of population and of industry, 
towards earlier development of satellite towns. Hence in the 
first stage, where Ambemath, Kalyan is the only outside town 
specifically noted for development, we feel that at lel\St three of 
these new towns should be got under way, with, if necessary, a 
corresponding diminution of develorment in Greater Bombay ; 
and increasingly so in the later stages. If in the meantime a 
rational peaceful assurance is given the world against mad 
destruction, our over-all pattern and land allocation remains as 
proposed. If not, Jeter progress nports will indicate a further 
increase of satellite town!, and less population and industry in 
Greater Bombay. 

Parking provision has been made in the Plan in two ways. We 
have called for large parking facilities at all the railway stations 
in Greater Bombay, to keep automobile traffic out of Bombay 
Island as far as possible ; also in large quantity for the central 
districts in the area to be redeveloped East of Hornby Road, and 
on the present right of way of the B.B. & C.I. Rly., if the loop 
or tunnel project is adopted. We have also called for provision 
of parking faci!itits for individual buildings as they are cons
tructed, such as shops, cinemas, office buildings, etc. 

It should be emphasized that the larger parking or ditrict areas 
referred to, are instances only, and that it will be necessary to 
place such facilities at various points on the Island, and to 
re-emphasize thet all new shopping centres, local or regional, and 
including those at Dadar and at Bellasis Road, must have ample 
parking areas included in their design and development. 
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CIVIC CENTRE: 

4. The original Report did not go into the matter of Civic Centre, which is 
indispensable, both from the functional point of view--fora degree of concentration of 
civic functions is desirable and from the spiritual point of view, it is important to 
have a focus of civic life and aspiration. Every district headquarters town has this, 
yet our largest cities lack it. Such a centre should he planned by the best architectural 
talent, and should progressively include such buildings as Town Hall and Corporation 
Offices, departmental offices, possibly the courts, a civic auditorium, <>n art museum, 
and if possible, a great library. 

(a) It should he located centrally. We have not yet been able to locate 
an adequate site. It may he related to the proposed central park so as to give 
it a lit setting. Cert~_inly the present scattering of miscellaneous buildings 
does not give the inspiration and feeling of civic pride that a great city is 
entitled to. 

GENERAL PICTURE : 

5. On the favourable side, these factors may he noted :-

(a) The Plan has been adopted by the Corporation. 

(b) It has aroused a great deal of interest among Bombay's cibMns, 
and in India at large (the latter as indicated by the demand for the published 
Report). It has been considered at length by the Press and favourably com
mented on. 

(c) Though it has as yet no legal force, agencies of Government, industry 
and private citizens have in general been planning their developments ill 
accord with its provisions, have consulted the Special Engineer for advice and 
interpretation. In a number of cases they have changed previous plans to 
conform to it. This voluntary co-operation and recognition of the validity 
oft he Plan, is the mostsatisfactory and significant single development. 

(d) Considerable progress has been made in lidd surveys; in establishing 
precise locations of major roads, boundaries of various allocated areas ; ia 
locating additional tracts of land in Greater Bomhay,high enough to he suitable 
for development with some fill, in addition to those originally indicated, thus 
adding some 4.5 square miles to the original area; in detailed layout of three 
districts of neighbourhoods : Dharavi area and Pare! Tank area on Bombay 
Island and the Waduali area in Tromhay near Chemhur. Certain work ha~ been 
actually sanctioned by the Public Works Department, Government of Bombay, 
viz., the western express highway in its first stage from Bandra to Santacruz 
Aerodrome. A scheme for the widening of Carnegy Road and extending it to 
meet Waudhy Road, to serve as a new cross-artery, has been approved by 
the Corporation and Government have been approached to release the strips 
of land from the two maidans, free of cost, to the Municipality for the cons
truction of the road. The Railways have prepared a scheme including plans 
and sections, for cross-over from Santa Cruz to Kurla-Kirol as noted in 
para. 53(b) of the Report. 
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of Bomb~y 's people if this year twenty-live such playgrol.lnds and locality 
gathering places w~re set up, at a yearly cost well under one lakh-that is for 
two-tenth of I per cent. of Bombay's budget. 

(f) It is desparately urgent that Bombay meet this challenge, for the site 
of cattl~ stables on the island will be ab3ndoned and become available. They 
offer a splended opportu'lity for providing parks, playgrounds, etc .• which 
must be grasped. After that, n"w neighbourhood developments will be 
coming into being. Bombay owes this trivial expenditur~ to the well-being 
of its working population. 

7. Certain new factor~ have crystallized and are now provided for:-

(a) It is definite that 3 lakhs of refugees will remain in Bombay. This 
changes our population target from a total of about 37 lakhs to 40 lakhs. Of 
these, we can manage one-and-half lakhs in the Salsette Suburb2n area, as 
field surveys have located some 4.5 square miles or a little more of good land 
which had not been noted in our original plan. The other one-and-half 
lakhs of additional population may be located in Satellite towns which 
would bring the populdtion to be place:l there to 71akhs. (See Table No.1.) 

(b) The refugees have brought with them the questio'l of furnishing 
somewhat more land for industry. This should be land thtt is immediately 
available. Something like 1.86 squat(. miles hes been added in three dteas. 
Locations are noted In Section II-Industry. 

(c) M1ster Plan of Greater Bombay-T;.ble No. I (Allocations of areas 
for various p:uposcs) has been changed to take these changes into accolint. 

COMMENTS ON THE MASTER PLAN IN OUUINE (DEVELOP
MENTS SINCE THE ORIGINAL REPORT).* 

SECTION ll-TARGETS FOR POPULATION. 

Add at the end of paragraph 14 this statement-

8. Since the origmJI outline Master Plan w~s mad!, it ha• been determined 
that 3 lakhs of r,,fugee popuLtion will permanently settle in Bombay, making an 
oversll pop·1l: tior. target of the order of 40 hkhs, instead of the origi'lal figures. Of 
this increase it is intended to fiud room for additional 1,50,000 in Greater Bomb2y 
Suburbs (Salsette) and the other 1,50,000 in additional satellite towns. The additional 
number can be accommo-:lated in the suburbs as the field survey has loc1ted additional 
appropriate lands Pt levels high enough to build on, which we had hitherto excluded 
on preliminary insp~ction. 

• These arc listed section by section. and this Progress Report has been printed on one side only 
10 that those who wish to. can cut up this Report and paste each into its appropriate place in the original 
plan. It is recommended that e.sch intef"ested penon acquire a second copy alse. which can be kept intact. 

A short section hu now been added li) on schools and other educational institutions and (ii} on 
ciftc centre. 
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INDUSTRY: 

La paragraph 15 to Sub-Jaragraph (c) add-

9. As the Civil Aviation authorities have since found that the Slaul!lo.ter 
House must be about 10 miles from the airport to avoid vultures getting in the way 
of planes, the site has now been tentatively moved to a location east of Thana Creek, 
along the Thana-Belapur Road, as shown on the revised Greater Bombay Map. The 
use of the area originally marked 'Tanneries and slaughter house' which will talce 
years to make suitable for any other purpose because of its adjacency to the kutchrapatty, 
is left indeterminate until decision is made as to the Trombay-Panvel Railway 
cut-off. The area to the south, formerly marked green, as an insulating area from the 
tanneries becomes residential. 

To paragraph 15, add new sub-paragraph (e)-

(e) To the three areas in Salsette presently allotted to industry-two 
on the G.I.P. side from north of Ghatkopar to Mulund and one on the 
B.B. & C.l. Railway side from Kandivli to Borivli, we recommend making two 
additions. The reasons are that the 3 lakhs of refugees require an addition to 
the industrial area of Greater Bombay. The two areas are : the triangle 
south of railroad from Kurla to Chembur, abutting the present industry 
and served by the G.I.P. and a strip somd ,500 feet wide he tween the westerly 
North-South express highway and the B.B. & C.l. between Jogeshwari and 
Goregaon, west of the Dairy Farm Colony. The former selection necessitates 
moving the proposed stadium to a new nP.arby location. The originally 
proposed industrial areas near Bhandup and Vikhroli have been extended to 
provide for more industries. The additional industrial area thus added is 
1.86 square miles. 

Add to SuJ,.,aragraph 17(b)-

(1) Further study ha~ indicated the desirability of two additional 
regional shopping areas in Salsette at a later date in additio11. 
to the two Plready located at Andheri and at Trombay. 

(2) One will be wanted at Borivli near the end of the express highway 
to take care of the large future population in this northern tier. 
This is a strategic location, for one is also near the junction of 
the east-west highway from Mulund and the junction of the 
road from the future second airport, 

(3) Another will be required at the north end of the east express 
highway, south of Thana, well situated in the green area 
marked on the Greater Bombay Map. 

(4) These regional shopping centres in order to justify themselves 
economically, and to justify a large diversity of shopping, enter
tainment and recreational facilities (as distinguished from both 
neighbourhood and district shopping centres) are located con
veniently to express highway connections, to other roads, and 
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to the railway station in each case. These are the 'Fort areas' 
of the region. The total of four is ample. There must not be 
too many, for each one must contain a very wide range of facilities 
both in type and price range, to offer substantially more than 
can be found in local shopping centres-or people will prefer 
to share their patronage between their local centre and Bombay 
Island Centres. 

(5) The original location of the centre at Andheri has been shown 
as shifted on the map as the originally selected land has since 
become unavailable. It is required by the Civil Aviation 
Department for their scheme of extension of Santacruz Aero
drome. 

Add new Sub-paragraph (d)-

(d) For discussion and plans concerning the in-city composite commercial 
shopping-living areas such as Bhuleshwar and Kalbadevi, see Addendum 
sub-paragraph 57(d) of this Progress Report. 

SECTION Ill-AREAS AND POPULATION ALLOTTED (GREATER 
BOMBAY AND BEYOND). 

To paragraph 26-lndustrial-add a new paragraph at the end-

(d) In Section II (Targets, etc.) para. 15 of this Progress Report, it 
has been indicated that two industrial areas have now been added, near Kurla
Chemhur and east of B.B. & C.I. between ]ogeshwari and Goregaon. Total 
industrial area in Bombay Suburban is now 6.93 square miles. See Table I 
revised, and see revised Greater Bombay Map for exact locations. 

To paragrap~ 28-Housing-add to Sub-paragraph (a) (6) (i)--

On approximatel.y 4.5 square miles of land to be added for development 
(marked yellow on the map of Greater Bombay), there wiJI be added an amount 
of housing necessitated by allotted settlement of refugees, of an approximate 
total of 1,50,000 bringing the total in Suburban Greater Bombay to 19,50,000. 

To paragraph 34-New Towns and Satellites-add a paragraplr-

(a) Once again it should be noted that due to the decision with respect 
to refugees, a total of 3 lakhs is added to the total population just noted. Of 
this increase about 1,50,000 will he in Greater Bombay's Suburbs and about 
the same number in satellite towns. 

To paragraph 35-Ambernath Kalyan-add this paragraph-

(a) On re-examination of this area, its natural advantages, its visible 
growth and suitability for heavy industry, we have allotted it an ultimate 
population of something over 3lakhs. 
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To paragrap'h 35-Satellites-Add new paragraph-

(b) Addition11lsites for satellite towns have now been located at Badlapur 
and at Karjat on the G.I.P. Railway to Poona, on either side of the Bombay 
Agra Road South of Bhiwandi and to the North of Panvel. This leaves 
several sites to be located. Particularly in case the railway cut-off to Panvel 
does not materialise, Pan vel and Kukshet· T urambhe will not be suitable. 
For summary of satellite towns and populations, See Table No. II. 

SECTION IV.-TYPICAL LOCALITIES TO BE DEVELOPED IN BOMBAY. 

To Paragraph 37, add another paragraph under sub-para. (3) (f) :-

(f) (I) Generally, no neighbourhood, and certainly no district should be 
planned for one income-group only. Aside of the question of stratification, 
there is the functional necessity of including those who perform service and 
trading functions in the area, so that they will not be too far from their places of 
work. 

SECTION VI-HOUSING. 

To Paragraph 43, add new sub-paragraph (c) :-

(c) The principle of including housing areas for lower income workers 
in all sizeable developments, particularly those engaged in supplying services 
to the area (e.g. domestic servants, shop assistants, malis, taxidrivers, etc.) has 
already been noted in Section IV. The proportion may be guessed at as I 0 
to 15 per cent., depending to some extent on the incomes of the main portion 
of inhabitants. The situation should be checked to arrive at a figure in each 
case, which is better than a guess; 

SECTION VII-TRAFFIC AND TRANSPORTATION. 

At the end of paragraph 40--(Greater Bombay) add sub-para. (a) (3)

Certain omissions are now corrected on the map :-

(a) (3) Road from Santacruz to present Bombay-Agra Road is now 
shown continued to Chembur where it joins the East express highway, and is 
continued parallel to the railway, to the east end of Trombay. This provides 
needed additional through road from east to west. 

(4) The Borivli-Gorai Road shown ending at Ghodbunder Road, is 
now carried across to meet the express highway. This will not be required 
until the second aerodrome is developed. Similarly, the two new E1st West 
reads on the 1'\orth and South of the Dairy Farm Colony are also carried 
across the Railway to meet the Western Express highway. 

Attheendofaub•para49(J)add :-

On further study, it has been considered that additional east-west cross-overs 
are required. Two more have been provided for (making seven additional major 
ones instead of 5). 
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(6) Between the cross-over at the north end at Dharavi, and at the 
Elphinstone Road further south, Tilak Road extension at its easterly end to its 
junction with the extension of ]ackeria Bunder Road, is to be widened. 

(7) Thakurdwar Road which is halfway between Sandhurst Road and 
Carnac Road and Masjid Bunder Road will be joined by widening the 
easterly continuation of Thakurdwar Road (Panjarapole Street) to Kika 
Street, which will be widened to join the already wide Mumbadevi road to 
iu junction with Masjid Bunder Road. This route is not as direct as the 
other cross-routes, but has been offset to avoid crossing the very busy 
Bhuleshwar business area, which should be enormously helped and made more 
efficient by keepingautomobiletrafficoutof it. 

At the end of sub-paragraph 49 (e) add paragraph:-

This cross street indicated as required between Carnac Road and Church
gate has now been located and authorised. It will utilise a widened Carnegie 
Road from Queens Road, will cross the Maidan to the junction of Waudby 
Road and Ravelin Street. The whole of Waudby Road will be widened. This 
will relieve traffic conditions in these three ways :-

(1) Ease considerably the pressure on Dhobitalao, take some of 
the traffic off Cruickshank Road and Churchgate Street and of 
Queens Road. 

(2) A second step. (to be taken as part of the study and re-develop
ment of the area east of Hornby Road to Mint Road) will be 
to continue Ravelin Street east across Hornby Road to Mint 
Road and Nicol Road. This will take some of the traffic load 
off Phirozeshah Mehta Road, off Bhatia Baug intersection, 
off Hornby Road, and give direct access to the Ballard Estate. 

(3) These additions are now shown on the revised Bombay Island 
Map, No. GB 23A dated. 18-11-1948. 

At the end of sub-paragraph 49(k) add :-

It is believed that in general, traffic regulation of this character can ac
complish a great deal to improve conditions, now, and to accentuate the benefits of new 
road developments when they are carried out later. 

49(n) The listing from sub-paras 49 (a) to 49(m) makes a series which 
together will achieve substantial improvement in Bombay Island's road and traffic 
system, most of which could be accomplished in a re~sonably short time. Both, 
the East West and North South systems require further improvement and integra
tion, with developments that look further into the future. The system is being 
further studied and analyzed, and a road report will shottly be issued dealing wit!, 
these questions. The important point to be noted here is that the listing in the 
original repott, and the additions noted above in Section VII ofthis report,are by 
no means complete, though they are the main part of the complete plan. 
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SECTION VII-TRANSPORTATION AND ·TRAFFIC. 

To paragraph 53 add:-

A footnote applying to the last sentence reading 'The ability of the B.B. & 
C.I. Railway to handle I 00 per cent, traffic increase in passenger traffic is 
contingent on the tube Scheme being c.1rried out.'• 

RAILWAYS: 
At the end of paragraph 53(d) add:-

(d) (I) Further consideration has been given to this second railway link 
shown between B.B. & C.l. atAndheri and G.I.P. atGhatkopar one of whose 
main purposes was to provide <heap transportation to the new residential 
areas north of Andheri-Marol Road. On closer study, it appears to involve a 
number of traffic difficulties with crossings of the new road system in already 
dense areas. Further, it will probably take some five years to come into opera
tion, by which time it is expected that the cost of bus transportation will have 
become competitive and connecting routes established. 

(e) A scheme for the proposed connection between Kurla-Kirol and 
Santacruz has already been worked out by the railway authorities and necessary 
plans and sections have been prepared. This proposed link has now been 
shown on the revised plan. 

SECTION Vlll-SHOPPING AND BUSINESS. 

To paragraph 56 add:-

(a) As noted in Section II para. 17(b) and the addendum thereto, two 
more regional centres have been added, one at Borivli and one between Mulund 
and Thana, for reasons discussed there. All four locations are shown on the 
revised map of Greater Bombay. 

To" paragraph 57 add a new sub-paragraph (d):-

(d) Special discussion and treatment are in order for the old self
contained commercial-shopping-living areas, such as the Bhuleshwar and 
Kalbadevi areas. Such areas which are important and enduring elements in 
every Indian City have quite a different character and in some ways a more 
comp1ex character, than what might be called the more "westernized" shop
ping and business areas such as the Fort, the Ballard Estate, etc. A great deal 
of study of their functions and inter-relations will have to be done before we 
can properly improve them in terms of their own special requirements. One 
thing is definitely clear, however, and of this we take account in the road 
system of the Master Plan-automobile traffic must be routed around these 

• The anticipated possible 100 per cent •. increase in passenger traffic to the suburbs is not a pennanent 
increase, but will neverthless obtain for some yean due to the fact that much industry will remain on Bombay 
Island for a number of yean, while living will be decentralizi!lg to the suburbs. However, the plan for Greater 
Bombay contcmplatea ultimately a decentrBiization of this indmtry (which is the general world wide economic 
tendency in anv case), At that time, this railwav p.usenger load should not be in excess of the present volume. 
However, in this considerable interim period, tuch an increase must be provided for. 
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areas by providing wider easier road.. One such is the Thakurdw8J'-Masjid 
Bunder connection described in this Progress Report under Section VII
Others will need to be studied and adopted. Serious consideration should be 
given to prohibition of motor traffic in these areas except for deliveries at 
certain specified hours of the day when their own characteristic teeming 
pedestrian and victoria traffic is not so heavy. 

SECTION IX-PARKS AND PLAYGROUNDS. 

In paragraph 60, add new sub-paragraph {b):-

(b) There are numerous small vacant areas now available. Instead of 
being an asset to the spiritu•l and physical needs of the people, they are 
neglected, derelict, dirty. One example is the long strip of land east of the 
Worli Development Chawls (this case has already been refeHed to under 
General Picture). No possible investment can yield so much, for so little 
expenditure. 

In paragraph 61, add sub-paragraph (b):-

(b) The cattle stables gradually being abandoned as their activities are 
moved out into the new Government Centre at 'Are', offer the opportunity for 
inaugurating a number of desparately n<eded brcatl--ing, recreation, and local 
social relaxation areas for existing population. They should all be used for 
this purpose as soon as they become available. Most of them are wanted 
as neighbourhood centres but some are concentro ted in areas wher< they can 
become the nuclei of bigger parks. 

In paragraph 65, add sub-paragraph (b) :-

(b) Luckily some of the cattle stables about to be abandoned, about 
this area (propose.~ central park areo.) to the nmth and to the south-west or 
actually fall within it. Thus they offer a double advantage ; increased size 
of the proposed Centr; I Park, Md an immediate beginning or nucleus for this 
p<~rk, most of which will have to wait until lat~r. 

In paragraph 71, continue with a new paragraph;-

(a) Bombay will need to make a basic decision with respect to its policy 
on parks and playgrounds. It must consider these as a basic necessity and 
provide funds accordingly. The total ultimate expenditure required is small, 
but it must be vastly increased overt he present almost invisibl~ amount. The 
abandoned cattle stable an.as, the playgrounds and parks called for in our new 
neighbourhood developments, the greenbelts-these will all be of much less 
cost than they could and should be. Nothing fancy is contemplated. The 
expenditure involved is a minimum but it must be faced upto. These are 
basic ingredients of city life and well-being, like housing, sewiige system, 
1ehools, etc. 
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SECTION Xl-5TAFF AND SURVEYS: 

In paragraph 82 add sub-paragraph (a) 1-

(a) In para 82 of original Report listing minimum recommended staff 
and their· duties, one important division of the work was inadvertently omitted. 
The indicated technical sections were-Master Plan Division and Division 
for Planning and Design for Localities and Neighbourhoods. A third division 
in charge of Zoning formulation, interpretation and enforcement should 
have been includ~. This is a major job, znd requires at least one high level 
architect or ~ngineer, and two well-trained technical assistants plus subsidiary 
staff. 

SECTION XIV-SCHOOLS AND OTHER EDUCATIONAL BUilDINGS 
(New : not included in Original "Outline Master Plan"). 

SCHOOLS: 

10. As indie~~ted in our discussion of Neighbourhoods and Districts in 
Sections IV and VI, one of the basis for minimum size of neighbourhood, is for it to 
have such a population that it can justify at least one primary school without children 
having to walk too far or cross heavily travelled roads on the way. And likewise a 
District or locality of neighbourhoods should have at least one secondary school 
within it (or one for each sex if it is not co-educational). Primary schools are to be 
co-educational, as per Corporation's decision. 

(a) Fads and standards as to the optimum number of pupils or range 
of numbers for each type of school and as to the area that should be allowed for 
each type of school and its playground, are not yet authoritatively available 
here. However, some assumptions must be made which should be con
siderably on the high side as compared with present schools, most of which 
have little or no play area. Experience in the U.S.A. and U.K. where they 
originally allowed for no playground, and then playgrounds that were too 
small, is that ample area and elbow room must be allowed to avoid the 
necessity of buying costly or built-up land later. This subject must be studied 
and developed in co-operation with educators, bearing in mind that the 
playground of the primary school, and the football field of the secondary 
school will help to serve the neighbourhood's and district's needs for these 
Mme facilities. In many cases too, it will be advantageous to use the large 
hall in the~ school, its library and some of its other facilities, for adult, social 
and community purposes as well. 

(b) For purposes of 11rriving at the number of pupils for each school 
leYel, we h.ve, on the basis of 1941 census, assumed th.t 10 per cent., of the 
population of any area would be in primary school (6 to I 0) and about 8 per 
cent., in secondary school (age II to 16). 
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OlliER EDUCATIONAL BUilDINGS : 

11. There is nothing to be added here to the discussion in paragraph 29 of 
Section I II of the Origind Report. 

SECTION XV-CIVIC CENTRE. 

1%. The importance of a Civic Centre for Bombay has been discussed in this, 
report under the section entitled 'Glancing Back at the Plan; AND FORWARD. 
Due to the difficulty of finding a suitable and worthy site which can be realistically 
considered to be available or potentially, we are not yet in a position to go into further 
details OD this. 
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Index Area in 
Density 

Thousands Total 
No. Location. sq. miles. per 

sq.mile. 
Population 

(Approximate). 

&ridrntial• (N<UJ). 

Ria North of Utan 2.25 27.000 61,000 

Rlbt South of Utan 4.23 31.000 1.31.000 

Ric•• Near Raipada south of Bhayandar·Utan Road 0.75 31,000 23.000 

Rid•• South of Bhayandar to the west of B. B. & C. I. Railway 1.95 31,000 60.000 

RM Eut of B. B.&, C. I. Railway between Dahiaar and Mira Road ... 1.80 29,000 52.000 

R2bt North east of Borivli 1.75 29.000 51.000 

R2c' Near Borivli 0.50 29.000 15.000 

RU•• West of B. B. & C. I. Railway and north of Borivli-Gorai Road ... 1.54 29.000 45,000 

RJt West of Kandivli and north of Malad· Man-. Road 2.22 31.000 69,000 

R4+ East of Malad and east of western expressway 3.05 31,000 95,000 

R4a" 0 South of Malad between the B. B. & C. I. Railway and the weaem 
expressway 0.50 27,000 14.000 

R5+ North west of Thana 3.28 32,000 1,05,000 

R6 West of B. B. & C. I. Railway between Oshivre and Gorqaon 0.80 26.000 21,000 

R7+ Mulund 1.07 31,000 33,000 
RB Near Kopri Colony 1.13 32,000 36.000 
R'lt ]uhu ... 1.65 27,000 45,000 

RIO+ Maju, Mogra, etc., to north of Andheri-Marol Road 2.44 27,000 66,000 
RIO..+ Sototh of Powai Road 1.92 29,000 57,000 
RIOb Near Mogn west of western expressway ... 0.36 27,000 10.000 
R 10c•• Between Ghatkopar and Vikhroli west of Bombay-Agra Road 036 27,000 10.000 
Rllt North of Powai Road and east of Powai Lake 193 31.000 60.000 
Rl2 Bandro-Khar, Part of Town Planning Schemes 032 26.000 8,000 
Rl3+ West Trombay Salt Pan area 0.78 32.000 25.000 
Rl3a West of Mahui-Ghatkopar Road 232 32,000 75,000 
Rl36 Anik Mahul 1.40 32.000 45,000 

R 13ct North and oouth of Sion T rombay Road between Borla and_ 2.04 32.000 65,000 Tromha), 
Rl3dt East of eastern expressway betw.en Ghatltopar an~ Borla 1.13 27.000 31,000 

Appro:Wn.te Total ... 43J5 29,000 13,08,000 
(Average). 

lndUJtrial. 

I, On the east of B. B. & C. I. R,.,ilway between Kandivliand Bori\'li 1.70 
I, t On the east of Bomhay-Agra l<o.1d between Ghatkopar and l\lulund 3,11 
11 On the west of C. I. P. between 1\.urla and Ghatl:opar u.o5 
I~ •• On the south of 1\:urla~!\.lo.n.l:hurd Railway ... 0.22 
16 •• Near .Saki Nab. and on the north oJ Andheri~Marol Road ... 0.50 
1, •• Area betwttn Jogeshwari and Goregaon and to the east of B. B. & 0.55 C. 1.1\ailway. 

Total ... o.9> sq. miles . 

• lnclurling local streets, local pa.rb Alld playgrounds. schoola. ahopping. 
•• Denotes area newly added. t Denotes diminished area. t l>enolet augmented area. 
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TABLE No. l-(ContJ.) 

Location. 

Parks. 

PTa Kanheri National Park (suggesterl addition to above) 

P2 Near Malad Creek 

Area in 
sq. mile~. 

8.78 

4.82 

b2 

P3! Near Mulund 0.94 

P4! On the west of Bombay-Agra Road between Ghatkopar and Vikhroli ... 129 

P5.. North of Chemhur •.• 0.60 

Total square miles 20.05 

AtToJronuJ. 

AI Near Manori 2.72 

A2f Santacruz ... 3.26 

T oat I square miles 5.98 

EJucational Centres. 

El West ol Ghodhunder Road and north of Vesava Rood 1.52 

E2f Near Kurla 125 

E3 .. Nt>ar Pawai Lake, north of Marol 039 

Total square miles 3.16 

Hospital.. 

HI N< ar V.lhroli 025 

H2 Near Anik 0.23 

Total square miles ... 0.48 

Sanatorium. 

s At Vesan ... 0.40 

Possible Dock Area. 

D Wadala to Mahul 2.50 

Open Area /or Race Course and Stadium. 

Ot On either side of the Mahul Ghatlopar Roa~ 

Holiday Resort. 

h Near Marve 

L On Paniu I.land 10 Busein Creek 

SeiiY.JIC Purification Workt. 

S.P. Bewteen Sandra and Kurla 

Gor>t!mment Dairy Fsrm Colony. 

F • Arc ' near Goregaon 

T anntrits anJ Slaughter Hou~. 

T On Than. Belapur Road near ltawa Village 

• • Denotes area newly added. : Denotes diminised area. 

1.49 

9.90 

1.08 

0.75 

420 

0.80 

t Denotes IUgtnf'ntcd area. 
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TABLE No. ll. 

Summary of Satellite Towns and Populations. 

Population. 

Near Virar at Shirgaon 60,000 

Ambernath 3,00,000 

Near Nerul to the East of Thana Creek 60,000 

South of Bhiwandi 75,000 

Near Badia pur 75,000 

Near Karjat 75,000 

North of Pamel 55,COO 

Total 7,00,000 
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TYPOGRAPWCAL ERRORS AND MINOR CORREcriONS IN THE TEXT 
OF THE ORIGINAL MASTER PLAN IN OU11.1NE. 

Page 6 para 6(i) first line, delete the word "in" before the word 'favour.' 
Footnote on page 16; the fourth word now reading "motel" and the eiahth 

word now reading "tunno" should read 'motor' and "tunnel" respectively. 

Section ll:-

Paragraph 2l(c)(4); Delete the words 'In the approximate 1.6 square miles' 
and substitute the word "area.'' 

Paiagraph 22(c) ; Delete all but the first sentence and substitute "location of 
these fields is being detennined in consultation with the Aviation authorities." 

Section VDl :-

Paragraph 57(a), 2nd and 3rd lines ; Delete the word "besides", and oub
stitute "except for." 

Paragraph 57(b), next to last line, re~ds now; "Also ~y ~liminati~g non;;con· 
fonning uses of certain lapse change the word of to read alter. .. 

Paragraph 58(b), next to last line reads "A major portion---- - • 
substitute 11

8 major portion oral ·" 

Section IX :--
" Paragraph 65(a)-2nd line reads "It is expected that whenc----

h .. h .. d" h .. c ange w en to rea t en. 

Section xni :--

Paragraph 95 ; Omit the first sentence. 

Page 1o. third item, delete the letter ' 1 ' in houses. 


